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HOLLAND. MICHIGAN. THURSDAY. JANUARY

Men

New

A.

Boosts Predicted

E

of

Johansen, journalist-his-

the Hope Church Men's club

Wave

Is

Summer

Is

Coming

Despite sub-zero temperatures
of last week, thoughts of many
introduced by President A. Bondy
persons are
the sunshine
Gronhfg.
and warm days of summer, as dis‘The office of the President of
closed by the number ot letteis
the United States is the mast imreceived daily by the Chamber of
portant job in the world. A study
Commerce office. The Chamber
of the lives of the 32 men who
receives five or more requests
have served as Presidentreveals
daily relative to cottages, cabins
The strength and the weakness of
or
camping facilities in or about
a democraticform of government,"
Johansen said in setting the theme Holland.
Several inquiries have been refor his talk.
ferred to local cottage owners
He recalled the events leading

on

Although the temperatureIn
Holland was only one degree
warmer than Wednesday, residents welcomed the alight rise
and hoped Friday's prediction for
mater-

ialize.

Chief Weather Observer Jay
Folkert at Hope college reported
20 degrees at 11 im., compared
with 19 for Wednesday. Yesterday’s maximum was 25 and the

But

of American Presidents. He was

Awaited

warmer weather would

The North Winds Do Blow,

nesday night with his anecdotes

No Relief Seen for
East Coast Where New
Cold

Wed-

,

Edwin M. Viehl

194B

Of Double-Parked Car

Church Club

torian of Battle Creek, delighted

29.

EIGHT PAGES-PRICE FIVE CENTS

Police Seeking Driver

Newsman Entertains

Mercury Rises
Slightly;

Town Whom Folks

to the founding of the Repub- and early rentals are being reported.
lican party and its first convenWorking in co-operation with
tion at Kalamazoo where one of
local realtors and touristand rethe speakers was listed in a Michsort operators, the Chamber exigan newspaper as “H. Lincoln of
pects to be able to house more
Illinois."
"Whether thus was the result people tlie coming summer than
for the past few years, as a conof ignorance or whether a printer
sentrated eflort is being put on
picked an ‘H’ out of the type case
the resort and tourist operations
instead of an 'A', we'll probably
this year.
never know. Certainly today there
Any one having a cottage that
is not a school child who could
is rented by the short term ami
president of not say the speaker was Abraham

Police this afternoon were seeking the driver of an illegally double parked car who was responsible for an accident at 1 pin. today, causing considerable damage
to a car driven by Alvin Johnson,
20, and lesser damage to one driven by Maude S. Evans, route 6.

Johnson told police he was
traveling east on Eighth St. and
turned to the inner lane to pass a
ear which was double parked.
While abreast of the car. the unidentified driver went forward,
forcing Johnson across the centerline into the oncoming car
driven by Mrs. Evans.
Tlie accident occurred on Eighth
St. between Central and River
Avos. Loft fronts of both the

Johnson and Evuns cars wore
damaged. The other car was a

Escapee Admits Taking

Fee System for

Polio Coins

From Store

Haven, Jan. 29 (Special)
18-year-oldescapee from the
Coldwater home and training
school has admitted to officers of
Muskegon county that he took a
coin .collector for the Infantile
Paralysis fund, containing a little
more than $10, from the Lillie
store in CoopersvilleTuesday. The
boy, who has escaped from the
school several times is expected to
be returned to the school by offic-

Fann-to-Prosper 1

Grarffl

AUegan
Is

Sheriff

Thrown Out

Department to Operate
On Salary Basis Starting
Next Year; Rules Listed
Allegan, Jan.

29

—

—An

Effective

Jan. 1, 19-19, tlie Allegan county
sheriff’sdepartment will operate
on a salary basis instead of a fee
system, according to action taken
by the Board of Supervisors during the January sef-sion.

The change was recommended

Harrington and
De Free

Wont Run

Annual Round-Up
Plans Completed

Present

Sigler

To

Rural

Awards Friday;

j

Expect 1200 at Meet
All is !q readiness for the big
Round-Up in Muskegon Friday climaxing the 1947 West Michigan
Farm-to-Prosper contest. Plant
have been made to entertain l,^farm folk and businessmenfrom
Ottawa, Muskegon, Newaygo,
Oceana, and Mason counties with
Go\ernorSigler presenting award*
to winning rural communityor*'

by a special committee which earned on an extensive study, comCity
paring local practice* with those
ganizations.
in other counties in this section of
Fifty organizatioas participated
minimum 10.
the stale. Members were A. H.
The slate for the city primary
in the 1947 contest. Cash award*
Tonight’s predictions called for
Warnement. Carl Winslow. James election here Feb. 16 was thrown
totaling$125 in each county have
snow flurries with little change
Boyce, Donald H. Ward and Guy
wide open today with the an- been contributed oy business orin temperature and a low of 16
Toed.
ganizations, with an additional
degrees. Average temperaturesof
The new system provides a sal- nouncement that Aid. Harry Har23 degrees were predicted for this
ary of $3,000 for the sheriff in- rington of the first ward and Aid. $100 tor the Sweepstakes award.
Also bestowed will be framed cersection for the week-end.
cluding living quarters to Ik* fur- Bernard De Pree of the third ward
tifieates of award.
Last night Saulte Ste. Marie renished him in the jail apartment would not seek re-election.
All members of competingrural
ported zero but the rest of the
with
the
cost
of
heat,
light
and
IV Pree has been an alderman organizations and all members of
Edwin M. Viehl. 38.
In
state enjoyed warmer temperanot the season is requested to confuel funlshed by the county. It for three terms or six years and
Ottawa Auto Sales, died suddenly Lincoln. But remember this was
contributingbusiness organizatures. Battle Creek reported a
tact the Chamber office for early
also provides a salary of $2,400 Harringtonwas appointed in May.
of a heart attack at his home in in 1856. when the party put its
tions are eligible to attend.
low of 4. Jackson 6,' Grand Raplistings.
per year for an under-sheriffand 1945.
Waverly Heights Saturday after- first candidate. John C. Fremont,
The Round-Up. planned as a reids 8. Detroit 9. TraverseCity 13.
The
Chamber
is working with
$2,400
for one full-time deputy.
No other candidates have been ward for participationin the pronoon. He was born in Comstock into the political arena," the
fc>canaba16, Muskegon 17, and
officials of three conventionsto
The sheriff, under-sheriff and advanced for the two posts. MonPark and came to Holland from newsman said.
gram for the advancementof
Alpena 20.
stage their annual meetings m
ley roads and hazardous driv- the one deputy will be full-time day, Feb. 2, at 4 p.m. Is the deadMiddleville in 1931.
Johansen, a graduate of the
western Michigan, will open at 1
No relief, however,was in sight
Holland during June.
officers,
arranging
their
duties
so
line for filing petitionsor declaraing conditions,brought on by the
He was employed by the Dokker University of Chicago and memp.m. with a concert by the massed
for the east coast where the
that one man will be on duty, one tions.
garage four or five yeans- before ber of the editorial staff of the
newest
snowfall, were responsible
4-1! bands of Muskegon county,
weather bureau said a new cold
on
call
and
one
at
liberty.
In
case
Three new candidates entered directed by Carl Borgeson.
affiliating with the Holland Bump Hattie (Yeek Enquirer & News,
for four accidents in and around of extreme emergency, all three
wave moving down from Hudson shop. During the war. he, took over
the rare Wednesday with filing of
recalled the social snubsofPeggy
Highlights of the afternoon, beHolland ‘Monday night and Tues- officersshall l>e on full-duty staBay would keep temperaturesbepetitions or declarations by Bert
the preSfnt Ottawa Auto Sales O’Neill Eaton which led to the
sides the Governor’s presentation
day which sent six persons to Hol- tus. Tin' officer on duty in tlie jail
low freezing for an indefinite
J. Huizenga, of 152 West 10th St.,
from Henry StrcuV who entered downfall of Jackson's cabinet.
land hospital for treatment.
time. Temperaturesthroughout
also will assume the duties of as alderman of the second ward, and address,will be entertainment
the Army and operated the busi"Peggy O'Neill had four counts
numbers. Appearing first will bt
Four persons were haspitaliz-ed turnkey.
the northeastwere expected to
Nelson Ryzenga. of 740 Lincoln the Impersonators, of Muskegon.
ness until Sept. 1, 1946, when he against her. She was beautiful;
as the result of a two-car crash
rise to near thawing today and
All
fees, both civil and criminal Ave., as alderman of the sixth
took as partners Nelson Morris she was Irish; she was the daughA professionalnumber from ChiMonday night at the intersection and including transportationof
then plunge to new lows tonight and Sam Dagen. On July 1. 1947.
ward and John C. Westrate of 44 cago will provide a second numter of a saloon keeper and she had
The
monthly
dinner
meeting
of
[of
US-31
and
Howard
Ave.
inand tomorrow.
prisonersand other persons to West 17th St. for city treasurer.
the business was incorporated.
The Ohio river valley was one The property was badly damaged got herself talked about. The so- the Junior Chamber of Commerce volving cars driven by Joseph .state institutions, will be collected So far, there will lx? oppasition ber.
cially conscious women of the cap- was held Tuesday night at the
The electionof a board of trusClark, route 4, and George Bot- by the sheriff and returned to the
of the coldest regions in the na- in a $75,000 fire just a year ago.
in races for city treasurer listing tees of the West Michigan Farmital wouldn’t receive her and a American Legion club house. Pres- sis, 19. of 186 Lakewood Blvd.
tion today. More than 20,000 steel
county
treasurer.
Fees
collected
Survivingare his wife. Leona;
Incumbent Henry J. Becksfort and
workers, miners and rivermen his mother. Mrs. KatherineViehl crisis was born in Washington.It ident James Hallan presided. Clark received a fractured left from examining applications for Westrate;Board of Public Works to-Prosper contest association for
was Martin Van Buren who solved Guests included William Vande leg and a laceration above one
1948 will be held. Nominee* havS
were idled in the Pittsburgh area of Fremont; a brother. Louis of
motor vehicle operators' licenses listing Incumbent R. C. Bosch and
the dilemma by suggestingthat Water, secretary of the Chamber ear. A cast was applied to his
been named in each county. Repfor the third consecutive day. Chicago, and two sisters. Mrs.
also will be returned to the coun- Joe Shashaguay;fourth ward with
Eleven coal mines shut down in Marian Freeman of Detroit and the entire cabinet resign. This was of Commerce. Wendell Miles, local leg and he was sent home. His ty treasurer. Tlie salary of the Anthony Pecrbolt opposing In resented on the board are the agnot the least of services that led attorney, and Louis Hekman, of- wife. Leona, remained in the hosricultural and business interest*
western Pennsylvania when ice Mrs. MargueriteNeal of Kalamalicense bureau examiner will be cumbent Fred Galtcn; and sixth
to his selectionby Jackson as the fice manager at Baker Furniture pital with back injuries and a lacof each county and the pres*, with
choked the rivers and prevented zoo.
$1,600.
ward where El Prins. John Koopnext President of the United Co.
eration over one eyebrow.X-rays
barges from hauling out coal.
The sheriff will furnish a jail man and Ryzenga will battle for county agriculturalagents a* exStates," the speaker said.
officio member*.
A report on the recent state were to be taken today.
Production was cut by an estimatmatron at his own expense, and the post left vacant by Aid. L. C.
The meeting opened with an in- board meeting at Lansing was
C. D. McNamee, of Muskegon, 1*
Botsis received a lacerationbe- the sheriff will be compensated
ed 40,000 tons a day.
Dalman.
vocation by the Rev. Paul E. Hin- given by Willis Welling. Attend- low the knee and was treated and
president of the association.The
Thousands of homes were withfor meals to prisoners and transOther candidates Include Ben contest is carried on through, the
krmp. Dinner was served by th» ing the meeting were Les De released. Paul Fortney, 20, > of 49
out heat throughout the nation
ients at the rate of 35 cents per Steffens for re-electionas mayor,
Women’s Aid society under direc- Bidder, Irvin Do Weerd, James East 18th St., riding with Botsis, meal actually served.
offices of the county agricultural
and the fuel oil shortage extended
Huizenga for alderman of the se- agents.
tion of Mrs. J. Donald Jencks.
Hallan and Welling.
received a laceration over the
over the entire country. Even
The county will provide two au- cond ward, John H. Van Dyke for
The afternoon will close with
In a surprise ceremony, women
Tiie program featured a cur- right eye and bruises to the left tomobiles equipped with two-way
Texas, where most of the nation's
fifth ward, and John Galien as coffee and doughnut* served in the
of the society presented the Rev rent affairs quiz with Howard leg. He also was released.
natural gas is produced,suffered
radios and the Board of Super- supervisor.
Muskegon Senior High school
Marion de Velder with a birthday Kooiker named winner.
Robert Jacobusse, 21. route 6, visors will appropriate sufficient
• The war on milk prices continfro... the acute shortage. The
cafeteria,
adjacent to the auditorVarious
money-raising
projects
cake.
Gronberg
gave
Rev.
de
Veldriver
of
a
Yellow-Checker
taxiLone Star and West Texas com- ued in Holland today, but most of
money for the maintenanceof the
ium in which the program will be
panies, which serve 376 cities in the dairies were operating on the der a book in which all members were discussed to enable the JCC cab. wax treated in Holland hos- automobiles including gas. oil and Suspended Sentence
i»eld.
of the club 'tad written their sig- to raise the second payment of pital for a laceration above the tires, not to exceed $400 per car
Texas and Oklahoma, asked cus- 16-cent price basis.
Given on Drunk Count
$1,000 on the airplane judgment. right temple, as the result of a per year.
One dairy continued to sell milk natures.
tomers to save gas. At Dallas, a
collision at 7:05 a.m. today at
railway company heated its 10- for 14 cents. The report that anIn an emergency, the sheriff's
Edwin Koon, 40, of Traverse
Pine and 21st St. with a car department is authorizedto use
story office building and five-story other dairy would cut the price to
City, arrested by city police SaturAged
Fennville
driven by Sam H. Bosch. 48. of 96 pmately owned automobilesand
freight office with steam furnish- 12 cents was denied.
day on a drunk charge, was given
East 20th St. Bosch was stunned owners will lie compensatedat the
Throughout the fracas, the Dies at Douglas Hospital
ed by a locomotive.
a suspended sentence of 10 days
and also was treated in tlie hos- rate ol 5 cents a mile provided
The gas shortage idled nearly housewife emerged as the winner.
on condition he leave town, when
Fennville.
Jan.
29
(Special)
pital.
a quarter million workers in Mich- She took advantage of the first
such emergency mileage does not he was arraignedMonday before
The cal) driver said he did not exceed 50,000 miles a year.
igan, Ohio and Western Penn- glimmer of hope in spiralingfood Mrs. Martha Welch. 81, died Mon- In
Municipal Judge Cornelias vander
day morning at Douglas hospital
see the other car until the mosylvania.but the break in the cold prices in many a day.
The sheriff i.s authorized to em- Meulen.
Maps and diagrams of the enment before the impact and Bosch ploy speeal deputy sheriffsin emwave indicated the layoffs would Holland's milk war was tame, where she had been a patient two
Local nature observers report
Trenton
Groteler, 38, of 251 trance to Holland harbor were in
said he misjudged his speed. An- ergencies on a per diem basis at
*be short. The shutdown of the compared with the situation in St. days. Upon her return from Allea onee-m-a-lifetimephenomenon
West l2th St., paid fine and costs the mail today for Rep. Bartel J.
Michigan ConsolidatedGas Co. Helens, Ore., where a meat price gan Health Center a few weeks at Ottawa beach. A sheet of skat- geline Van Omen, a passengerin the rate of 75 cents an hour. In no of $11.60 Saturdaywhen be plead- Jonkman who requested the info J
affecting60 plants and idling 200,- war took on a national aspect ago. she had been cared for in ing ice a quarter of a mile wide the cab. was uninjured. Police event will the annual per diem
ed guilty to a conservation charge mat ion in connection with a fight
were mlormed she continuedby wages exreed $500.
000 workers in Detroit is expected when a butcher shipped free ham- the Geirit Dykhuis home.
for local improvementsbeing carhas formed beyond the ice mounds
involving the use of htree lines.
foot lo her work at Baker FurShe was a former resident of that line the shore.
to be in effect until next Tuesday. burger. prepaid and packed in dry
In transporting prisoners, the Others paying fines were Ed- ried on for severalyears.
niture
ice, to mail order customers Pullman and moved to Fennville
.-'henffor his deputies will use
The information was compil
Normally at this time of year
A car driven by Lloyd W. An- county automobiles or railway ward Windemuller, 19, route 6, by the Holland Fish and Gam*
four years ago.
throughoutthe nation.
•here
are
four
or
five
ridges
of
stop street,$5; Norman Buursma,
County Receives Tax
derson.
33.
of
9
Went
35th
St.,
The price-slashingcontest startSurviving are the husband.
passenger services. whichever Holland, parking, $1; Wilson Van club which is working in co-operaice, but this year tlnie are hut
ed three weeks ago when two Sherman; a son. Donald Priest, two jrincipal ridges. The ridges was badly damago4\at 11:15 a.m. transportation is least exjtensive
Money from State
tion with the Lake and Harboi
today at 19th and Central where and most efficient. Necessary Loo, has driver, parking too near
partners jolted their competitors who is in the Navy; a niece. Mrs.
committeeof the Chamber ol
are formed when the waves and
a corner, $1.
it collided with a heavy semi meals and lodgings will be paid by
Grand Haven. Jan. 29 (Special) with a starting price of 35 cents Vein Hambley of Watervliet.
Commerce.
spray build up a sawtooth pile of
driven by Rolvrt VV. Steele. 24. the county.
—Ottawa County Treasurer Fred a pound for hamburger. When anImprovements are requested on
ice with the sharp edges facing
Grand Rapids. The semi, owned
Den Herder has received a check other cut it to 29 cents, the partThe sheriff Is charged wit It Zeeland Man Fined for
the basis of safety for navigation
the lake.
by Northern Equipment Co., keeping the jail in a clean, wellfor $88,296.80 representing sales ners announced they would give it
and to enable touristsand fisherBetween this year's ridges are
Grand Rapids, wax not damaged. painted condition and js respon- Illegal Use of Firearms
tax diversionmoney for cities, away. Prices on most beef and
men to have access to the concrete
ice balls ranging from an inch in
A car driven by Henry I. Shaw. sible lor requiring prisoners to do
townships and villages for the per- pork cuts were down 20 to 30
breakwaters. Local leaders condiameterto a foot. Many of nose
Grand
Haven.
Jan.
29
(Special)
Jr., 21, of 78 East Ninth St., al- such cleaning and painting,the
iod from Oct. 1, 1947, through cents below normal.
perfectly formed spheres are loo.io.
—Harry
Kamps.
41,
route
2. Zee- tend more than a million persons
so was damaged in a collision at county furnishing the necessary
Dec 31, 1947. This amount is basat
and can be picked up
land, appeared before Justice visit Holland State park every
12:30 am. today at River and materials.
ed upon the population of each unOil and Gas Permits
From
the outermost ridge to 17th, with a semi driven by SidGeorge
V. Hoi ter Tuesday and summer and these visitorshave
it. after the state bases it on the
the skating ire. there is a sheer
entered a [ilea of nolle contendere no way of getting onto the piers
Mrs.
J.
W.
Visscher,
77.
died
ney
Parketon,
18.
Muskegon.
population of the county. The per Released by State
and paid $25 fine and $6.35 costs except by boat. Proper approachMonday night at a nursing home (Imp of 18 to 20 feet. The ice :s The truck driver said he was uncapita distributionis $1.48.
Lansing Jan. 29
Included in
safe
for
walking
now
and
will
on a charge of careless use of fire- es by foot are provided in Grand
able to stop on the icy pavement
The following units will/receive the gas and oil permits issued re- in Kalamazoo of a cerebral hemto
Haven. Muskegon, Saugatuck and
arms.
orrhage.
She
was
born
in Overisel likely continue so ax long us and hit the other car which was
benefits, the first figure repre- cently by the state conservation
elsewhere, leaders said.
Kamps
was
arrested
by
officers
on Feb. 20. 1870, and attended temperaturesremain below free/.^^V",;
'a"'W"t"tu^.'
senting the population, the sec- department are:’
Rep. Jonkman indicated he
of
the
sheriff'sdepartment Oct.
Hope
Preparatory
school.
Her
ond figure, the amount:
Allegan county
would
refer the information to the
Beyond
the
.skating
ice.
there
31
and
entered
a
plea
ot
not
guilty
home was at 675 State St., HolHolland, 14.616. $21,631.68;ZeeMonterey townsh'ip- -Ford Hen- land. until her husband died in is a field ol pan ice. Sunday it Mrs. Minnie Ensing
House committee on appropriaupon
arraignment
Nov.
21.
land. 3,007. $4,450.36;Grand Hav- ry, Wayland; Steve Furjanich No.
was driftingnorth and the sounds
Grand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special) Officers allege Harvey Huizen- tions which in turn will make reen. 8.799. $13,022.52; Hudsonville 1— SW NE SW, contractor, own 1936. Since that time she had been
Succumbs at Fremont
commendations to U. 3. Army enof
the
floe
ice grinding againM
living
with
her
children.
She
had
—
Sheriff
William M. Boeve is ga, 22. of Zeeland, was injured in
village, 837. $1,238.76; Coopers- tools.
gineers.
the
leg
by
buck
shot
while
he
and
been
an
invalid
since
suffering
a the fixed ice could be beam lor
ville. 1.083, $1,602.84; Spring
Mrs. Minnie Bode Ensmg 70. completing arrangements for a
Salem township—Ford Oil Co.. stroke a year ago. She was a life- considerable distances.
others were involved in Halloween
posse
of
200
Boy
Scouts
to
search
Lake, 1,329. $1,966.92; Holland 581 State St.. Holland; John Hutty
died at Gerber Memorial hospital.
long member of Hope Reformed
township,4,913, $7,271.24; Olive No. 1— NW
Fremont, Sunday night. She wax Saturday for Otto Urbam, 84- pranks on the Kamps farm, re- Firemen Answer
NW, contractor. church.
sulting in Huizenga's being hospitownship, 1.304, $1,929.92; Park Elkin Palmei and son.
born April 5. 1877 in Germany and year-old Fruit port man who has
Alarms This Morning
Surviving are two daughters, Vegetable Growers
been missing since early Sunday. talized for his injuries.
township, 1,974, $2,921.52; Port
came
to
Fremont
at
the
age
of
Martin township — Louis ZcllUrbam
was
said
to
have
left
his
Sheldon. 416, $615.68; Robinson man. 214 Chestnut St. Allegan; Mrs. Donald L. Brush of Herki- Meet at Allegan
four. She was
married
to
Herman
wa*
Holland firemen responded to
township. 1,041, $1,540.68;Zeeland Darle J. and Nona M. Lukins. No. mer. N. Y., and Mrs. Louis VerEasing on -sept. 27. 1899. She wax home at 3:30 a.m. that day and New Course Is Offered
two
fires Tuesday morning.
duin
of
betroit;
four
sons.
WalIn spite of the stormy weather a charter member of Second was last seen by a colored family
township, 1.879, $2,780.92.
1— SE SW SW, contractor, Max lace of Detroit, Dr. J. Paul of
The first around 10:30 a.m. was
65 Allegan county vegetable growan
hour
later.
In
Boiler
Operations
Christian Reformed church, FreSpidel.
in tlie James Annis home on East
Cleveland Heights. O., Dr. Mau- ers met at the Griswold auditorBoeve is working out plaaswith
mont.
Cheshire township— Louis Zell- rice B. of Minneapolis. Minn., and
Mr*. M. J. Ten Hoor, 74,
A 10-week course in boiler oper- Fifth St. where a clothes closet
ium. Allegan Wednesday, Jan. 4,
Scout
Executive
Donald
E.
Kyger
mon. 214 Chestnut St.. Allegan; Dr. Frank E. of Kalamazoo; 15 to discuss production and market- Mr. Easing died in March, 1945.
atioas lor custodians of the public caught fire, burning a considerSurviving are three daughters. and CommissionerClaude Verduin
Dies in Local Hospital
AdelbertCanfield and Lucy Can- grandchildren.and three great ing problems.
schools and any other mainten- able amount of clothing,destroyof
the
Ottawa-Allegan
council
Mrs. George Stevens. Mrs. Arthur
field No. 1 — SE NW NE, contracgrandchildren;
sister. Mrs.
Claude May, a grower from Gun Rotier an<| Mrs. George Breuker, and C. W. Woodson of Timber ance men in the Holland area in- ing the door to the closet and
Mrs. M. J. Ten Hoor. 74. of 301 tor. Max Spidel.,
terested in such a course will start damaging furniture'mthe next
Sarah Vander Kolk of Vriesland. Marsh, leading a discussion of
West 21st St., died Sunday night
Salem township — Leonyd C. and a brother, Gerrit Bolks of problems of selling vegetables,em- all of Fremont; five sons, Arthur Trails council in Muskegon.
Feb. 10 at 7:30 p.m, in Holland room.
in Holland hospital after a short Sleep, Box 22, Allegan; Henry
of Grand Rapids, Sander and Most of the Scouts will meet high school, Supt. C. C. Crawford Firemen remained oh the scene
Hamilton.
phasized the need for better gradillness.
George of Fremont, Harry of Hes- in the sheriffs office at 8:30 a.m.
Weaver No. 7 — SE SE SE, contracabout 20 minutes. James AnniX,
announced today
ing and packaging.
Survivingare three daughters. tor, Harry Stroud.
peria and Harold of Chicago; a Saturday and will join the rest of
retired BPW employe,was alone
The
course
will
be
offered
Jack
Rose,
secretary
of the MichMrs. Emmett Burt, Mrs. James
sister, Mrs. Gertrude Bryant of the group on Airline road at 9
home at the time. Origin of the
through
the
Adult
Education
Exigan
Vegetable
council, invited
a.m.
An
area
of
about
two
square
Heerspink and Mrs. John Bakker
Hunters Cautioned
May to represent the Allegan Fremont, and several other rela- miles will be covered. Each Scout tension service of Michigan State blaze was not determined.
of Holland; three sons. George J. Former Holland
Shortly before 1 pan. firemen
Muck Growers association on the tives in the vicinity of Holland.
To Get Storage Tags
will be provided with a stick or college in co-operation with Holof Nashville, Tenn., John of Chiwere called to a house at 9 West
Dies at Grand Rapids
land
public
schools.
The
instructor
state council.
staff to uncover underbrash.
cago and Henry of Holland; id
19th St. where a faulty furnace
John Elferdink.85. of Grand Harold Bowditch. conservation This meeting for vegetable Illness Proves Fatal for
Police also will co-operate. The will be, I. C. Gammon, chief engrandchildren; and a brother and
filled the house with smoke. There
Rapids,
former
Holland
resident, officer, reminded hunters today growers was scheduled by the
gineer
of
Grand
Rapids
public
search will center in Crockery
sister in the Netherlands.
was little or no damage and firedied Thursday Jan. 22. He was that today is the deadline for county agricultural agent, A. D. Retired Hamilton Farmer
schools.
township but may extend into
born in Holland and moved to possession of venison unless a Morley, who acted as chairman of
Any person interested may en- men remainedonly a few minutes.
Spring Lake township.
Edward
Vander
Kolk,
77.
died
Mrs. Clara Heyboer
Grand Rapids many years ago.
storage permit «* obtained. Per- the meeting. Other specialists
roll at the superintendent’*office.
Survivors include the wife. Pau- mits for storage in lockers of all from Michigan State College dis- at 7:15 a.m. today at his home in
Man Sentenced for Drunk
Succumbs at Zeeland
Hamilton following a year’s ill- Interior of Work Shop
line; two sons. Harold of Grand game except waterfowl allow in- cussing growers problems were
Hunting
to
Conference
ness. He was a retired farmer.
Rapids and Stanley of Holland; definite possession, provided the introduced to the growers.
Driving, Second Offense
Zeelahd. Jan. 29 (Special)— Mrs.
Surviving are his wife, Hen- Badly Damaged by Fire
P. J. Manting,AutomobileClub
two daughters. Mrs. Calla Tenant permits are obtained within 60
Carl Knoor discussed new fungiClara Heyboer.,74, wife of the late
rietta; three brothers. Albert of
The interior of an old bam of Michigan's Holland division Grand Haven, Jan. 29 .(Special)
Matthew Heyboer, died this morn- of Grand Rapids and Mrs. Ormie days of the close of the hunting cide and disease control methods. Holland. Henry of Hopkins and which had been convertedinto a manager, has been called to De- —Oscar Mickelson, 56, route
Moore
of
Detroit;,six grandchil- season and the individualpas- He told the group that a new
ing at her home , following a lindren and five great grandchildren. session limit is not exceeded, he folder for plant diseases was Benjamin of Oakland; one sister, work shop behind the Dykstra troit for participation in an an- Whitehall, upon his plea of guilty
gering illness.
said.
availableat the county agent’s of- Miss Dora Vander Kolk of Oak- home at 128 West 15th St. was nual conference Saturday on 1948 before Justice George V. Hoffer
Surviving are three daughters,
gutted by fire Wednesdayafter- plans.
land
Wednesday, was ordered to pay
fice.
Mrs. Jack Vander Ploeg and Mrs. Municipal Court News
Private funeral ^services will be noon.
Club officials will call on Mant- $100 fine, $11.05 costs and war
Lewis Jacobs of Holland, and Mrs.
The followingfines had been Divorce Entered
held Monday at 2*p.m. from the
Cause of the blaze was not ing to supply requirements of Hol- ordered to serve 15 day* in
Larry Van Haitsma of Zeeland; paid today in Municipal Cburt:
Grand Haven, Jan. 22
A Trooper Transferred
home. The Rev. Peter J. Muyskens definitelydetermined but it was land members and discuss prob- county jail, on a charge of
two sons, John of Benton Harbor Cyril Rosel, 21. Fremont, assured divorce decree was issued recentGrand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special) will officiateand burial will be in believed it started near a stove lems peculiar to the Holland area. while drunk, second offense.
and Phillip of Holland;11 grand- clear distance.$5; Donald Hobeck, ly in Circuit Court to Ada Jane —Lincoln Dygfcrt, who has been Bentheim cemetery.
where some rubbish had been Now in its thirty-second year of
Mickelsonwas .arrestedby
children and five great grand- 38, Niles speeding.$5; Andrew Woldring from James Woldring. a trooper with the Grand Haven
The body will be at Langeland burning. The shell of the build- operation, the club became the police early Wednesday
children.
Boeve,. 33, of 50 East 17th St. Under terms of the decree she will detachmentoff the Michigan State Funeral home until Saturday ing remained standing.
largest orgzanization of motorists on North Seventh St.
The body was taken to Yntema parking, $1; William G. Buis, resume her maiden name of Police since September, 1946. is afternoonwhen it will be taken
Holland firemen remained on in the world with 250,000 members Mickelson,former
Funeral home. Funeral arrange- parking, $1; Martin Ter Haar, of Berghorst? There are no minor leaving Wednesday for Romeo to the residence.Friends may call the scene about an hour and by concentratingits effort* on • local cafe, was
tnents have not be^ji made.
290 Van Raalte, parking,$L
children involved, a
where he has been transferred. at the residence Sunday.
a half.
travel and road service-

Edwin M. Viehl

late model.
The accident occurred in sight
of several witnesses, but none
"ere believed to have taken down
the license number.
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HoUand

194*

Footbal Official

Quint Loses to

Tells

Benton Harbor

Of

Rotarians

Game

Thrills

Expesienceshad while officiat-

Locals Stay With

ing at footballgames in the West-

Tigers Most

of

Game

;

ern conference, were told to Rotary club by Paul Goebel, of Grand
Rapids, at the Tuesday Jan. 22

Appledorn Gets 15
SouthwMt Standing*

W

4
3
3
2
2
- 1

Kalamazoo ..........................
JHunkognn Height* ............
Benton Harbor ....................

Muskegon .......................
Grand Haven

HoUand

. ........

........................

.

.................

Goebel said that there are about
*

35 or 40 men choaen to officiate at

2
2
3
3
4

The HoUand High school basketball aquad sank deeper into the
cellar of the Southwestern confer-

ence Friday night when the Benton Harbor Tigera triumphed over
the Dutchmen 51-43. Althoughthe

a one point lead
In the early stages of the game,
they nevertheless showed das* in
their passing game.
The victory put Benton Harbor
in a tie for second place with
Muskegon Heights, which whipped
Grand Haven 39-34. Kalamazoo
Central staged a late rally that
was sufficientto down the highly
touted Muskegon five and fixed
themselvesmore securely in the
Ho. 1 spot in the loop.
Coach Mai Mackay of the Hollocals only held

meeting.

L

the Western conference games
each year, by the conference commissioner. Months in advance, officials know just which games
they have on their schedule, giving them a chance to know with
whom they will work.
Officials do a lot of studying,
%
and go to school for a few days
before tlx* season opens, after
which they must take a written
examinationto be ciigibleto officiate."he said.
Army
Air
Corps
in
September.
TOGETHER IN JAPAN
Before a game, officials meet
Three Zeeland High school grad- 1946 for three years and was sent
with representatives of the press
uates of 1946. George Jr. Kamps, iverseas in January, 1947.
and radio to go over officiating
left, Jarvis Wiggers, center, and
Wiggers. soon of Mr. and Mrs. proceduresand other matters, to
Wendell Wyngarden. were stationHenry Wiggers. route 3. Zeeland, avoid confusion, he said.
ed near Yokohama, Japan, and
"It is hard to be dishonest at a
enlisted
in the Army in August.
spent many days of leave together.
game, for there are two observers,
1946.
Wyngarden,
son
of
Mr.
and
The former two were together on
unknown to the official and each
Christmas after Wyngarden had Mrs. Jack Wyngarden.321 East other, who submit reports to the
Main
St.,
Zeeland,
enlisted
in
the
left for the United States.
commissionafter a game; also
Kamps is the son of Mr. and Army in September.1946 and was coaches make a report to the comsent
overseas
in
December
of
that
Mrs. George Kamps, 244 Ottawa
mission. Usually movies are taken,
St . Zeeland. He enlisted in the year.
and any dishonest practice would
show up in those," Goebel pointed

Tulip Time Manager Willard C. Wichera present! a gong bearing tht
official SPEBSQSA emblem to George F. Herr, president of the Holland chapter of the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement
of Barber Shop Quartet Singing In America, Inc., as a token of appreciationof the U.S. Rubber Co. for muaic the local chapter provided
at a company banquet laet fall in the Armory. In the foreground,left

_

to right, art Wlohere, who assisted with srrsngements, Herr, Mstt1
Wiiion, snd Willis Dlekema. Th* chapter at present Is planning th*
second annual Parade of QuartetsMarch 19 In Holland theatar.
The program will feature outstanding quartetsof Chicago, Flint, Kalamaxoo, Grand Rapids, Evansvllls,Ind^ and the Tulip City Four of
Holland(Penna-Sae photo)

landers started his senior five of
Gladys Aldrich has a convincing 11 Southwest Add City of Hol- Village of Zeeland.
out.
Gene Beukema. Don Piersma, Tom
system for getting the menfolk of land
"Officialsare paid, in the WestSimon N. Disselkoen and wf. to
Vander Kuy, Ronnie Bos and Fuzz
her household to do the dishes,
Edward L. Behm and wf. to Wil- Dale Wolters and wf. Pt. Lot 4,
ern conference,$100 per game,
Bauman but they lost ground soon
but
she
doesn't
particularly
reliam Raymond and wf. Lot 38 Se- Roosenraad’s Supervisor s Plat No.
and their traveling expenses, so
after the contest opened. Fuzz
commend it.
cond Subd. Spring Lake Beach 4.
vou can see that there are no men
Bauman dropped a foul shot to
A week before Christmas. Mrs. Plat.
in the business just for the moitey,
DR. WILLIAM Schrier has askAlbert Kortman and wf. to Kenbreak the ice and the Hollanders
Lucy Clark to Kate Deur et al neth Lloyd Veldheer and wf. S 25
he said.
ed about the meaning of the ex- Aldrich contracted an infectionin
heal a 1-0 lead. The Bengals made
The Rev. William C. Warner
"Were in it because we like pre.s*ion”30' in newbpsper par- her left index finger,necessitating Pt NW| SWi Sec. 32-5-15 Twp. ft. Lot 34 and N 50 ft. Lot 33 Breit 4-1 on two baskets, but HoUand
a trip to' Holland hospital for re- Holland.
football and want to keep it a lance.
was re-electedchairman of the
develdt Subdivision.
battled back to take the lead 5-4
moval of the nail and two days in
Carl Mannea and wf. to Bernarclean,
wholesome
sport.’’,
he
said
The
letters
simply
mean
"the
Mrs. Dena Lubbers to Mrs. JenOttawa
county
chapter
of
the
on baskets by Beukema and Piera hospital bed.
dus Lemmen Lot 19 Riverside Add. nie Kuipers Pt. Lot 7 Blk 51, City
in closing.
end."
American Red Cross at the first
Now she wears a cute little City of Holland
Only visiting Rotanan was the
There are two equally interestof Holland.
Benton Harbor then settled meeting of the new board of dir- Polls accurateor not. interest- speaker, a member of the Grand ing theories of origin. The first is guard on that digit and husband
Ray Wilson. Inc. to Fred B.
Walter Vink and wf. to Gordon
down and passed the locals and ectors in the Centennial room of ing or uninteresting— here comes Rapids club.
that during the days when all tele- Bill and their two sons. Chuck and Karpp, Jr. and wf. Lot* 52 and 53 Vink and wf. Pt. Si SEi SEi NEi
the
Warm
Friend
Tavern
Friday(lined a comfortable 15-8 lead as
another rating on state high
graph copy was sent in Morse Byron, take turns at the kitchen PinehurstAdd. to City of Grand NEi Section 22-8-16.
sink.
Haven.
the first period ended. It was big night.
school basketball teams released
Richard F. Babcock and wf. to
ponents, in the meantime, com- code. 30 stones constituteda
Mrs. Ben Lowell of Grand HavHer physician figures it will be
Gene Holliday, whose huge frame
Henry Ringelbergto Jayne E. Raymond A. Bender and wf. Lots
this week in Detroit.
day
s
work.
mitting
a
foul).
wac completely dominating the en was named first vice-chairman; In this week’s rating. Flint
Another and equally interest- six months before she can return Moore NW| SEi Sec. 25-8-16 Twp. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Blk 18. Original Plat
8. A goal shaU be made when
Spring Lake.
backboards for the Bengali and Harold Klaasen. second vice-chair- Northern with an eight and one
ing
story is tl.at most editors to the dish pan.
of Village of Eastmanville.
Die ball is thrown FROM the
allowed the Dutch to get just one man; Mrs. Kenneth Allen, secre- record replaces Jackson as the top
Alvar Eugene Zattlin and wf. to
strive to get 30 stories on the front
Jacob Cook and wf. to Lewis H.
GROUNDS into the basket and
tary; Arnold Her tel, treasurer (repeck at the hoop.
Dr. Bruce Raymond, in outlining Ray Wilson, Inc. Loti 52 and 53 Dornbos and wf. Pt. N| Si Wi
Class A team in the state. Benton
page of their papers, thus when
stays
there, providingthose deelected).
In the second quarter Mackay
PinehurstAdd. to City of Grand NWi NEi NWi Sec. 28-8-16.
The Rev. Donald Hallock and Harbor moved into second posi- fending the goal do not touch or story No. 30 came along, the day the duties of Common Council at Haven.
•ent in his junior unit the underthe second meeting of the "Our
tion, and Jackson dropped to
was
finished.
Dal T. Hurray and wf. to HerHenry A. Geerda and wf. to Dart bert L. Schlachter and wf. Pt. Lot
classmen poured it on the Har- Miss Stephania Yurick of Grand third. Kalamazoo dropped from disturb the goal. If the ball rests
There
are, of course, other the- Town" series this week, pointed
boritee and outacored them in the Haven and Robert Notier of Hol- third to seventh spot and Grand on the edges, and the opponent ories.
out that the mayor of Holland D. Hoobler and wf. Lot 77 Dieke- 3 and all Lot 4 Blk 18. Akeley’s
•ecend period 14-10. The HoUand land were elected to the executive Rapids Ottawa Hills fell from moves the basket, it shall count
The expression is generally used gels an annual salary of $100 and ma Homeatead Add City of Hol- Addition, City of Grand Haven.
as a goal.
land.
five handled the baU with cau- committee.
seventh
to
10th
position.Muskewith the obituary of all newsmen, the 12 aldermen $600 for a total
Jacob Meeboer and wf. to Henry
Retiring officers are Willard
9 If the ball goes out of bounds
Andrew Van Wieren and wf. to W. Smallegan and wf. Lot 33
tion and skiU and cut sharply at
of
$700
for
city
administration.
gon Heights which had been rated
mechanical,
editorial, circulation
Wichers. first vice-chairman; Mrs.
it shall be thrown into the field
Opportune moments. Ronnie AppleA former alderman himself,Dr. Donald B. Faber and wf. Lots 8 Roosenraad’s Supervisors Plat No.
or advertising.Through the years
10th the week before is not Listof play by the player first touchdarn, Holland's safety man, muf- Holland De Bruy n of Spring Lake, ed in the first 10 this week.
Raymond,
who is well acquainted and 13 Blk 13 Howard's Second 1.
its use has taken on the meaning
ing it. In case of a dispute the
fled the Tiger’s fast break by second vice-chairman; Peter Kroof a job well done.
with
the extra-curricularwork of Add. to City of Holland.
Mt.
Pleasant
continued
to
be
Harriet De Groot Thagard to
mann, secretary; Mrs. Don Lundumpire shall throw it straight into
John Faber and wf. et al to Hiram Charles Drew and wf. Lot
playing a sterlingdefensive game.
the public service, once figured
berg of Grand Haven and Melvin the class of the state in Class B. the field.
It was a case of HoUand comThe colorful newspaper verna- that an alderman works at the Dena Kuiper Lot* 27 and 28 Blk 57 Hubbard's Addition to Village
Lubbers of Zeeland, executive They lead in the ratings with 10
10. The umpire shall be judge
F R. H. Post * Park Hill Add. City
pletely outclassing the Harbontes
cular.
those choice expressions rate of 3 cents an hour.
wins and no lasses, followedby of the men and shall note the
of Hudsonville.
committee.
of Holland.
fa the second frame.
Last year's budget earmarked
Hiram Charles Drew and wf. to
Treasurer
Hertel
reported re- Fremont with 6-0. The most notic- fouls and notify the referee when used only by the printing profesJoe
H.
Ten
Cate
to
Delia
Vogt
The acore at the end of the first
$1,150 for the poundmaster.
Albert Ensink and wf. Lois 57 and
ceipts of $1,103 in December, with able change in the B ratings is three consecutive foul* have been sion, has filled many annals but
half was 25-22 with Benton Har
If this colm went in for editor- Pt. Lot 1 Blk 35 City of Holland. 58 Hubbard's Addition to Village
rile rise of Grand Haven’s giant
its humor has not always been apDonald J. Vonk and wf. to Rusbor still out in front but the expenditures of $7,496; and a cash killers from ninth to fifth. Hol- made.
ial comment, a real volly could be
preciated
fully
by
all.
of Hudsonville.
balance Jan. 1 of $1,200.
11. The referee shall decide
sel R. Nykamp and wf. Lot 6 Vanjuniors were drawing the string
fired on this subject.
land
Christian
moved
down
from
City
Inspector
Ben
Wiersema
reJacob Meeboer and wf. to Jay
Chairman Warner stated that
when a goal has been made and
denberg's Add. to City of Zeeland
tighter every minute. The same
Slagh and wf. Pt. Lots 6. 7. 8 Blk
plans for a financialcampaign fourth to sixth while St. Joseph keep account of the goal* with calls the day in 1899 when he was
John Klomp and wf. to Louis
five started the second hall and
One of MunicipalJudge Corneemployed in a lesser capacity in
1, Keppel s Add. to Village of
moved into eighth s-pot.
will be announced soon.
any other duties that are usually
Harry Riddering Lots 117, 118 and
Appledorn dug the tip out from
lius
vander
Meulen's
favorite
Zeeland.
The
Holland
Sentinel,
then
housed
In
Class
C
Saginaw
SS
Peter
Contributionsto the Ottawa
performed by the referee.
119 De Jonge's Second Add. to
the center and dribbled to the foul
Clarence R. Gamble and wf. to
in what is now the Padnos build- storiesconcerns a wedding he perCounty blood bank will be received and Paul was still setting the pace
12. The time shall be two-15
circle where he stopped and scorformed about 40 years ago when City of Zeeland.
William Mallory and wf. Pt. Govthe week of Feb. 23. with Mrs. with seven victories and no de- minute halves with five minutes ing on East Eighth St.
Henry Swierenga and wf. to ernment Lot No. 1, Sec. 7-7-13.
ed on an important one-hander
Alone in the building one morn- he was a justiceof the peace.
Harold De Vries appointed chair- feats, closely followed by Char- rest between.
John De Pree and wf. Pt. NEi
which made the score 25-24. Sanes
In
those
days
the
justice
also
Marie E. De Roo to The Society
levoix
with
the
same
record.
Saging.
he
answered
the
phone
thus:
man for Holland. Mrs. J. De
SEi Sec. 31-5-15 Twp. Holland.
13. The side making the most
came through with a pivot shot
for Christian Education of Holland
Weerd will serve as chairman for inaw, however has averaged over goal* in the time allottedshall be "Holland Sentinel, the devil took care of the application for
Henry Ringelbergto John Rinfor the Tigers and Appledorn
the Hudsonville area and Mrs. 50 joints per contest in Class C declared the winner. In case of a speaking." and then was chagrin- the marriage license,and on this gelberg and wf. Lot 46 and Si Christian Schools Lot 45 Weer•unk a charity toss making the
particular
occasion
vander
Meusing’s First Addition to City of
John Lown will be chairman in tilts while Fremont has done the draw, the game may, by agree- ed to learn he had addressed a
Lots 47 and 48 FairfieldAdd. to
•core 27-25. Chew then registered
ien figured the license would be
Holland.
Methodistminister.
Coopersville. The Grand Haven same in Class B. Muskegon St.
City
of
Grand
Haven.
ment
of
the
captains,
be
continued
two more points for the Harbor Louis Jalving and wf. to The
He tipped off his editor,a man back on "Wednesday" and told
chairman will be announced soon. Mary's holds down the third spot until another goal has been made.
Gerrit G. Visschers and wf. to
itrs but van der Velde and Beuby the name of Elsie), who en- the man to bring up his bride at Cornelius De Jongh and wf. Pt. Society for Christian Education of
Anyone interestedin donating in Class C with Paw Paw rated
kema shot back with two gameHolland Christian Schools Lois 60.
joyed A good laugh before ne pui that time.
blood for the bank is asked to reg- sixth and Rockford eighth.
Since the date of the first
tieing baskets.
But on Tuesday the man re- Lot 12 Blk 8 Southwest Add. City 61, 62, and 63, Weersing’s First
on a serious face for the parsons
ister at the Red Cross office. Each
Pacing Class D is Merrill High,
of
Holland.
game,
basketball
ha*
undergone
With the score 29-29 Benton donor will be notifiedof his apturned and almost breathlessly
Add. to City of Holland.
visit later that day.
boasting a 12-0 record. Bridgman
Philmore M. Howell and wf. to
many changes First it was playHarbor started to roll and gained
asked if the license had been reHoward M. Veneklasenand wf.
pointmentby card.
followswith a 10-1 total and Free
Elmer C. Sicard and wf. lx>t 4
ed with seven men on a side and
a 34-29 lead with three mmiites The recent appointmentof Mrs.
Perhaps the true heroes of ceived. Since it had just come in Streng and Gilleland’i Plat Village to The Society for Christian EduSoil with 11-0. Hopkins is in
later neared football proportions
remaining in the quarter. Mackay
cation of Holland Christian
Mother Nature's back-handedslap the mail, immediate arrangements of Spring Lake.
Warren S. Merriam as chairman seventh pasitionwith an eight won
with nine men. Goals from the
amt in his senior five at this point
Schools Lots 66, 67, Weersing’s
are the employes of the street de- were made for the wedding.
of the Ft. Custer Camp and Hos- and one loss record.
Lillian
Freudenberg
et
al
to
field which now count two points,
and the locals dropped to a 37-31
Vander Meulen commented that
First Add. to City of Holland.
partment who report for work at
pital Council received favorable
once counted three. In former 3 a.m. and sometimes put in 15 the man was in quite a hurry to Elmer C. Sicard and wf. Lot 3
third quarter deficit Then in the
Edward W. Tanis and wf. to
comment.
Fied Bocks of the Holland HurStreng
and
Gilleland's
Plat
Vildays, when a foul was committed,
final frame the Dutchmen feU into
Mrs. Tonia Oosterbroek Lot 17,
hours a day. During the last few get married, to which the bride- lage of Spring Lake.
ricanes announced this week that
the injured team could caU on a
a lull while the Bengals kept
De Haan’s Subd. of Ohlman s Ass.
years, the department has obtain- groom replied:
iic ha.' been forced to change the
Petronela Perkoske to Miner H.
specialistfoul shooter.
hammering away and building a
"It's too wet to plow today.”
ed equipment which gives fairly
date of his football "Get together"
Dykman and wf. Pt. Lot 5 Blk 1 Plat No. 3, Village of Hudsonville.
lead, which later on proved none
adequate protection to operators
from Feb 5 to Feb. 9. The date
Original Plat City of Holland.
loo big. With five minutes remainAccording to Dr. Naismith, of sidewalk plows, but moat emIf a couple of Holland mother*
was altered because of the HopeHart and Cooley Mfg. Co. to Man Put in ‘Cooler’ for
ing in the tilt, Mackay sent in
basketbaU was founded on four ployes take the elements as Moth- were startled to hear their pre(From Saturday's Sentinel)
Albion tilt here on that nignt.
hia junior five once again and the
basic principles; The first was er Nature sends ’em. During the school age children harking this Jerold H. Van Alsburg and wf.
The following were elected offiBooks .'.i.d nothing has !>ecn that a player in possession of the
W’i Lot 8 Heneveld’* Supervisor's Shoving Wife Out in Cold
locals struck back viciously but
heavy season, employes of the week, the Ambusher thinks he can Plat No. 13 Twp. Park.
cers at the Choral society of the changed on the program,however.
it wasn’t enough. The time ran
ball must not make progress park and cemetery department tell them why.
North Street Christian Reformed He said Forest Evashevski of
Amelia H. Blake to Richard Grand Haven, Jan, 29 (Special)
out and the locals were on the
while he had the ball; the second
are often transferred to street Deep snow has made living dif- Loosemore and wf. Pt. Lot 5 and —A Grand Haven man is spending
church: Louis Mannes, president; Michigan State will speak and
abort end of a 51-43 score.
was that the goal Is horizontal and work.
ficult for the birds, and of course,
Mrs. L Van Haitsma. viee-presi- *how movies of the State-Hawaiian
11 Bryant’s Add. to Village 15 days in the city "cooler" for
For Benton Harbor Gene HoUiabove the heads of the player; the
many kind hearted Hollanders 6of Blk
pushing his pajama-cladwife out
dent; Allene Huizenga, treasurer; footballcontest played on the IsSpring
Lake.
day made the difference between
third was that roughness was
Statesville. NIC., is now con- have been feeding them. One such
into the cold, cold world early
Mrs. Men no Vander Kooi, secre- lands. He also announced that he
Christina
Burt
to
Roy
Larson
winning and losing as he collected
eliminated by making it a no con- scious of Hollands cleanliness,its bird lover exhaustedhis supply of
tary: Mrs. Orman Van Haitsma, w.ll name a mast valuable HurriPt. NEi NEi Sec. 12-8-16 Twp. Friday.
20 points before being taken from
tact contest (things certainly have thrift, its beauty and the fine dried bread, grain and seeds, but
accompanist.
In addition to the 15-day jail
cane player, and will award monSpring Lake.
the game with seven minutes rechanged).His finftl principle wa* qualities of those who call it home, still the birds were hungry. So he
A
class in radio-visualaids will ograms to the squad. The public
John Vander Molen Jr. and wf. sentence, Albert Reynolds, 31, was
maining in the tilt on the five
that the ball belongs to the player following a plug by Harry M. Tas- put out a few pieces of dog bisbe organized in Zeeland on Wed- is invited to the affair to be held
to Lawrence H. Vander Molen and assessed $25 fine and $5.35 costs
foul count. Without Holliday the
at any time that he can get it ker. a sales engineer for a local cuit to see if the birds would eat
nesday. It is sponsored by the at the Woman s Literary club.
wf. Pt. El El NEi Sec. 13-8-16 after pleading guilty to an assault
Bengals would be only a mediocre
without making personal contact. firm, who has been broadcasting that. They did. So he kept his Twp. Spring Lake.
and battery charge, placed against
extension department of Western
club but with him they could go
Holland's virtues among States- feeding station stocked with dog
Michigan college and will meet on
Roy Larson and wf. to Carl him by city police on complaint of
Now that basketball has become
far in state tourneys.
biscuits.
ville’s folk.
Wednesday even.ngs' during the such a popular national sport it /Hiss Lucille Ryzenga
Larson and wf. NEi NEi Sec. 12- his wife, Marjory.
Ronnie Appledorn got hot in the
Under the heading of "Fitful Then one forenoon, his wife was 8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
Officers said Reynolds allegedly
winter term Ray C. Pellet t, dean might not lx* amiss to review and
•econd half and totaled 15 pants
Flashes." probably a counterpart startled to see two children,bunstruck his wife around midnight
of
men,
will instruct the class. refresh sport* lovers with some of Wed to Kenneth Van
Roy
Larson
and
wf.
to
Oscar
to lead the Dutchmen, I'uzz Bauof this column. Holland’s good will dled to the eves against the chill,
and then knocked the phone from
man played his last game for Hol- Those who successfully complete the original rules of the game Miss Lucille Ryzenga. daughter ambassador told of the Tulip Time eating the dog food and chuck- W. Larson and wf. Pt NEi NEi her hand as she was calling police.
the course will be given three when originated by Dr. James A
Sec. 12-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
land and did a creditablejob on
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ryzenga festival and the city's Dutch back- ling their delight.
hours of extension credit.
Oliver L. Henricks and wf. to Then he pushed her out of the
Naismith on Jan. 20, 1892.
Holliday when he was in the conIn a nearby lilac bush several John Vink and wf. Pi. SWi SWi house in sub-zero temperatures
of route 5. Holland,and Kenneth
'
The following officers were Some of the original rules may
teat
Van Dam. son of Mr. and Mrs. O.
The columnistsaid Holland's disgusted sparrows huddled, Sec. 14-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake. while she was clad only in her paBenton Harbor (i
F TP elected at the annual meeting of seem comical now, but when one Van Dam of route 1, Hamilton,
Chamber
of Commerce should pin awaiting their turn at the feedGeorge D. Meeng* and wf. to jamas and locked the door.
the Dorcas society, the Ladies’ reflects they may not have been
...............
1
13
were
married
Thursday,
Jan.
15, a rose on Tasker..Cornie suggests ing station.
Jennie Kroodsma Lot 39 Roosen- Officers traced the call and
Aid societyof North Street Chris- so bad after all.
1
3
at 8:30 p.m. in the parsonage of a tulip would be more appropriate.
raad’s Supervisor's Plat No. 1 City found Mrs. Reynolds in the snow.
tian Reformed church; Mrs. Ben
Original rules of the game are:
Holliday, c
4
20
Overisel Christian Reformed
Reynolds was arraignedbefore
of Zeeland.
Johnson, secretary; Mrs. Aric
1.
The
ball
may
be
thrown
in
Flaherty, g .........
2
4
church. The Rev. Henry Verduin
Justice George V. Hoffer.
The
story of world friendship
Lester
Dams
and
wt.
to
Charles
Branderhorst,
treasurer;
Mrs.
Chew s
any direction with one or both
1
5
performed the double ring cere- through Boy Scouts has been
DeZeAiw,and wf. SEi SWi Sec.
Ralph Nyenhuis, vice-secretary-hands
Sabidn, f .............
1
1
money.
brought to more than 3.000 per9-6-15 Twp. Olive.
treasurer;
Mrs.
Grace
Berens,
al2.
The
ball
may
he
batted
in
Bugtreit, g .........
2
2
The bride wore a gown of white sons in this area by Eagle Scouts
Tressa Koster to John Peuler Lyle Snyder Honored on
ternate second vice-president.any direction with one or both
Tucker, e ..... .......
3
3
brocaded taffeta. She wore a lace- Bill Filkin* and Rog Northuis who
and wf. Pt. SWi SEi Sec. 9-5-13 Birthday Anniversary
Committee appointmentsincluded: hands, but never with the fist.
edged fingertip veil and carried a attended the World Jamboree at
Twp. Jamestown.
Mrs. C. De Witt and Mrs. A. Dc
3. A player cannot run with the
bouquet of white mums, roses and Moisson, France, last summer.
Edgar A. Morrison to Fred VanA group of relative*and friend!
Koster. library; Mrs. Hattie Lu- ball. The player must throw it
snapdragons.Her double strand The two made their 18th appearPeter Kalkman and wf. to Ralph der Wagen and wf. Pt Lot 46 honored Lyle Snyder on his birthcas and Mrs. J. De Witt, lunch; from the spot on which he tatches
Mrs. H. Pippel, Mrs. G. Berens, it, allowanceto be. made for the of pearls wa* a gift of the groom. ance together Wednesday night W. Van Voorst and wf. Lot 74 Laug's Assessor's Plat No. 1 Vil- day anniversary Weadqesday night
Attending a* bridesmaid was before 29 members of the Otsego Slagh’s Add. to City of Holland lage of Coopersville.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. SnyMrs. H. Kroll and Mrs. J. De Ros- man who catches the ball when
Miss Wilma Van Dam, sister of Rotary club. Bill made six single
Henry
Rankans
and wf. to John der on East 21st St. Refreahmente
ter, sewing.
Albertus
Riemersma
and
wf.
to
running if he tries to stop.
On February 16 the next assem- 4 The ball must be held by the groom, who wore a pink em- appearances, speaking before a John A. Vanden Bosch and wf. Pt. Kooiman and wf. Lots 75, 76 and were served to the group.
broidered organdy gown and car- total of 2.834 persons and Rog E| NWi NEi Sjc. 23-5-15 Twp. 77 River Road Add. Village of
Attending were Mr. and Mr*.
bly program will be held at Zee- the hands; the arms or body must
ried a bouquet of pink roses, white made four single appearances,
Coopersville.
Snyder and children,Dennis, MarHolland.
land High school. Norman Coate**' not be used for holding it.
mums and snapdragons. Raymond speaking before 2,608 persons.
John Kooiman and wf. to Ray lene and Janice, Mr. and Mrs.
Peter H. Van Ark to John
Webster, former air force officer
5. No shouldering, holding or
Brinkman and Wf. Pt. SW| SEI Wilaon, Inc. Lots 75, 76 and .77 Sherman Snyder, Mrs. Martha
and college professor will be the pushing, tripping or striking in Ryzenga, brother of the bride, attended as beet man.
The fire in Fire Inspector Sec. 32-5-15..
River Road Add. Village of Coop- Moea, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bleeker
entertainer. He is an authority any way the person* of an opponA reception was held following George Zuverink's office two
and Judith, Ervin Snyder, Mra.
John Brinkman and wf. to Peter ersville.
on sports, art and the theater. ent shall be allowed; the first inSemester examinations were fringement of this, rule shall count the ceremony at the home of the weeks ago had’ repercussions this H. Van Ark Lot 1 Blk G Bosnian Edith F. Edward to John J. Marian Burdick, George Moes,
bride's parents. Serving the 35 week. All repairs had been com- Add. City of Holland.
Knauf NEi Sec. 13-8-14.
Miss Eleanor Klungle, all of Holheld in the local public schools a* a foul, the second shall disguests were the Misses Shirley pleted and new wiring was iristallRoelf Forsten and wf. to John land; Mr. and Mrs. Donald VanEdward
K.
Pod
and
wf.
to
Adthis week and report cards will be qualify him until th* next goal
Oatman, Gladys Voss and Juella ed underneaththe flor??. but some- rian Poel and wf, Pt. NWI SW| R. Forsten and wf. et al Lot 67 denberg and daughter, Sheryll,
out Monday.
is made. If there was evident inOatman. Mrs. Justing Oatman and how some rubber coated wire was SEI Sec. 21-8:16 Twp. Spring Slagh'a Addition, City of Holland. and Mias Lois Naschke of Zeeltent to injure the person, the Mrs. -Peter RIgterink were In
dumped into the ash bin. When
Maurice B. Visscher and wf. to and.
• ‘
A box trap seems to be fhe best player shall be disqualifiedfor 'the
charge. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Schro- glowing ashes were dumped on the
Lorraine
Ulrey et al Lot 1. HeneWalter
Veersma
to
Harold
Mok*
control for rabbit* that are dam- whole game with no substitute altenboer were master and mistress diadkrded wire, the rubber caught ma and wf. E| SEI SW| Sec. 31- veld’s Supervisor’s Plat No. 4.
aging farm orchards.
lowed.
of ceremonies.A short program fire and started ah unwelcome 6-16 Twp. Olive.
Harold Heihn and wf. to Henry
6. A foul is striking the ball was presented.
,
odor which, like the smoke from
Walter Kruithof and wf. to Overset and wf. Pt NWi NEi
It is feed, not barn odors, that with the fist.
The couple left on a wedding the previous fire, went straight up Frank Rozeboom and wf. N| Si Seo. 26-6-14.
AMBULANCE
SERVICE
produces off-flavorsin milk.
7. If either side makes three trip to Canada and Niagara Falls. to the third floor, particularly In
NW frl I Sec. 18-5-15 Twp. Hol- Gladya L. Meeboer to Jacob 21 East 9th
Phone 3969
consecutive fouls, it shall count
Several prenuptial showers were the welfare offices. This time, land
Meeboer and wf. Lot 33 RoosenGilbert Vander Water, Mgr.
Dry ice weighs considerably less a goal for the opponents (consecugiven for the bride by friends and however, there was no danger of
Sarah G. Van Lente to John H. raad’s Super. Plat No. 1 Pt Lots
than naturalj'ice.
HOLLANG. MICHIGAN
tive here means withoAt the op- relatives.
fire.
Riemersma and wf. PL Lot 4 Blk 6, 7, 8 Blk 1 Keppel’i Addition to
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Creamery Inspector

County’s Rural
Property

29,

Five Generations Pictured Here

Reserve Officers

Corrects His Report

Building Permits

A recheck of creamery record*

Shows

by J. E. Friar of the state agriculture department revealed he
had aired when he reported that
John Wiersma of Holland was "a
chronic offender"in selling dirty

High Valuation

Plan to Observe

Sought by Four

Week

Four applicationsfor building
permits totaling $8,600 were filed

Plans for this state'* first

last week with City Clerk Clar*

ILS. Security

milk.

Farm Homes
Condition

in

Wiersma pleaded guilty and

in Best

paid a fine for having dirty milk,
"Atomic Age” observanceof Nabut the offense was his first,Friar
tional Security week were ansaid.

History,

National Survey Shows

throughout the state are in the
best condition in history, according to a report just released by
the Tile Council of America:
More than 86 per cent of farm
dwellings in Michigan and the
North Central states are in excellent conditionor need only
s«ch minor repairs as painting or
general maintenance, the. report
revealed. Only 69.9 per cent were
in good repair in 1940. The report
was based on Bureau of the Census surveys.
‘The rise in farm incomes and
property values since 1940 has
been accompanied by a great increase in the number of rural
homes equipped with such modern
conveniences as electric lights,
tiled bot.'is and showers and running water,” said F. B. Oraman,
chairman of the councils residen-’
Ual construction committee.
Electricity, for instance, has
gone into hundreds of thousands
of rural dwellingsin this state
and others in the North Central
area since 1940, Ortman noted.
More than 65 l>er cent of such

spector George Zuverink.
The applicationsfollow:
Arthur Bredeweg,233 West 19th
St„ new cupboardsIn kitchen and
bathroom improvements,$500;
Cyrus Disselkoen, contractor.
Al Kalkman, 673 Central Ave.,
new house, 32 by 44, and garage,
22 by 22, of brick veneer, $6,000
and $1,000; self, contractor.

All reports are compiled by nounced today by Col DuBane,
number, rather than name, Friar president of the Michigan departexplained and in his originalcheck
he checked the wrong number, ment of the Reserve Officer* association, sponsors of the traditional
he told The Sentinel today.

%

Farm property in Ottawa county
k now worth more than $21,105,000, and rural homes here and

ence Grevengoed and Building In*

observance.

Col. DuBane said the observance, along with that throughout
the nation and its territories and
possessions, would be held Feb.
12-22, including both of those historicallysignificant dates.
"For obvious reasons,” said Col.
DuBane, ‘The matter of our naEast Lansing, Jan. 29 (Special) tion's security under current world
—Quality consciousness is devel- conditions is vastly more important than it has ever been before
oping in the produce industry as
in peacetime. We hope that every
a result of prepackaging, accord- organizationin the state and

Padiiig Adds

m

Up

Ben H. Stegink, 81 Wet 17th
St„ convert two basement room*
into wash room, $600; self, con-

To Fann Profits

%
(W

# mm
-

ing to Robert L. Carolus, special- every individualcitizenwill make
ist in horticultureat Michigan their plans now to join with us In
this traditionalobservance."
State college.
Col. DuBane pointed out that
Prepackaging can lead to more
palatable and nutritious foods on the NationalSecurity week amp
the housewife's table Carolus as- have been expanded to meet the
serts. Mechanical injury and demands of the "Atomic Age" and
market handling has made it dif- Is in general in keeping with the
ficult for growers to offer for sale non-partisan lims of national
quality crops which are more per- leaders. The ROA, he pointed out,
ishable than lower grade crops. stands for;

tractor.

Henry Oetman, 78 East Ninth
St., three bed rooms on third
floor, $500; Art Schrotenboer,
contractor.

t

Personals
(From Thuraday’sSentinel)
Holland hospital births Tuesday
include a daughter, Marlene Ann,
to Mr. and Mrs. George Kardux,
route 4, and a son to Mr. and Mrs,
Harold Pitcher,route 1.
Mayor Pro Tern Bernard Dt
Free commended some two dozen
visitorsat the meeting of Common Cbuncil Wednesday night

%

%

"An Army, Navy and Air Force
Included in this five generation the picture are, standing, Chris F. for their interest in civic affairs.
second to no other nation, com- picture Is Mrs. Elizabeth Bush, 89, De Jonge and Mrs. Alice De
Many of the visitors remained for
' Vproduce quality crops for com- posed of efficientbut small regu- seated right, the daughter of the Jonge; seated, Mrs. Philo Riem- the meeting in which Dr. William
lar
forces
and
strong
civilian
commercial use.
late John Steffens and Alice ersma, holding her daughter, Lin- Goulooze of Western Theological
Mrs. Ray Kieft. chairman of the women’s division of the annual
Chemical treatments, proper ponents trained and ready to meet Slagh Steffens, original 1847 Van da Gay. Mrs. Bash Is the great seminary explained details of a
farm homes now have electric
March of Dimes, and Jack Plewes, treasurer of the Ottawa county
packaging and methods of refrig- any emergencyand equippid in Raalte colony settlers.Others in great grandmother of Linda.
lights, in contrast to 9.4 per cent
chapter of the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis compare
large 22-foot "Synchronological
eration
can be combined to con- accordancewith adequate continnotes
on
the
progress
of
the
fund
raising
drive
now
underway.
The
in 1940.
Chart of Universal History” owndrive closes Jan. 31.
trol. to some extent, the natural uous scientific development;a deMore than 33 per cent of rural
ert Lampen. Their leader is Rob- ed by Peter G. Damstra of Holprocesses which cause eventual fense plan keyed to the demands
dwellings in the North Central
land.
bert Immink.
deteriorationof foods. This prom- of the day and continually relegion today have running water,
A daughter, Jo Ann, was bom
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
De
Witt
ises market products which will vised; a strong healthy, free and
(From ThurMlay’iiSentinel)
and 22 per cent have privatebaths,
had
as their guest Sunday even- Wednesday at Holland hospital to
maintain their freshness and high informed civilianpopulation."
according to the Tile Coucil reThe Mission Circle of the Re- ing Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Schip- Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Nordhof, 253
Col. DuBane said that a genquality
for longer periods of time.
port. In 1940, 17!3 per cent had
West 11th St.
formed church met Wednesday pers and family of Hamilton.
The horticulturespecialistad- eral chairman for National Secur- afternoon. Jan. 14. The president, The Rev. and Mrs. Harold Mr. and Mrs. O. W. Lowry,
running water and only 11.3 per
on
vises that definitestandardsof ity week will be selected from Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis, presided
cent private baths.
Leestma of Muskegon announce Northshore Dr., are planning to
quality, sanitation, and measure- among the Holland reserve officers at the business session. Devotions
the birth of a son, Jan. 17 in Hac- leave today for a vacation of
Lansing. Jan. 29 Special!
sunshine and green forage are ment be established for the good at a early date and that detailed
were
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Harry
kley
hospital. Mrs. Leestma is the several weeks in Florida.
'Tour Freedoms"for America's scarce or lacking, vitamin defi- of the consumer and industry.
Comfortable Pens Save
plans will be announced by him.
Iris Vanden Bos, daughter of
Peters.Sheryl Dannenberg sang a former Lois Voorhorst.
ciencies
are
a
frequent
cause
of
farm livestock and poultry were
"There will be a place in Na- solo, accompaniedon the piano by
Mr. and Mrs. Gas Matman were Mr. and Mrs. Ben Vanden Bos,
Calves During Winter
trouble. Proper rations’ for the
tional Security week of '948 for her mother. Mrs. Melvin Dannenadvocatedtoday - as wintertime
Sunday evening guests of Mr. and South Shore Dr., will be celebrate
parent stock have an important
every citizen,” he said, "just as berg. The loaders were Mrs. Gor- Mrs. William Slot man.
Comfortable quarters for dairy measures'to injure greater food part in determiningthe size and
ing her 12th birthday, today,
there is a responsibility
every citi- don Peters and Mrs. Russell Koopcalves are a valuable asset in the production during he new year.
quietly
at home because of a severe
Mrs.
Albert
Lampen
returned
vigor of the spring crops of pigs,
zen has, particularly in this age. man and their program topic was home after submitting to surgery cold.
barn, says Earl Weaver, head of
In view of the present scarcity lambs and calves.
for the security of our nation and
the dairy department at Michigan of feed and reduction in livestock,
"Christianitybegins in the home." in Holland hospital Friday morn(From Friday’s Sentinel)
"3. , Freedom from parasites.
her traditionalliberties."
State college. The danger of pneu- the American Foundationfor Ani- Winter is the heyday for mange,
Those taking part were Mrs. Pet- ing.
Mrs. Earl Working, 271 East
The ROA has observed National ers. Mrs. Koopman, Mrs. Harvey
monia in calves can be reduced mal Health declared all four lice and other parasites that play
Mr. and Mrs. Stcrenherg and 14th St., has returned after spendSecurity week, beginning with Kollen and Mrs. Earl Gunnemen. baby of East Saugatuck visited in ing two weeks in St. Louis, Mo*
with proper housing.
"freedoms' are cspeciall.N vital havoc with the thriftnessand viIt is a good plan to use some this year. Farmers were urged to
Henry P. Zwemer and wf. to Lincolns birthday and closing Mrs. Marion Klaaron was present- the home of Mr. and Mrs. George with her sister, Mrs. W. A. Locktality of stock. Systematicefforts
kind of siding on the pens at se- join in a nation-wide effort to as- to free animals and birds of these Alfred M. Arentz and wf. Lot 76 with Washington'sbirthday, each ed with a gift, the presentation Kooikcr and Amy Sunday even- wood She assisted in caring for
lected places to avoid direct drafts sure these lienefits to farm ani- infestations will pay real divi- Country Club Estates Twp. Hol- year since the passage of the Na- lieing made by Mrs. Maurice ing.
her mother who was seriously Ql
tional Defense act in 1920. This Nienhuis.
on the calves.Individual pens are mals and their food production:
land.
The followingSunday school but who Is now convalescing.
dends.
will be the 21st annual observance,
fine for the youngest calves up to “L Frvedorn from filth. Clean, dry
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Folkert members had a perfect attendance
Holland hospital births ThursCornelius Van Weelde and wf.
*‘4. Freedom from infectious disthere having been no observances bought a hoase in Hamilton where recorded this past year in' the Re- day include a son, Dennis Lee, to
a month old. Each pen should have housing— with trequent change of
to
Cornelius
Van
Sweden
and
wf.
ease. Sanitation,good feed and
16 to 18 square feet of floor bedding and thorough cleaning and parasite control all help to pro- Ix)t 4 and pt. Lot 5 Blk D George during the war years, 1941-1945. they are planning to move in the formed church: Dobert Immink, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest DiekanaJ
space.
near future.
disinfectiono' vtai!.-. and pens -is tect against disease. Along with W. Danforth's Add. Coopersville.
Leslie Hoffman, Ivan Woltcrs, Al- route 4; a daughter to Mr. and Slatted flooring, or wire or stool vital to prevent disease among
Mr. ind Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis eln Voorhorst, Lloyd Immink, Mrs. Donald Tuls, 364 West ISth"
Herschel E. Haradine and wf. to
these measures, immediate diagNew Medical Society
grating that elevates the calves stock in u inter quarters.
and family visited in the home of Lloyd Voorhorst, Junior Hoffman, St., and a son to Mr. and Mix.
nosis and treatment at the first Cornelius Van Weelde and wf. EJ
four or five inches off the con"2. Freedom from laultv feed- sign of illness may ward off heavy NEi NEi 27-8-14 NWi SWi 26-8- Has Basiness Meeting
Mr. and Mrs. George Kapcr of Gilbert Immink, Arnold Immink, Gerald Ramaker, route 5.
crete floor is a good feature. In ing. During the cold months when
Evelyn Folkert, Gladys Maatman,
Hamilton Friday evening.
14 SEi NEI 27-8-14 Pt. NWI NWi
Ron Colton, 155 West 13th St*
losses of valuable animals."
small pens, the elevated floor
26-8-14 Pt. SWi NWi 26-8-14Twp.
The newly-organized Holland The Rev. and Mrs. Marion Mrs. Gordon Top, Lois Top, Mrs. left Wednesdaymorning for Los
should cover the entire area. In
Polkton.
Medical Assistants society held Klaaron had as their guest Friday Stanley Woltcrs. There were 17 Angeles, where he plans to spend
large pens, the elevated floor
Clarence L. Plews and wf. to its first business meeting recent- the Rev. and Mrs. John Klaaron teachers. The mission ottering a month’s vacation.
should cover the entire area. In
amounted to $2,624.04.
Members of the American LsRaymond ClarenceWeber and wf. ly at Holland hospital. The of Chicago.
large pens where several calves
Mrs. George Brinks Is slowly gion Auxiliary will meet Monday
Many of the meetings and gathPt. Lots 11 and 12 Blk 8 Bryant's group is composed of medical asare kept together, the elevated
Add. Spring Lake.
sistants. medical secretaries and erings had to Ik* postponed this improving after being seriously at 8 p.m. in Legion Memorial club
floor would be expensiveto conpast week bocuasc ol the storm ill at her home with pneumonia. house. A bus will leave the GreyAlfred Nilsson and wf. to Hor- laboratory technicians.
struct. Here, a smaller section of
hound station at 7:30 pm.
ace Francis Morse and wf. Pt.
Laws
and
by-laws
were
read and the blocked roads.
Mrs. Harold Bassett of Muskethe elevated floor can be built in
The Rev. Klaaron attended a AGAINST BANG'S DISEASE
Loon C. Bibber, welding enLots 17 and 18 Blk 4 Cutler and and explained. Officerselected ingon,
state
president
of
the
Micha corner of the big pen. Calves
Accordingto the records of the gineer, will speak at the Western
SheldonsAdd. City of Grand Hav- clude Mrs. Jack Elenbaas, presi- classicalmeeting in Holland Friport
of
Koes
Kuyper.
12-year-old
soon learn to "nest” comfortably igan Junior Chan:i>er of ComBureau of Animal Industry in the Michigan section of the American
en.
dent; Mrs. Ricard Van Hoven. day.
merce Auxiliary, addressedmem- Dutch war orphan who has been
on it.
The following were present at state department of agriculture,Welding society in Grand Rapids
Harry Ter Haar and wf. to Ger- vice-president; Miss Lillian Van
adopted
by
the
local
group.
bers of the Holland cluli at a din31.057 head of cattle were vac- Jan. 26. The meeting will open
A novel feature of the party rit J. Kemme Pt. NWi 34-5-14 Dls, secretary, and Miss Helene all the meetings of the Mission cinated
ner meeting at thd Dutch Mill
lor Brucellosis(Bang's with a dinner at 7 p.m. at tha
Twp. Zeeland.
Van Kersen, treasurer. Program Circle of the Reformed church the
was
the
prizes,
which
were
arruesdav J m 2u. She reviewed the
past year: Mrs. Dennis Top. Mrs. disease! during 1947. by local Association of Commerce cafeteria,
Lawrence
Berg
and
wf.
to
Ray.
committee
for
the
year
includes
history ol the state organization, ticles of clothing appropriate for a
Wilson Inc. Lot 29 FairfieldAdd. Mrs. Van Hoven. Mrs. John Visser Gerald Immink, Mrs Harry Pet- veterinarians.This is in addition according to John A. Borman of
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
of which the HoTtnd auxiliary Is 12-year-old boy. Neal Wiersema
City of Grand Haven.
and Miss Florence Klouw. Meet- ers, Mrs. Justin Dunnenlierg. Mrs. to those vacminationsmade by Holland, committeeman.
won a sweater as first prize; Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Wolbrink received a charter member.
Louis
Poll
and
wf.
to
Robert
L. ings are held the third Monday of Jay Rigterink, Mrs. Gordon Top. federal-state veterinarians workGary Kruithof is president of
word of the death of her brother. "Alter working together, dur- Jack Barendse was second, receivMr. and Mrs. Jasper Rigterink ing in areas where' county-wide Van Raalte schoool Parent-TeachNienhuis
and
wf. Lot 155 and pt. each month.
ing
a
boy’s
shirt;
and
Mrs.
B.
Walter Velzy, 69. which took place ing the war, when man) of the
Lot 156 Harrington and Vanden
Refreshments were served by and family of Hamiltonwere Sun- testing programs are being car- ers associationwhich met Tuesday
at his home in Grand Rapids Sun- Jaycees were in sorv.re and our Vanden Brink won a polo shirt.
Berg
Bros. Sub. Twp. Park.
Miss Van Kersen, Mrs. Visser and day evening guests of Mr. and ried on.
night at the school.
day. Funeral services and burial help was needed on rivic affairs, They were given back to the comMrs. Harry Rigterink.
Carl Volkema and wf. to Laur- Miss Rena Boven.
Gen. and Mrs. Lyle H. Miller of
took place in Grand Rapids Tues- wo decided our work would tie mittee and will be sent to the
The boys 4-H club met recently A travelingdairy exposition be- Venice, Fla., and Wallace French
The next meeting will be Feb.
ence E. Harrisonand wf. Lot 280
day.
young
Dutch
boy.
much more effectivewith a state
in the home of Garrod Peters. ing organized by the college of ag- of New York City, in Holland this
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover wore organization." she said. "This is
Mrs. Stuart Padnos, chairman Plat of Jenlson Park Twp. Park. 16 with a 6:30 p.m. dinner at the
Henry G. J. Boerman and wf. to Warm Friend Tavern sponsored Those present were Lloyd Im- riculture at the University of Wis- week for the funeral of their
in Grand Rapids Tuesday to see the fourth year we have l>een in of the servicecommittee, was gena sick
^ _ to be eral chairman of the party. Mrs. Paul Wolterinkand wf. Lot 21 by the Michigan Medical service. mink. Lloyd Voorhorst, Jams consin will tour Wisconsin this father,the late Charles A. French,
operation. We are pledged
Society members include Mrs. Brink, Eugene Klaaron and Rob- winter and early next spring.
left today for their homes.
Mrs. John McVea spent a few ; a civic and not purely a social Bruce Mikula, Mrs. Arie Weller, SoutheastHeights Add. to City of
Zeeland.
Elenbaas.
Mrs.
Van
Hoven,
Mrs.
days in Chicago this
group, and to assist the Junior Mrs. Robert Wolbrink,Mrs. J. J.
Word has been received that Chamber when our help is need- Brower and Mrs. Vernon Ten Cate Adrian Komejan and wf. to Ed- Visser and the Misses LillianVan
ward Barense and wf. Lot 30 Dls, Helen Van Kersen, Florence
Mrs. Edwin Richards, who is ed.”
assisted with the arrangements.
spending the winter in Florida,
Mrs. Orlie Bishop was in SoutheastHeights Add. to City of Klouw, Frances Kollens, Natalie
She extended an invitation to
Vander Schel, Agnes Atwood,
Zeeland.
fell and fractured her wrist. Mrs. all local meniliHs to athnd the charge of refreshmentsand her
Fred
T.
Miles
and
wf.
to Charles Donna Meeusen, Henrietta BrowWillard Wade is there, staying state Ixv.ird mtvlm.-.v Recently committee assisted in serving and
er, Jasie Van Zanten, Betty Visswith Mrs. Richards.
forums have been ad. led to these pouring. Mrs. Rudolph Eriksen, W. Starr Lot 103 Luger's Add.
Twp.
Holland.
er, Esther Baar, Marcia Van TaWalter Wightman has lieen in meetings. During a forum on pro- Mrs Bernard De Free, Mrs. MorWalter Ro> Applegate and wf. tenhove,Carla Bratt and Rena
Washington. D. C., several days jects. Holland’s project, the travel- ns Reed. Mrs. Robert Horner, and
to
Merle Wayne Nellist Lots 10 Boven.
the past week attending a meet- ing hospital lxs>k cart, created Mr.'. E. P. Schneiderwere memand 11 Fleser’s Add. to Village of
ing of Michigan Association of much comment. Mrs. Bassett ask- bers of Mrs. Bishop's committee.
Spring Lake.
Farmers Co-operatives.
ed that the working plans of the
Homemade cakes and coffee
Royal Neighbors Plans
Cort C.Pelton and wf. to James
FIRSTS FOR
FIRSTS
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Davids cart bo written into a digest and were the refreshments.Cakes
Meyer of Angola. Ind., have been sent to all auxiliaries.n the state, "’ore baked by Miss Harriet Cook. J. Pelton and wf. WJ Ei SEi SEi Public Installation
spending the week in the home of since many delegates had express- Mrs. F. E. Camp, Mrs. Morris De 33-8-15 Twp. Robinson.
HIGHEST WHITE LEGHORN HEN FOR EGGS for
Mrs. Ben Weller, oracle of the
Eskil C. Carlson and wf. to
her aunt, Mrs. Roy Nye and fam- ed a desire to start a similar pro- Vries. Mrs. C. R. Mattson, Mrs.
all Michigan Contests.
Gerrit H. Wiegerink and wf. Pt. Royal Neighbors, presided at the
Oldest Pullorum Controlled
ily.
ject jn their own cit es.
Sidles, Mrs. B. L. Smith. Mrs.
HIGHEST INDIVIDUAL FOR EGGS for all Michigan
The Darling school club will
Hatchery
Many were interested in Mrs. Herbert Stanaway, Mrs. Andrew W1 Ei NWi NEi 32-5-15 Twp. regular meeting in the hall ThursContests, laying .334 eggs in 357 days — 1939
Holland.
day
night.
The
month's
commitmeet at the school house for their Bassett's report of a program G. Sail, Mrs. J. H. Fetter. Mrs.
Largest Producer of U. S. PulMichiganContest.
tee,
Mrs.
Stella
Dore,
was
in
John
L.
Triick
Jr.
and
wf.
to
regular monthly meeting.Friday carried out in Ann Arbor. "They Donald E. Kyger and Mrs. Robert
lorum
Controlled
Chicks
to
HIGHEST HEAVY BREED PEN for all Michigan
John Mergener NEi SWi 21-8-13 charge of the lunch. Prizes in
evening, Jan. 25. Lunch and games had an architect draw plans ol a
lorner.
Date
Contests.
Twp. Wright.
cards went to Mrs. Richard Ellison,
will follow the business hour.
house, and as he drew the plans
Contributions to the fund are
George S. Johnson et al to Mrs. William Bennett and Mrs.
Only Producer of U. S. Certified
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Ely have he answered questions on home still being received, accordingto
HIGHEST HEAVY BREED PEN FOR 1938 Michigan
George M. Johnson and wf. Pt. John Serier.
received word of a new grandson. planning. An interior decorator Mrs. Padnos.
Chicks
Contest — 13 birds laid 3,1 5 5 eggs — 3,354 points
SEi NEi SEi 28-8-16 City of Public installationwill be held
David Alan, born to Mr. and Mrs. worked on their house at the secin 3 57 days.
Only
Producer
of U. S. R.O.P.
Grand Haven.
Jan. 29 with Mrs. Peter Roos as
Russell Vincent in Saginaw last ond meeting and finally the landHIGHEST HEAVY BREED PEN FOR 1936 Michigan
Sired Chicks
Bert Bazan and wf. to Nella installingofficer and Mrs! Jack
week. Mrs. Vincent was the form- scape artist planned the shrub- Zeeland Womans Club
Contest — 10 birds laid 2,514 eggs — 2,563 points
Shaffer
as
ceremonial
marshal.
Only
Producer
of
U.
S.
R.O.P.
Mulder
Lots
3.
4,
5.
6
and
7
Add.
er Freida Ely of Ganges.
•bery and landscaping. Such a proin 3 57 days.
Entertains Husbands
Refreshments
will
be
served.
No. 1 Village of HarringtonCity
Pedigreed Chicks
William Newcombe has .gone gram theme created interest
of Holland.
HIGHEST INDIVIDUAL FOR ALL BREEDS for
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. among the women. mo§t of whom
Only U. S. R.O.P. Breeding Farm
ZeelantJ. Jan. 29 (Special)
1937 Michigan Contest.
R. Newman for a couple of are looking for new ideas for im- Ladies Literary club members en- F rank S. Price ahd wf. to Johan Hope Church Has
with U. S. R.O.P. Hens That
Vander
Leek
and
wf.
Lot
1
Blk
8
HIGHEST
WHITE LEGHORN HEN FOR 1937 ,
months. y
proving their homes." she said.
Have Qualifiedfor U. S.
Chester Hamlin recejved a fracMichigan Contest laying 308 eggs for 330 pointt
The business mooting was con- tertained their husbands at a Hope College Add. City of Holland. Annual Meeting
R.O.M, Matings
Est. Cornelia Faber, Dec’d to
in 357
tured rib last Thursday evening as ducted by Nfrs, Willis Welling, meeting held in the club room at
Election of elders and deacons
he was attending the IOOF meet- president.Mrs. Irvin De Weerd the City Hall Tuesday Jan. 20. Mr Lambert L. Zylstra and wf. Lot
ing at Glenn hall. He slipped and reported on the state board meet- R. De Bruyn, president,welcomed 10 Buwalda’sAdd. to City of Zee- and reports of church officersfeatured the annual congregational
fell tp the floor. He is resting ing which she and Mrs. Welling the guests.Stanley De Free pleas- land.
3 EASY
to
with OSBORNE’S
CHICKS
Ellen J. Vander Bank to Isabel meeting in Hope Reformed church
comfortablyat this time.
attendedin Lansing Jan. 16 and ed the audience with several vocal
Mulholland Lot 16 Grand River parish hall Thursday night. A
Mrs. William Broadway was 17.
solos. He sang "O What a BeauPLAN NO. 1 — Take advantage PLAN NO. 2 — Pay for PLAN NO. -Raise
dinner, served by the Women's
hostess to the bridge club Mon- . The list of new magazines and tiful Morning,” 'Tavern Song," Banks Sub. Twp. Robinson.
of our Money Saving Early Order
your chicks with three- or
pullets on contract for
day with a one o'clock dessert books purchased for the hospital "Swing Low, Sweet Chariot," Donald Cassemier and wf. to Aid society,preceded the meeting.
Prices on chicks hatching the week
four-month-oldpullets. We
Osborne Farm. We pay
Rinold
Bethke
and
wf.
Lot
7
of
The
Rev.
Marion
de
Velder
led
luncheon.
book cart was read by Mrs. Ed-' "The Song Is You." Mrs. De Free
you prefer in 1948. Osborne’s
will 4II0W you very favorMaplewood Add. to City of Grand devotions. Reports of church offithe highest prices for seMargaret Plummer, who is in ward Klomparens. Several accor- Was accompanist. 0
U. S. R.O.P. Sired chicks with U. S.
Haven.
able prices for the pullets
lect pulletsat from eight
cers
and
organizatioon
ppresidents
the Garfield Park Hospital Train- dion solos were played by Miss
The speaker of the evening was
R.O.M. Bloodlineswill cost you no
we select from your flock in
John Gorter and wf. to Consum- were given. Contributions of
weeks to five months of.
ing school for Nurses in Chicago Muriel Hulst, and Miss Helen Van Dr. Lester Kilpatrick, pastor of
more
than
ordinary
hatchery
payment
for your chicks.
ers
Power
Co.
Pt.
SEi
35-8-13
members
reached
the
highest
point
came home Monday for a two Vels entertainedwith humorous the First Methodist church, Grand
chicks.
Twp. Wright.
In the history of the church, the
weeks vacation.
readings.
Rapids. He chase for his subject,
Albert
J.
Dykema
and
wf.
to
financial
report
revealed.
The Home club met Friday, Hostessesfor the evening were "World Affairs." He stated that
Re-elected elders were J. J. RieJan. 16, with Mrs. Fred Thorson, Mrs. Bert Se lies and Mrs. Richard two areas, the United States and Fred De Haan and wf! Lot 3 BetHatching Eggs Needed for
ten’s Sub. Twp. Georgetown.
mersma, Peter Van Domelen, Jr„
Mrs - Alva Hoover had charge of Schaftenaar.
Russia, control the world. One is
‘We need more farm flocks raised from chicks of our breeding. We pay the highest
Lisle R. Kirkbride and wf. to Milton L. Hinga and Dr. Irwin J.
the program and presented a lespartly Christian,the other is godLouis C: Reister and wf. Lot 9 Lubbers. Elected elders were
son on "Discovering Poetry.”
premium for good hatching eggs of our strairt in Western Michigan. Time alone
less. "We hold in our hands the
Blk 1 Thomas Watson’s Add. ,.to George A. Pelgrim and Vernon D.
Earl Winne, rural .'mail,carrier Prizes Sent to Dutch
will tell who gives you the longest hatching season.
future of the world. What are we Coopersville.
Ten Cate. Re-elected deacons were
on route 1, has been changed to Boy Following Benefit
going to do with our responsiINVESTIGATEOUR PROPOSITION TODAY
Theodore Carter and George Heerroute 2 and William Broe has takbilities?”he asljed.
SAVE
YOUR
LAMBS
inga.
Charles
Drew
wap
elected
en route 1.
Eighteen tables of bridge were
Death losses in young lambs of- deacon.
Ganges Grange held the regular In play at the benefit party stagAccording to the 1940 census, ten run as high as 20 to 30 per
meeting Friday evening and in- ed by the Public Affairs group in
3.8 persons on an average occuitiated several candidates.
the Woman's Literary club pied one dwelling unit in the ur- cent If more than 10 to 15 per Total farm real estate In the
sPcent of lambs dropped die before United States on Jan. 1, 1947, had
Miss Mary Ensfield is spending Thursday night. The event was
Virginia Park Phone 5517 HOLLAND. MICH.
ban areas, while in the rural sec- reaching market * weight, lamb
an estimatedvalue of 58.6 billion
the winter in Los Angeles, Calif. planned t<J raise funds tor thesuptions the average rose to 4.0.
production is not very successful. dollars. '
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Christ's Work of Salvation
The board of public works opIsaiah 53:4-6;
Grand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special) ened the bids on the sewers to
Matthew 1:21; 20:26-28 ; 5:17
—A $20,000 fire hit Grand Haven be laid on West 11th St. between
By Henry Geerllngs
today destroying building and conThe Father was active in the tents of the Lake Upholstering Pine street and. Van Raalte Ave.,

_

New Home

of the
Holland City Newt
Published Every Thurs-

day by the sentinel
Printing Co Office 54-58
West Eighth Street. Holland, Mlchlpan.

Entered aa second class matter at
the post office at Holland,Mich.,
under the Act of Congress, March 3,
1879.

working out of our salvation.We Co. at 408 Fulton St. The blaze
are apt to forget that fact. It was occurred less than a week after
the $50,000 fire which wip<M out
His Jove that gave us Christ. It
the Grand Haven Novelty Co.
was He who commendedHis love
Also destroyedwere two aparttoward us. His heart of compas- ments upstairs, occupied by Mr.
sion and of suffering was reveal- and Mrs Alfred Cook and Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Kieback. Mrs.
ed in the ministry of His Son,
Cook's mother, Mrs. Bertha Lake,
who took up His cross and, with 55, of Detroit, who had come for
a bleeding heart, bore it to the a visit Sunday night ,was alone
rugged hill outside of Jerusalem. In the Cook apartment when fire
broke out and was assisted out
It was the Father's love and proof the building in her night clothtectionand help Jesus was always
ing by Keibach who left in his

W. A. BUTLER. Business Manager seeking.
Telephone—News Items 3193
We have a Savior. God saw to
Adtertlslncand Subscription*. 3101 that. Our misery reached His
The publishershall not be liable heavenly mind and pity brought
for any error or errors in printing Him down. We do not need to asand advertisingunless a prool of cend mto heaven to bring Him
euch advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned down.fSr descend into the deep to
by him in time for correction with bring Him up. He is near us. He
tuch errors or correctionsnoted is ready to answer any sincere
plainly thereon;and in such case If
call. He is real and His life on the
anv error ao noted is not corrected,
publishers liabilitys all not exceed earth a historicalfact. There is
•uch a proportion of the entire space no longer any dispositionto quesoccupied by the error bears to the
tion what the Bible says about His
whole soace occupied by such adverlife on earth.
tisement.
The method by which we estabTERMS OF SI BSCRIPTION
One year 12.00; Six months 11.25; lish other facts we use in His case
three months 75c; Single copv 5c also. We call Him our Savior
Subscriptions payable in adance and whom others think of as a mere
will be promptly discontinuedIf not
man. The saored record which
renewed.
Subscriberswill confer a favor by says He lived among us. going
reporting promptly any irregularity about doing good, says also that
in delivery,Write or Phone 3191
He is our Savior as He is the Son

THE WOMAN AS A
STABILIZER
In spite of the familiar comic
strip conceptionof

the

"little

woman" of

bare

feet.

The

fire, which is believed to
have started near the furnace,
was first noticed coming through
the register by Leonard Sikkema
and Gerald Fritsma, tw-o of the

three partners in the business.
In an attempt to save two rolls
of material, the two men singed

their hair and were forced lo
drop the bundles. Jay Sikkema is
another partner. The three, formerly of Grand Rapids, purchased
the business 1J years ago.
Flames spread so rapidly that
the entire interior was enveloped
in flames before any contents
could be removed.
Contentsof the business establishments were almost completely
destroyed as was the furniture in
both apartments. Clothing in both
apartments were damaged by
smoke A new stove and refrigerator also were damaged
Wives of firemen made coffee
in the basement of First Christian
Reformed church which is next to

of God.
He saves us from the guilt and
penalty of our sins. Even if we
could live from this day forward
without sin, there is the past that
is full of evil. What shall we do
with it? If our consciences were tiie building.
as sensitiveas they should be we
would still cry out, "What shall

de-

‘
.
•
!
.

‘
•
\
ri

secure funds for the memorial
least this particular concern ing up what was His by right, Grand Rapids
hall now' being built.
claims to have d. -covered that and deliberately assuming the) Succumbs at Saugatuck
putting their economic cards on place and manner of a servant of
• the table in plain view of the sinners, and staying by the menMrs. LaRue Westbrook, 48. of Club Members Entertain
wives of the families pays big ial position it brought 11. m to the 521 Eastern Ave., S E.. Grand
Husbands at Sleighride
dividends m industrial stability. shame of death on the cross. Is Rapids, died Saturday night at
. The familiarjoke about the wo- it time that we say more about Communityhospital.Douglas, fol- A group of young married
man who can't understandwhy what it cost Jesus in making pos- lowing an illness ol six days. Sn- couples, members of the Grnafi she can't write a check against sible our salvation? Back of the had submitted to surgery six schap Civic club entertained their
an exhausted hank account may cross, the cruelty and sufferings, weeks ago.
husbands at a sleighrideTuesday
be a good gag. The cold facts was what was far worse. We
She was born Aug. 3. 1899 at night. Jacob De Frell was the dri: seem to show that it is not true to ought to have as clear a picture Burnips.Allegan county, to the
ver. Following the ride, refreshaf. pos«;b e of tile anguish of mind
life.
late* Mr. and Mrs. George L. ment* were served at a local
and heart, the suffering of H.s Jones.
restaurant.
sensitivenature, as Jesus became
Surviving are the husband: a
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Cornelius Bouwens
man and served men even unto
son, William R. Holben with the Jim Genzink, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
death.
Succumbs at Home
US Navy at Jacksonville.K': • a Gebben, Mr. and Mrs. Ray BoltBut let not this gloomy noZeeland,Jan. 28 (Special)
sister. Mrs. George Sewers of Sau- ema, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Mannes,
tion of Chnst as Savior depress
Cornelius J Bouwen*. 72. died
gatuck; a brother William Jones Mr. and Mrs. Clare Elders and Mr.
too much, for it was done lovingly
Monday night at hn. home on
of Wayland
and Mrs. Harold Knoll.
and willingly. Turn to the conseroute 1, Zeeland. He was a retired
quent
exaltation. His name was
; farmer.
nonored and giveh the unique,
Survivors Include the wife. Birsupreme place of being the means
die; two sons, Cornelius S. Huysof a personal relation between
er of Zeeland and John M. Huyser
Information Please?
Him and all who believe in Him.
• of Borculo; five daughters, Mrs.
His name stands for Him, and
Simon Vollink of Borculo, Mrs.
Henry Blaukamp and Mrs. John to confess His name is to accept
H. Mast of Zeeland. Mrs. John Him and promise to stand for
Him. There is a call for reverence
Glass of Holland and Mrs. John
in bowing before Him, a call that
Wesseldyke of Grand Rapids; 28
will not cease until everywhere
grandchildren and 29 great grandpeople acknowledge Him as Lord
children; a brother, John S. Bouof
lords. There is a demand for
wens of Zeeland: two sisters, Mrs.

[

—

I

Benjamin Kroeze of Holland and
Mrs. Jacob Bosch of Borculo.
Funeral services will be hold
Friday at 1:30 p.m. from the home
and 2 p.m. at Borculo Christian
Reformed church. The Rev. C.
Vanden Heuvel will officiateand
burial will be in Zeeland ceme| tery.

The body will remain at the
Baron Funeral home until Thursday morning. Friends and relativea are asked to omit flowers.
U.S. mint standards

provide

tor ailver coins, deviation
atandard weight cannot be
than two-hundredthsof an
'to each $1,000.

UK--

public confession of Him as Lord.
Thub will God's love be acknowledged and Hus plan honored. The
triumphal march into Jerusalem
should be a forerunner of the
kingly march of Jesus into each
life. The Christian submits to no
higher honor and privilege than to
open the gales of His life and bid
Jesus enter as Savior and Lord.

announced he will
not seek re-electionand his an-

Symbolized by a color chart, a gift of 25,000 choice
tulip bulbs valued at $1,200 or more wai officially
presented to Common Council last week by Willard
C. Wichers,representing the Dutch government.
In presenting the gift to Mayor Pro Tem Bernard
De Pree, Wichers said the gift from the people of
the Netherlands to Holland, Mich., was made possible by the Associated Bulb Growers of Holland.

Ottawa County
Real Estate
Transfers

Twenty-four seats which were
Millard Rush and wf. to Rayused at the Pan American will be mond W. Rush and wf. I>ot 12 Blk
ordered for use on the grounds. B and pi. Lot 5 Bik B G. W. DanThe lily pond will be connected forth > Add. Coopcrsvillc.
with the Central avenue sewer to
Ralph E. Ott and wf. to George
keep the water moving and fresh J. McCarthy and wf. Lots 31 and
to that fish can be placed there- 35 Oak Grove Sub. Twp. Grand
in. A band stand will bo built Haven.
next spring on the north side of
Egbert Talsma and wf. to Ed-

A frame

(

Peter Ver Duin, whose term expires July 1, has

doing some

('pntPT
VCffH/f

Woman

ballot for this office.

excellentwork in Centennial park.

house occupied by Mr. Pearle, Allegan county, was burnand Mrs. Gordon Schamper. locat- ed Thursday at a loss of about
ed a quarter mile west of Butter- $10,000.
nut drive, was badly damaged by
H. Pugh, a lineman employed
fire at noon today.
by the Citizens Telephone Co.,
Richard Vender Yacht, chief of had a narrow escape from death
the Holland townshipfire depart - a few days ago. He was on a
for distribution to the employes His protectionand guidance. jnent. said the interior was gut- pole when a wire he held came in
how much to the stockholders, There L« no bondage like the bond- ted but the framework was still contact wuth an uninsulated feed
how much is needed for raw mat- age of fear. Perfect love casts out standing. The structure was en- wire of the electricrailway line.
erial and a replacement fund, and fear, and if we truly love Him veloped in flames when the de- He was terribly shocked but resuch other simple facts as are there will be the fountain of a partment armed, but flames were covered.
common to ail forms of business. quiet peace in our hearts.
quickly brought under control by
Dr. N. M. Steffens of DuWhy the cross? Why did Jesus use of fog lines.
Sometimes the talks come in the
buque. la., formerly of this city,
shape of social meetings, with cof- die for sinners? The apostle emThe fire was noticed as the has been calk'd to a chair in
fee and sandwich accompaniments,phasized the marvel of his death family was preparingto drink theology at the seminary at Louisto which the “little woman" of the for sinners, by showing how al- coffee.Members of the household ville. Ky.. the place lately declined
family is invited along with her most unreasonable it would be to took shelter in the home of a by Dr. H. E. Dusker.
expect one to die for a righteous neighbor.
husband.
William Nykamp and Miss
Whatever the form, the purpose man. but here was Jesus giving
Township fire fighters also re- Maggie Bakker were married at
is to get tne attention of the His blood for the remission of the sponded to a call shortly before Drenthe on Tuesday. July 15.
women. Resuits have been more guilt of sinners. Of course only 7 a m. Monday in the Jack Broek- They will reside at Drenthe.
than gratifying from the point of the love o: God is the explanation. house home on route 4. Damage
The Rev. R. H. Joldersma of
What did it cost Jesus? Cer- was confined to the furnace.
view of the company. The woman
Grand Rapids has been appointed
tainly
a
humiliation
far
greater
is usually deeply interestedin tne
Sheriff's deputies assisted at financial agent for Hope college.
stability of the family income, and than we can comprehend.Yet He both fires.
He will assist President G. J Kolfile is the very Lest bar often to did it willingly.What did that
len in working for the college and
irresponsible wildcat strikes. At humiliation entail? It meant giv-

with the wives of their employes ful.
Christ saves us from a gnawing
from time to time. Sometime those
talks are in the form of letters sense of fear. We need no longer
sent to the homes and addressed be afraid of God. He is become
to the women, in which are. set our Father and we are His chilforth what the company is trying dren. We have been reconciled to
to do, how much money there is Him and He rejoices to give us

ed at the Feb. 16 primaries. No
candidatewill be shown on the

track. This news story appeared
in the July 18 issue of the Ottawa County Times publishedby
M. G. Manting in 1902.
The ne>y officers of the I.O.O.F,
lodge were installeda few evenings ago. The secretary George E.
Johns was presented with a fine

the family as spendthe park.
ing most of her time trying to
The Ionia team came here Satjimmy money out of her husband
urday to play the deciding game
to buy a new hat or a fur coat
between the two teams. The locals
we do with our sins?" These
i tip
that she does not need, the cold
there last week Thursday and lost
and their consequences do not
facts have now established that
part from us with a wave of the
Miss
Hazel
Bakker
left
last a game by the close score of 1-0.
she is the stabilizing force in keephand. By them God's law has been week for a pleasure tri, to Cali- In the game here Saturdaythe reing the family budget on even
broken. We know of no way by fornia.She accompanied her cou- sult was 5-3, Holland winning the
keel The University of Chicago
which one can retrace His steps sin. Miss Clarene Bakker of East deciding game in the series. •
has made a survey of 20.000 cases
The 14th annual meeting of the
and rectify the sins of the past. Holland, and they made the trip
in. the file of a mail order store,
There they stand, crying out from by rail. They are visiting relatives stockholders of The Ottawa Counand they establish the somewhat
the very ground for justice. What and friends in Redlands and other ty Buildingand Loan association
surprising fact— at least surpriscan we do about them? There is cities in southern California,and was held Wednesday afternoon
ing to the comic strip fans— that
unmarried males are the poorest nothing we can do. But Christ plan to be away about six weeks. and evening. The following were
steps in and takes them with all Hazel writes that they encounter- elected directors: C. Ver Schure,
credit risks. The men who have
their guilt and penalty upon Him- ed snow all the way. until they G. J. Van Duren, D. J Te Roller,
wives to help them manage the
self. setting us free.
nearly reached their destination, B. L. Scott and J. J. Rutgers.
budget, even though these same
Christ saves us from the power and says they are enjoying a temThe Grand Rapids Bridge Co.
wives use up a considerable porof sin. We are to believe this great perature of 80 degrees.
has
the contract for building the
tion of that same budget for themtruth and live as though we beMrs. Harm Kuite has been con- concrete arch bridge in Holland
selves, are on a sounder financial
lieved it. We shall never wholly fined to her home for several township on the Zeeland road.
basis than the men who have only
get rid of sin in this life. It will weeks with a severe attack of
Considerable damage was done
themselves to look after and who
to windows of Zeeland business
can spend all their income on ever be present with us, but it laryngitis,but has recovered.
should ever . be a diminishing Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Koetje houses by the explosion of dynathemselves.
To add a special touch of the force. We do not need to be un- announce the birth of a daughter. mite or giant crackers.
A pleasant party was given by
unexpectedto the picture,single der its dominion. Our lives should Thursday at Zeeland hospital.
be better today than they were
The community has "8ug out" Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wheeler at
girls are rated at the next best
yesterday, and better tomorrow from last week's severe snow their .home on Columbia Ave. a
risks. The single men run a poor
than today.
storm. All the cross roads were few evenings ago. About 150
third. The comic artiststurn out
They are to be Increasingly closed and farmers from all guests were present.
to be one hundred percent wrong.
A Sunday School ha« been orBusiness men other than man- pure and strong and beautiful. around parked their cars at the
agers of the credit departmentsThere is somethingmore for us to town hall. No school was held for ganized at Macatawa Park with
do than to come to God at the three days.
Dr. George Baker as superintenhave long known the fact that the
dent. Miss Van Regenmorter sec"little woman" is likely to be the close of the day and ask Him to
retary and Miss Godfrey, treasurstabilizingforce in the domestic forgive our sins. We are to go out
Schamper Home Badly
er.
scene. One of the country’s great- and battle sin so that there will
est manufacturing concerns has be less to forgive each day. Christ Damaged by Flames
The large barn of Ex-Conadopted the policy of having talks is merciful, but He is also powergressman A. M. Todd located mar

sins

slate for city officers to be select-

Avenue and the Pore Marquette

is

exception of a candi-

date for Justice of the peace,
Grand Haven . has completed its

street between Van Raalte and
Harrisonavenues, on 12th St. between Columbia Ave. and Pine st.
and on 14th St. between Central

The park hoard

Haven

Grand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special)

—With the

10th and 12th streets and on 12th

hard coal burner as a token of esteem and appreciation of his services. The officers are: Noble
grand, Arthur Drinkwater; vice
grand, Will Zwemer; secretary,
George E. Johns; treasurer, Anton Seif; Millard Harrington;L.
N. G., George Heneveld; warden. J. A. Bal)Cock;conductor,
Fred Metcalf;R. S. S., J. Rockwell; L. S. S., John Nash: Inside
guard, Frank Miles, outside
guard, Bert Dock; R. S. V. G.. H.
Moisner;L S. V. G.. Frank Kamperman, chaplain, M. Crandall.

In Slate

At Grand

on 10th St. between First Ave
and Van Raalte Ave. between

Peace

ward W. Tanis and wf. Ft. Si Si
NWi 32-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
Jcrn Claud Scott to Loon W.
Wenzel Pt. Lot 1 Blk 9 and pt.
Lot 2 Blk 9 Howard s Add. City
of Holland
John G. Koster and wf. to Andrew Van Oordt and wf. Lot 133
Evergreen Park Sub. Twp. Spring
Lake.

John G. Koster and wf. to Andrew Van Oordt and wf. Lots 16
and 18 Evergreen Park Sub. Twp.
Spring Lake.
Perry Isenhart and wf. to Bernard G. Isenhart and wf. Pt. El
NEi 8-9-13 Twp. Chester.

The Community Homes Assn.
Inc. to Gerald Dennis McFaddcn
and wf. Pt. l.ot 54 and 55 East
Highland Park Sub No. 1 City of
Grand Haven.
Frank L. Adler and wf. to Marvin Elders and wf. Pt. SEi 14-613 Tup. Georgetown.
Dick Klamor and wf. to Harry
A. Meyer and wf. Pt. Lot 27 Ohlman s Plat No. 3 Village of Hudsonville.

Left to right are City Clerk Qrevengoed, Alda. John
Bontekoe, Bertal Slagh, John Baltman, Melvin Van
Tatenhove, John H. Van Dyke, De Pree, Raymond
T. Holwerda, Harry Harrington, City Attornay
Peter Boter, William J. Metngs, Anthony Nlanhula,
Wichers, City Enginaer Jacob Zuidema, Fred
Gallen, L. C. Dalman and Haalth Inspector Ben
(Penna Saa photo)

nouncement came too late for a
candidateto file his petitions.
There will be contests for every
other city office. Martin Boon,
who has served the city for six
year* as an alderman and employed by the Baker Lumber Co.,

and Tarle E. Hill, who served the
alderman for the same period, and a partner in the Hill
Hardware Co., are seeking the
office of mayor, to replace EdCedar Swamp Twp. Holland.
brated is that of Miss Wall, the mond Wilds, who announced some
Richard Bell and wf. to Fred C. assistanland Judy Koning. The time ago he would not seek reBell Jr. and wf. Pt. NWi NWi girls are planning to make their election.
18-5-15 Twp. Holland.
own scrapbooks.
Wilds, who was vice-chairman
Raymond A. Williams and wf.
The Hushpantchna Camp Fire of the Ottawa County Board of
to Melvin M. Jelsema and wf. Pt. group met at the home of their
Supervisorsand who would unSWi SEi 32-5-15 City of Holland. leader, Miss Lorraine Rowell for
doubtedlyhave been selected as
Gerald Reinink and wf. to Bert the election of officers.The re-,
chairman had he sought another
Balder and wf. Lots 86 and 87 suits were as follows: president, term a* mayor of Grand Haven,
Slagh's Add. to City of Holland.
Mary Lou Van Dyke; vice-presi-served for five years a* mayor
Robert P. Mulder and wf. to dent, Wilia Uevense; secretary,
and for four years previously as
Peter A. Emmick Lot 241 Dieke- Patsy Gilcrest; treasurer, Lucille alderman.
ma Homestead Add. Twp. Holland. Rowell; scribe, Florence ShashaFive are seeking the post for
Anna Geerling to Ivar R. Fri guay. The girls are now working two aldermen. Harm Roossien,
and w f. Lot 6 Blk 2 Brongersma's on ranks.
who has served for four years, is
Add. Village of Spring Lake.
The Wacankiya Camp Fire seeking re-election. Others are
Jennie Welmers to Herbert W. group met with their leader, Mrs.
Leonard Arkema, insurance man,
Pollock and wf. Pt. Lot 3 Blk 49 Seidelman, and assistant. Mrs.
Aldine Donselar,World War II
City of Holland.
Miller. The meeting was held at
veteran an employe of a manuMrs. Alice De Jonge to Oliver Froebel school and an election of
facturing firm, Louts Lehman and
J. Poest and wf. Lot 6 De Jonge 's officers took place with the folClaude Ver Duin, local businessAcid. City of Zeeland.
lowing fesults:president,Joyce men. All are making a bid for
Frederick De Vries et al to Carl Prins; secretary,Ruth Vollmer;
Bnegcl and wf. Pt. SWi SWi 14- scribe,Arlene De Cook. They have public office for the first time.
Ben Zenderink,who served two
8-16 Twp. Spring Lake.
had Elaine Den Bleyker as their
years, is not seeking re-election.
Fred Do Vries and wf. to Carl guest for the last two meetings
A. J. Wessel, incumbent, who
Bnegel and wf. Pt. SWi SWi 14- and hope to take her in soon as a
has
served eight years on the
8-16 Tw p. Spring Lake.
new member.
Board of Public Works, is seeking
Hubert G. Henry and wf. to
The Waku-Wasti Camp Fire
John R. Palmer and wf. Pt. NEi girls held their first Council Fire re-election.Arthur Walter, who
served two five-year terms and a
SEi 34-8-13 Twp. Wright.
at the home of Mrs. Joe Moran,
year ago was defeated by Hugh
Lester Mulder to Jay Wallace Monday. Their theme was friendMulner WJ EJ SW frl i 30-5-14 ship. Shirley Seidelman listed the P. Mulligan, is again seeking the
post.
Pt. NW frl i and NEi 31-5-14 Pt. qualitiesthat she thought were
Deadline for filing petitions was
SEi NEi NEi 25-5-15 Twp. Hol- important for true friendship and
Saturday noon.
land and Zeeland.
gave each girl a slip of paper with
Lester Mulder to Boyd Bernard one of the qualitieswritten on it.
Mulder Pt. WJ SEi and NJ NEi Then each girl told how she could
SEi 25-5-15 Twp. Holland.
be a better friend by using that
quality. Carole Nies read a poem
on friendship by Inez Newburgh.
Membership drive pins and hon-

Wlereema.

city as

Allegan JCC Plans

or

beads were awarded

to

girls present. The candle of

all

Pie Baking Contest

Work

was

lighted by Jane Klaasen,
The Allegan Junior Chamber of
Health by Shirley Meiste and Commerce is again sponsoring the

Love by Clarine Olin. Judy West- county cherry pie baking contest
rate led in the singing of Camp Feb. 5 according to the county
Fire songs. The candle of Work chairman Keith Moored. The conwas extinguished by Marcia Clan- test will be held at the Allegan
Arthur Quist and wf. to Steve
ton, Health by Nancy Moran, and High school, and the queen also
Kneibel and ut. NWi SWi 23-7-13
The Cheerful Blue Birds report Love by Shirley Poll. A rustic tri- will be crowned at the J. C.
Twp. Tallmadge.
that they held their Christmas angular ceremonialcandle holder dinner.
Jud Hold and wf to Cornelius
which was made by Mary Lou
Any girl living in Allegan counparty
at the home of Mrs. C. Visvander Meulen and wf. Lot 8 and
Van Putten's grandfather, H. M. ty, now in high school or a recent
pt. Lot
Riverview Sub. Twp. scher. They exchanged gifts and Tasker, was used for the first
graduate, between the ages of 15
Holland.
had a two-courselunch. For fav- tune.
and 20 years inclusive,is eligible
Arie De Visser and wf. to Louis ors they had boats and candy
Odako Camp Fire group met to enter.
Vanden Brink et al Pt. Lot 7 Vil- canes. After pinning the star on Monday with the guardian,Mrs.
Commerciallyprtcessed cherries
lage of Cedar Swamp Twp. Hol- the Christmas tree they went carRobert Carley, at Harrington and pie plates will be furnished.
land.
oling. On Jan. 17 the group went school to continue work on their Each girl is to furnish her own
Henry De Vis>er and wf. to Arie on a tolioggan party at the coun- current project, the redecorating utensils and other ingredients
De Yi.\>er and wf. Pt. Lot 7 Vil- try club. The fathers furnished and refurnishingof the kinder- needed to make one pie.
lage of Cedar Swamp Twp. Hol- the transportation.The group met garten doll house for Miss Florence
Any girl wishing to enter the
land.
at Mrs. L. Sparks for refresh- Ten Have's room. The girls and contest is to notify the home ecoGrace Liiscomb et al to John N. ments. Mrs. Loran Wenzel is the Mrs. Carley have made curtains, nomics teacher in her vicinityor
Hollman Pt. Lot 16 City of Hol- leader.
slip covers and bed spreads.
Mary E. BullLs, home extension
land.
The Sunbeam Blue Birds of The Amicitia Horizon group had agent on or before Feb. 2, so a
Ben Vos and wf to George Van Van Raalte school met with their a toboggan party Thursday, Jan. schedulemay be arranged.
Klompenberg Pt. Wi NEi 24-5-15 leader.Mrs. John liar thorn for an 22 on a hill at the home of their
Assisting Moored in maknig arTup. Holland.
election of officers. The results president, Toni Van Bragt. Tlseir rangements for the contest are F.
Louis R>cenga and wf. to Sher- were: president,Carol Cook; vice- leader is Miss Virginia Kooiker.
Earl Haas, county club agent,
man Ver Plank and wf. Pt. EJ president. Donna Rutgers; secreMiss Bullis, Miss Lois Millln,
NEi 11-7-16 Tup. Grand Haven. tary. Carla Kruithof: scribes.
home making teacher, Allegan,
Arthur Reender*and wf to Ben Marcia Bouws and Ruth Van
Miss Virginia Benson, home makZendermk and wf. Pt. NEi 33-8- Dyke.
ing teacher, Wayland, and J. C.
16 Twp. Grand Haven.
(From Monday's Sentinel)
The Singing Blue Birds held an
members James Snow and Bob
Berend J. Brunmk and wf. to election and chose Sandra Hoeve
Woodrow W. Weidner of El Paso, Hoyt, Allegan.
Albert Brunmk and wf. SWI SWi for their new president. They
Tex., was a house guest this week16-6-11 and Ni NEi SEI and WJ worked on scrap-booksfor the
end of Mr and Mrs. Jud Hohl,
SEi NEi 2U-6-14 Twp. Blendon.
hospital.Each girl is using her West 12th St. He is en route to Mrs. Kate Sackett, 82,
Ralph G. Brower and wf. to Ar- own ideas. The leaders.Mrs. Jonk- his home after an eastern busiDies in Grand Haven
thur Bowman and wf. Lot 23 Van- er and Mrs. Madderom. served reness trip. Mr. Weidner is Mrs.
den Berg's Add Zeeland.
freshments. The meeting adjourn- Kohl’s brother-in-law.
Grand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special)
Walter Veersma et al to Her- ed with the singing of songs.
Betty Cowan, one of the twin —Mrs. Kate Sackett, 82, died after
man J. Shumaker and wf. Pt. NJ
The Bonnie Blue Birds met at daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Donald a year’s illness last Thursday
N'W tri i 18-5-15 Twp. Holland.
the home of Mrs. Kolm. They went Cowan, Virginia Park, has been in the home of her son-in-law
A. Patsy Fabiano to Simon J. to the drugstore for ice cream confinedto her home for several and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. RichHudsoqville Lumber Co. to Albert Route and wf. Pt. NJ SEi
NWi 21-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.

G

9

Personals

Be\erw\k and wf. Lot 37 Wcer- cones and then back to Mrs. days with a bad cold.
ard Krikham, 632 Pennoyer Ave.,
sing's First Add. Holland.
Kolm’s for their sleds. They went
Pfc. Jack E. Stegink, son of Mr. with whom she had made her
, Man De Vries to William De coasting on Nies' hill. Mrs. Jack and Mrs. Benjamin Stegink, 237 home for the past six months. She
Vries Ut 25 Aukeman s Sub. No. Klaasen is the leader. At their West 17th St., has been promoted was born in Cincinnati, O., June
3 Twp. Georgetown.
next meeting the girls also met to the rank of technicianfifth 10, 1865. Her husband, Curtia, died
Honrj Ahrens to Edward G. at Mrs. Kolm's home. They elected grade, while serving with the 21st in 1939. She was a member of
Kieft and wf. Lot 6 Blk 4 Cutler the following officers: president, infantry regiment in Japan.
the Presbyterian church.
and Sheldon t Add. Grand Haven. Judy Kolm; and secretary Marla
Mrs. Irene L. Bloomfield of
Besides Mrs. Krikham, ihe is
Donald H. Den Uyl and wf. to Fetcher and Linda Fehring.
London, England, is spending a survived by another daughter,
Arie De Visser and wi. Pt. Lot 9
The Fairy Blue Birds met with few days with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mrs. Loring Young of New Jersey,
Blk 5 South Prospect Park Add. their leader.Mrs. Willis De Cook. J. Engelsman, 85 West Ninth St three grandchildren and three
City of Holland.
The girls made Valentine presents She is en route from Boston to great grandchildren.
Alvin Moving and wf. to Maur- for their mothers which they will California. .
Mr. Krikham is an official of
ice Brower and wf. Lots 133 and give them at their Valentine parHolland hospital births Friday the Camfield Manufacturing Co.,
134 Chippewa Resort* Twp. Park. ty. The week before the group include a daughter, Jean Marie, to in Grand Haven. «
Dick Miles and wf. to Allan went coasting. Their president is Mr. and Mrs. Charles Waldo, 279
Drew Miles Lots 58 and 57 Har- Mary Ann Cumerford.
South Wall SL, Zeeland; a son,
rington’s4th Add. Macatawa Park
The SunshineBlue Birds, who Craig sUbhen, to Mr. and Mrs.
Grove Twp Park.
hold their meetings in Lincoln Harold L. De Loof, 134 West 23rd
Alvin Iloving and wf. to Maur- School, have been making Indian St. Saturday births include a son,
ice Brower and wf. Lots 127 and pottery the last two meetings. Larry Allen, to Mf. and Mrs. Rob128 Chippewa Resort Twp. Park. Judy Vande Water brought some ert Driy, 296 West 20th St, a
John Brand et al to Arnold W. pottery, made by the Indians, to daughter, Jeanne, to Mr. and Mrs.
Hertcl and wf. Pt. SWi SWi NWi show the group. The girls report- Charles Ranson of Douglas; a son,
32-5-15 City of Holland.
ed they are feeding the birds. Mrs. Robert Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. RobHarold P. Zipp and wf. to An- C. Dalman assisted, the leader, ert Streicher,route 4. Births Sunton Francik and wf. Pt. Lot 11 Mrs. La Chaine.
day Include a son, James Allen, to
Bolt’s Add. City of Grand Haven.
The "Longfellow Blue Bird Mr. and Mrs. Leon Van Huis, 367 Hi tW
* lb Mffc
Leroy A. Ward and wf. to Leroy Nest" met at the home of their West 22nd St.; a son to Mr. and
Louis Wolf and wf. SWi NWi 14- sponsor, Mrs. Jack Plewes. At the Mrs. Daniel Clark, 147 West 15th
6-15 Twp. Olive.
meeting the girls learned to spool St, and a son, Steven John, to Mr.
Ante beach.
Fred Schieback and wf. to Wil- knit. Refreshments were served and Mrs. Simon Steketee, 312
liam Bowerman and wf. Lot 5 and the meeting adjourned.
West 19th St
Park View Sub. Twp. Park.
The CantewasteyaCamp Fire
Carl T. Bowen and wl to Ralph Group held a meeting at the home
H. Montgomeryand wf. Pt. NWi of their leader,Mrs. Fehring. The Municipal Court
NEI 11-8-16 Twp. Spring Lake. girls discussed the "new look" and Four persons paid $1 fines on
Selina De Keyzer to Martin Van played ping-pong.
parking charge$ in Municipal
Hekkon and Wf. Lot 72 McBride's The Aowakiya Camp Fire group Court Monday and one paid $5
fcjyitoaptttftom
Add. City, of Holland.
198ft
met at Mrs. Koriing’s home Mon- on a charge of using expired
William F. Waye and wf. to day evening. Plans were made plates. Ronald Hamlin, 37, route
Charles .C. Califfand wf. Lot 2 concerning a potluck to be held at 4, paid the $5 fine on the latter
Nu-Way Sub. Twp. Spring Lake. the Youth Center with Mrs. Kro- count Receiving parking sumAndrew Klomparens and wf. to man's group. Tuesday evening the monses were Gilbert Gfhrke, of
Arthur I. Hazzard and wf. Lot 14 girls plan to give the "Recipe for 198 East Ninth St; Gordon VanChamber of Commerce Sub. City a Camp Fire Girl" at Hopa church. den Heuvel, 27, Zeeland; Harry
of Holland.
Next week they are having a Wieskamp, of 96 East 21st St,
Henry Lagestce and wf. to Fred meeting and birthday party pom- and Bert Brooger,25, of 90 East
I Vos and wf. PL Lot 7 Village of , bination. ,The birthday to be cele- 39th SL

fritf
mum

Hews

Bas Hits Pole
Grand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special)
city bus. driven by Richartf
Tipsw'ord.2, Grand Haven, skidded
on the ice at 11:30 a.m. Sunday
and broke off an electric light pole
at Washington and Second. No arest* w«re made by city police'. •
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with the locale itill holding
slim margin.

Upsets Feature

Cage

City League

Play Wednesday
Locals Stop Zeeland

Five; Percy Jones
Bows

to Oiler Quint

Both Pete’s and Allen's revers-

ed

Zeeland came back strong in
the fourth period to take a 32-28
lead %arly in the finale.Baskets
by Bob Fortney and Carl Van
Dort knotted the count before
Moeller put the Hollanders out in
front. The Green and White never

Finn Helps Solve

again lost the lead.

home owners may

Stan Schrotenboerled the Zeeland outfit with 13 while Moeller
paced the winners with 10.
Allen’s and Nash staged a terrific battle in the second encounter with the taller Allen crew finally dominatingplay. It staged off
a brilliantlast period rally to
notch the victoty. Nash jumped
to a 9-8 lead at the end of the
first period, but the winners retaliated to take a 20-16 halftime

round decisions in their
contests in City League play Wednesday Jan. 21. Pete's toppled a
favored Zeeland aggregation3734 in the opener while Allen’s lead.
Nash couldn’t stop the Allen
stopped Downtown Nash, 43-38. In
the outside attraction, the high lads in the third period while the
scoring Pure Oil quint humbled score continued to mount. The
winners held a 37-24 lead at the
tlie Percy Jones hospital five 76end
of the third period. A re52.
surgent Nash five made the game
Zeeland's lose virtually assured
interesting in the final quarter,
the Oilers of at least a share for
the City League title. All the but it couldn’t narrow the gap to
league teams have now lost at less than five tallies.
Wally Bradley. Jack Van Dorleast two contests while the Blue
pie
and Paul Fortney paced the
and White has yet to taste defeat.
Pete’s started fast in its con- Nash five with nine points apiece.
De Waard was high for the wintest with the Zeelanders but soon
ners with 12 tallies.
fell behind and trailed10-7 at the
Playing one of its better games,
first period. It staged a second
the
Holland Pure Oils outclassed
quarter flurry, however and moved into a 15-12 halftime lead. a smooth passing Percy Jones
first

1948 Chevrolet

formed church of

Massive

Is

Wires Entertained

Roofing Problems
Roofing problems for

ByExchangites

local

Jack Russell of Allegan, enter-

be solved quick-

tained Exchangitesand

their
wives at the annual Ladies’ Night
dinner in Hope church parish hall
Monday night. Confusinghis audience with rope tricks, card tricks
and sleight of hand, Russell accompanied his display with humorous chatter.

ly and easily by the Holland Ready-

Roofing Co., located on North
Shore Drive. Free estimates on
roofing and siding jobs are cheerfully furnished by the firm.

A

roof should be a feature that

Jacob Fris, secretary-treasurer

lends the home and surrondings
beauty, and not only a commodity
to keep the home dry, the roofers

of the Goodfellows Foundation,

thle dty.
In order to interest the children
of the community in the work for
lepers, a meeting will be held on
Sunday, Mar. 14 at 3 p.m. in Third
Reformed church at which a flannolgraph program will be given on
the life of Mary Reed, miasionary
to the lepers.
Letters from Dr. and Mm. C.
J. Stauffacnergave a report of
the word of the leper colony in
which they have been mlasionaries
lor many years A letter waa also
read from a visitor to the colony
who had observed the efficiency
with which the tasks are administered. Mention was made of the
new drugs that are being used in
experimentationand which appear to restoresome of the leper’s

the auxiliary has a hospital bed
which is available to veterana and
their families and to member* at
the Legion and auxiliary. Informs
tion may be obtained by calling
Mrs. Martin Japinga or Mr*.
Frank Miller.
Refreshment* were served by
Mrs. Bertal Slagh, chairman,and
the Mesdames Charles Costen,
Ben Rutger*, John Kobe*, Jof
Kllnge and Esther Frundt

PHOTOSTATIC

presented his annual report. Current balance Is 5583.04, he announced. Beginning the year with
Among the supplies kept by the
a balance of $721.50, the Com- faculties.
company are FMntkote Thikbut
munity Chest gave the Foundation Mrs. John Benes of Beechwood
strip shingles, Cedartex Tripltab
$500. Seven tonsillectomies were led the devotional period, Mrs. C.
hexagon strip shingles and Cedarperformed,
and 2.824 quarts of M. Beerthuis gave a sample readtex hexagon strips, which have
ing with a flannelgraph.Mrs. Paul
milk were supplied.
proved popular with many cusA
cornet trio, composed of Rich- E. Hinkamp presided. Ninetytomers. The firm also handles
ard Ruch, Edward Avison and three representatives of churches
Flintkote sidtos-cement sidings
Robert Albers, played "The Three belonging to the federation were
which are made of imperishable
present. Two new societieshave
The
new
1918
Chevrolet
models,
Fleetmaster sport aedan. Fenders, Musketeers’’ and "The Triumvirmaterials — asbestos fibre and
ate." Mias Barbara Lampen ac- been added to the list.
Portland cement which cannot rot, incorporating design changes die- hood, body and door panels all
The next business meeting will
tated by a minimum change-over blend. The crease moulding below companied.
rust or burn.
be the first week in April.
The owners strongly recom- period in order to insure high pro- the windows is wider than that Guests were welcomed by Presimend and stand back of Flint- duction flow, will lx* on display at used in previous models. Note the dent Lester J. Kuyper and the
Rev. Paul Hinkamp led devotions.
kote products. These products are most Chevrolet dealers in the new T-shaped chrome center bar
Legion Auxiliary Hears
George
A. Pel grim presented a
next
few
days.
on
the
radiator
grille.
made with every advantage that
The over-allsimplicityand masAbout Military Training
Jack Decker, manager of toast "to the ladies."
scientific research can provide
Group singing was led by Clarsiveness
of
the
new
car
is
shown
Mrs. Emily Beattie presented a
Decker
Chevrolet
Co.
221
River
backed by 40 years of successful
ence Jalving with Mrs. Millard comprehensive paper on compulin this three-quarter view of the Avc . is the local dealer.
manufacturing
experience.
quint in the final tilt of the evenWestratc as accompanist.
Both aggregations played on even
sory military training at the meetCall Holland Ready Roofing Co.
ing. Although the Oilers were at
Albert E Van Lente, club secre- ing of the American Legion auxilterms throughoutthe next period
for
advice
or
estimates.
They
will
a height disadvantage, they still
tary, presented the Exchange rost- iary Monday night in the Americontrolled the major share of the aid you willingly without cost or All
Will
er for the year. Other officersare can Legion club house. The proobligation.
rebounds
Peter Kromann. vice-president,gram followed a business meeting
The game was nip and tuck
and Clarence Klaasen. treasurer. which was in charge of Mrs. Clarduring the first half, although the
Peter Kromann was program ence Hopkins.
Farewell Open House
Oilers kept the lead. First, quarter
chairman for the meeting and
Mrs. Ernest Bedell, child welHolland cage fans will have to plays host to the Albion quintet. Prof. Clarence Kids arranged for
score was 17-13, while the Blue Honors H. Ten Haves
fare chairman, reported that thre«
travel this week if they want to
and White led 30-25 at the half.
Holland Christian has its work the dinner which was served by Christmas baskets were delivered
The local’s speed paid off in the
Mrs. Arthur Mills and Mr. and 6€w» any of their favorites in ac- nit out this week when it tackles women of the church.
and that clothing was distributad
third period while the Dutchmen Mrs. Marvin Bennett. Howard tion. Three cont'estsare listed on St. Joseph in quest of victory No.
to memlx>rs of one family.
pulled away from the Army boys. Ave., entertained informally Sun- the local card with all contests Ix-- 9. St. Joseph which always
Mrs. Martin Japinga read’ letPercy Jones came within seven day afternoon in honor of Mr. and ing played on the road. Hoik? tra- boasts an excellent aggregation is Discuss Plans to Raise
ters from two veterans of World
points midway in the third period, Mrs. Herbert Ten Have who are vels to meet Percy Jones hospital no exception thus year. It, like
War I hospitalizedat Ft. Custer,
Funds for Leper Colony
but that was its only threat.
moving to Grand Rapids this week. at Battle Creek while Holland Christian, has dropped only one
expressing appreciation for boxes
Buy now in Visscher’s Orchard
Holland's two big boy’s, Ken
The guest list included Mr. and High treks to Grand Haven. Also tilt, that to Fremont. Coach Bus
An attempt to raise $1,100 to
Van Regenmorter and George Mrs. William Slater.Mr. and Mrs. on Friday, Holland Christian tan- Burgoyne’sfive bowed to the cover the entire cost of the leper sent from the local auxiliary at
Christmas time.
Subdivision, Holland's newest
Zuverink paced the local attack. George Copeland.Mr. and Mrs. gles with the St. Joseph five.
northernsquad 49-45 and Chris- colony at Inhambane, East Africa,
Mrs. Hopkins presented a report
Besides playing stellar floor John Garvelink,Mr. and Mrs.
Local clubs experiencedone of tian lost 53-44. Both tilts were was the goal suggestedto reprerestricted home sites. All lots
on a mid-winter conference In
games Van Regenmorter amassed Gerald Kramer. M:. and Mrs. Alex the worst week’s in several years, played in the Packer gym and fol- sentatives of the churches which
Lansing in December. In other
100x132, improvementsin. 28th
22 tallies while Zuverink got 15. Avery. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bro- last week managing to salvage lowed much the same pattern
comprise the Federationof Wo- businessit was decided to conAndreotta
led
the
Battle
Creek
lin .Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Merriam, only
single victory in four with both losers leading until the men’s Societies ’of Holland and
Street, one block west of State
Lblute to the March of Dimea.
five with 13 tallies.
Mr. and Mrs O. W. Lowry.
starts. Christian chalked up the final minutes. St. Joseph currentvicinity, Monday afternoon in
Members were reminded that
Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Camp- lone win with a 39-28 decision at ly leads the tough Big Seven race Beechwoood Reformed church.
ACCEPTS IOWA jCALL
bell, Mrs. JosephineBall, Miss Grand Rapids South. Hope drop- with no defeats.
Plans were also made lor the
Grand Rapids, Jan. 27 (UP)
Erma Roozeboom, Mr. and Mrs. ped two MIAA encountersduring
Holland High will attempt to program to be given at tlie annual
fxc/us/Ve By
Youty Glory In
The Rev. John Griffioen,pastor Charles R. Sligh. Jr., Mr. and Mrs. the week, losing the first at Al- notch its second win over Grand
prayer and praise service on Wedof the Oakdale Park Christian Re- Roy E. Young. Mr. and Mrs. Al- bion 74-63 and the second at Al- Haven's "giant killere"when it
Your Walla
nesday, Mar. 31 in Trinity Roformed church, will transferto bert Himes, Mr. and Mrs. Charles ma, 49-48. Holland High bowed to meets the Dues on the small
Dutch-Kr&ft
the Christian Reformed church of Stewart. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stev- Benton Harbor 51-43 in a South- Grand Haven floor. In a game
FOR
YOUR
Sheldon,
la.
enson. Mr. and Mrs. Verne Hohl, west conference engagement.
REALTOR
played here six weeks ago/ the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mason.
Hope will attempt to get Vick Hollanders eked a 37-36 win. Since
Beaverhead national forest in
Also the Rev. and Mrs. William In the win column against a good then Coach Mai Mackay’s crew
Sensational now oil baa# paint
Montana consistsof almost 2 mil- C. Warner. Dr. and Mrs. ftelson Percy Jones five. Although the has yet to take a conference victhat covert over any surface In
lion acres.
Clark. Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Gold, Army lads lost to the local Pure tory while Grand Haven has stopone ooat Dries In 2 hours.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dwyer. Mr. Oils last week, they did exhibit jx*d both Kalamazooand Muskeand Mrs. Arthur C. Yost, Mr. and
fine brand of basketball. gon. The Grand Haven five rates
Mrs. Maurice Brower. Mr. and Coach Bud Hinga’s men will be high in Class B circles and will be
Mrs. Dirk Gringhuisand Geoffrey anxious for their seventh win of a tough opponent on its home
ELECTRIC CO.
Mills.
50 Watt 8th
Phone 4611
the year and are not expected to floor.
have too much trouble in doing
In games so far this year, local
so. Hope does not resume its con- squads have won 17 games and
ference play until Feb. 5 when it last 10.
stress.

COPIES
Old Photo* Reproduced
Valuable Paper*
Preserved

m

(DulSocUl
PHOTO and GIFT SHOP
10 East 8th Street

LENNOX FURNACES
War Tima

LENNOX OIL UNITS
Uso LE88

For Important Games This

HEATING
116 East 14th St.

HOLLAND PHONE

Week

2786

ZEELAND PHONE 468F4

LOTS

USED CARS!

GOING TO BUILD?

LATE MODELS
Sold With
30 Day 50-50 Guarantet

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

a

—

FUEL

HARRY K00P

Travel

Holland Quintets

Oil Rationing

Proved

FRED’S OAR LOT
686 Michigan Ava, Phont 6-7221

•

'

AVAILABLE NOW

HENRY OUSTING

Won-Kole

ROOFING and SIDING

Phone 2371

Fits '37-’42 Models
Install Now for Carefree
Winter Driving

TER HAAR AUTO CO.
160

8L

AND

DRIVE CAREFULLY
BEN L VAN LENTE
177

COLLEGE AVE.

PHONE

“A

Stitch In

RADIOS
VACUUM CLEANERS

HOT PLATES
7133

Tims Saves Nine”

Holland Radio and
Appliance Co.
TYSSt
448 Washington Phone 8-7212
H.

COMPLETE CLUTCH
‘18-50

.

Avenue
VRIELING

159 River

DUTCH MILL
RESTAURANT
WHERE

phone 3195

GOOD FOOD
PREVAILS

CRANE SERVICE
SUPPLIERS OF

8

IRON and

IflUIS PADIV0S IR0IV HII ft

The Holland-Zeelandleague of
Reformed Young Men's societies, and $4.05 costs m Justice Peter
held its initial meeting of the Vcrduin's court Friday on
year January 19 in the Pros- a charge of failure to have his
pect Park Christian Reformed car under control.He was involv
church. The Rev. C. Witt led a ed in an accident shortly before
J.

Dyk- 10 a.m. Thursday at the corner of
Elliott and Third Sis., when he

struck a car driven by Mrs. Anita
Meinel. Considerable damage was
The Centralaires male quartet, done to both cars.
compased of Clarence Knoll. Bob
Vork, Jerry Hcerspmk and George
Knoll, sang "This World Is Not
My Home” and 'The Fire Song
A new constitutionwas read byJack Galien, and with minor revisions,was approved.The delegate boards’ proposalto support
the "Back to God Hour" was also
ratifiedat this meeting.The annual treasurer’s report was given by George Brink in the absence of the retiring treasurer,
Bar
John Brink.
369 River Ave.
Election results listed John
Keuning as president. Jack VanPHONE 7997

Sandwich-Soda

For Any Job!

RAGS

WIPING WASTE

nette as treasurer, and George
Knoll as publicity secretary. Retiring officers are Rev. Dykstra,
John Brink and Abo Vogelzang.
Federationboard members elected were Nick Vogelzang and John
Brink. Fred Volt man Is the retiring board member.
The officers’ terms which do
not expire are David Schripsema,

PAPER
METALS

METAL COMTAEl

Mill and Foundry Supplies

ELECTRICAL

. . .

LINCOLN

MERCURY

Set Us
37 Years' Expartanea

WASHING

—

8IMONIZINO
BATTERIES
KNIFE'S SUPER SERVICE
TIRE9

7th at

-

Whether before or

Central Phone 6259

SERVICE

theatre, or for a sandwich at

noon, onjoy our convenient

Drive to Official Headquarters

ly located Bier Holder for

SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
OF CARS AND TRUCKS
BATTERIES

your favorite beer or wlno.

Open

AUTHORIZED DEALER

Maycroft &
MacEachron

MOTOR
18-22

SALES

Phone 66768
West 7th Street

HOLLAND

-

CONTRACTOR
STEEL

and

ROAD SERVICE
We

Specialixe in

WARM

MOTOR TUNE-UPS
CARBURETORS

V

IGNITION

NAAN
MOTOR SALES

A MtW
Mtto*MeAno*\

25 W. 9th

8t.

n»ov*
tutwaeif

Phone 7242

Repair! and accev
toriot now can be
bought on the

NO JOB TOO
LARGE OR SMALL

GMAC PLAN

GEORGE SCHREUR

Don’t put off needed
repairs longer. Don't
do without those accessoriesyou always

PRINTING CO.

GEES’ ELECTRIC
—

— 3 Stores
184 River ........ Holland
136 E. Main ...... Zeeland
86 Main ........ Fennvllla

FRIEND

TAVERN

and

MICHIGAN

11:00 A.M. until ml*

night

CAST IRON

FURNACES
PLUMBING SUPPLIES

after the

have wanted «,»•

Between 7th and Sth on
College Ave.

Phone 4405 177 College Ave.

OUR

HOLLAND TERMINAL
170 E. 15th 8t

PHONE

Mr. and Mrs. P. Prins

A

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Prins. 8.’
West 12th St., entertainedat a
dinner party Saturday night for
Mr. Prins’ brother and his wife,
the Rev. and Mrs. Teunis Prins of
Pella, la. Rev. Prins is a physical
education teacher at Central col-

3186

Phoie 24SS
CORNER COLLEGE AVE. and 6TH STREET

Customer

Other guests were Prof and Mis.
Edward Brand, Prof, and Mrs.
Harold Haverkamp, Dean and Mrs.
John Hollenbach, Miss Nella
Meyer and Mrs. Della Steininger.

Of

A

Now

mirv-iCMom

Is

.

He

Is Part of

Phone 2326

HOLLAND

CHEVROLET,

WCLDING SCRVICC

OTTAWA AUTO

:

ROOFING NEEDS

221 River

MICHIGAN flV,a.*32-cST Ja 6356

Ave.

INC.

Phono 2386

HOLLAND. MICH.

SALES, INC.
Dodge

A

Plymouth Dealers

8 )4 West 7th

St.

S
i

H0 *0041*0

*••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••»

re-service

GEO.

FOR

MOOI

HARRISON’S

HIGH QUALITY BAKED GOODS

ROOFING CO.

SUPER SERVICE
Phone 4436

FOR YOUR

It

for snow and icy weather

.•24.95

Center Michigan and 28th

DECKER

RELIABLE SERVICE

driving.

COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE

Service Department

your wheels and tires and

reasonable prices.

STEKETEE-VAN HOIS

SERVICE

To Our Business

put them in tip-top shape

PRICE

Props.

Not An Outsider

To re-check and

completely equipped modern plant that serves

you with fine quality printing at

.

ELECTRIC WELDING

Is The Time

msmb

JlNTING

.

GEORGE SCHREUR
JOHN VANDER VLIET

la The

lege, Pella.

Street .

When You Need

PRINTING

Dinner Party Given by

DRY CLEANERS

9 East 10th

Flintkote Products

HUDSON DEALER

with prayer. Refreshments were
served by the Prospect Park
Young Women's society.

IDEAL

HOLUND READY R00FIN6

QUALITY

vice-president;La Verne Dykstra,
secretary and George Brink, assistant secretary-treasurer.David
Schripsema closed the meeting

Holland, Michigan

A

Call 9051

HADS

West 8th Street

Highest Prices Paid

QUALITY

LUBE JOB

Driver Is Fined
Grand Haven, Jan. 28 (Special)
Nathan Slive. 55, retired naval
officer. Grand Haven, paid $5 fine

Men's League Meeting

song service and the Rev.

MOTOR SALES

Modern Fast Equipment

at

ed the invocation.

YOUR

V-8.

Hew Officers Named

Gtra, retiring president, pronounc-

REPLACEMENT
FOR

FOR A REAL

—

RANGES
WATER HEATERS

EAST STH 8T.

Phone 6422
Your Bulck-Pontlao Dealer

LOWER INSURANCE RATES

APPLIANCES

NEW

1947 Snick Enginat

ESSENBURC

a

FOR GREATER SAFETY

BRAND

K.

Stmt

BILL’S TIRE
50 W«rt 7Hi

29 East 6th Street

SHOP
Phone 2729

PHONE 3826

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOPM
384

CENTRAL AVE

PHONE

\

THl HOLLAND Cmf

Hot Albion Five

NEWS

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Related Couples Reach Golden Anniversary Mark

l», 1948

Hope Drops in

Christian Stops

Upsets Hope in

MIAA Play With

GR South 39-28

MM

Defeat at

Thriller

Britons

Show Great

Scots

Offensive Power in

Aha

Win Contest

Jump To Early
Lead lor Eighth Win;

Locals

From Charity Lane;
Vande Wege is High

Whipping Dutchmen

Bremer Leads Scorers

A “red hot” Albion quint Thure*
day night handed the Hope college

The Hope college Dutchmen
took a nosedivefrom first place

five its first defeat of the season
by stopping the Dutchmen 7463. The contest w as played before
a capacity crowd in the Kresge

MIAA last week when they
absorbed a licking from Albion

leading during the entire ball
game Friday night at Grand RapMs, the Holland Christian Maroons had little difficulty subduing

in the

gymnasium. The defeat dropped
Hope into second place in the
MIAA while Albion jumped into a
tie with Alma for the conference
lead. Both the Scots and the Britons have records of four wins
and one defeat.If Hope can stop
the Alma lads at Alma Saturday
night, they will again move into
a tie for the league leadership.
Hope was the last of Michigan
college teams to fall from the
rangs of the undefeated.
Albion held a lead during most
An unusual fact is that each of
of the contest, with the locals
managing to move out in front these couples, brothers and sisonly twice, both occasions coming ters, have been married at least
in the first half. The Walter 50 years. All are in their 70s.
Sprandel-coached
lads exhibiteda They gathered recently to celesmooth passing attack which re- brate the 79th birthday annivervolved mainly around classy sary of the group’s oldest. Mrs.
Lou Moon, rangy center. Diminu- Weitse Bouwsma of Muskegon,
tive Lou Black put on a shoot- last person on the extreme right.
ing exhibition,hitting from any- Others in the picture, the wives
where with his two-handed set sealed directly in front of the
shots. Lou Moon also did an exceptional job on the bankboards.
Bill Holwerda of the Dutch, was
Hope's only power on the boards.

and then took a heartbreaking548 setback at Alma Saturday.
Thursday'sdefeat to Albion complicated the MIAA crown picture
for Hope, but Saturday's loss

makes an even more

Mr. and

point lead. As the first half ended the Scots held a 26-24 margin.

R

Mrs.
G.| miles south of Holland and were
Boeve of Holland,Mr. and Mrs. married in Graafschap Christian
John W. Douma of Cutlerville, Mr. Reformed church. The Boeves
have been married 50 years; the
and Mrs. William Borgman of
Doumas, 54 years; the Borgmans,
Kalamazoo, and Mr. and Mrs. 57 years, and the Bouwsmas,59
Weitse Bouwsma of Muskegon.
years. Another brother, Robert W.
Mr. Douma and the wives of the
other men are brother and sisters. Douma and his wife, of Riverside,

The Dutchmen came back

play. South played its typicalrugged, razzle dazzle play with a

was

Photograph shows Marjorie Lucking, Hope collegeeenlor from Kalamazoo, helping Mary Ellen Oalman, daughter of Mr. and Mre. L. C.
Dalman, 610 State 8t., with her reading leeaon. Min Lucking is
taking her couree In practice teaching under directionof Mre. Jane
Lampen, third grade teacher at Longfellow eehool.

.

Learn by Doing

Is

.....

*

Theme

on-

to. the floor to start the second
half evidently not too worried
and displayed a high caliber brand
of basketball and tied the count

at 26-all right after play

,

difficult

climb back to top for Hope.
Alma led the Dutchmen through
most of their first half except
when the locals tied the count
several times. Hope moved in midway through the quarter and
knotted the count, but Alma again
broke away and gained a four-

men, are

South 39-28. The game was far
from well played with frequent
fouls and jump balls marring the

re-

For Training
Hope

college students

who

Teachers

plan

to enter the teaching field receive

constant pressing defense. Christian, on the other hand were complete masters of the play, unimpressed by South’s fast rushing
play.

Junior Bremer bowed from prep
competitionby leading the Holland scorers with 14 tallies, before being ejected from the game
on five personalsin the closing
minute. Herb Otten, husky Maroon forward,was also forced to
leave on fouls early in the third
quarter. Otten started in place of

the regular forward, "Butts" Kool,
who did not make the trip beEverett M. Cooper and wf. to cause of illness.
Lambert Vander Zwaag, Sr. and
Holland jumped to a quick lead
wf. Si SW1 NEI and NJ SEI NEI with Dewey Baker and Duane
Sec. 30-8-15 Twp. Crockery.
Rosendahl hitting for three baskRay Wilson, Inc. to Fritz Lund- ets. After four minutes of play,
burg et al Pt. NEi NEi Sec. 17-8- the locals led 10-0. Coach Pat Pat16 Twp. Spring Lake.
terson. employing his usual tacHenry J. Kamphuis and wf. to tics. pulled his entire first five

sumed. Hope built their lead up to their practice teacher training in
10 points with eight minutes re- th Holland public schools.Accordmaining in the contest.Herk But- ing to Prof. Garrett Vender
The four Doumas all were born Calif., have not yet celebrated er and Hester, Alma center, each Borgh, head of the Hope college
in the family farm home three their golden wedding anniversary. were charged with four fouls department of education, the colearly in the second half and were lege has received this co-operative
both playing cautious ball to service for the last 15 years.
"Formerly," Vander Borgh
avoid being ejected from the conJohn Veneberg and wf. SJ NEi and replacedthem with another
said,
"the pedagogs-to-be received
test on the five-foul charge.
SWi Sec. 16-6-15Twp. Olive.
squad. The reserves failed to stem
their
training
in
the
Hope
college
CITY LEAGUE
Albion jumped to an early 6-2
The Hope defense held well and
Johan De Young and wf. to Hen- the Christian tide with the Marpreparatory
department
which
lead and lengthenedit to 10-5
E. and T. 2, Kronemeyer Heat- the Scots were held to a pair of
ry Plantenga and wf. Lot 13 Blk oons running the count to 14-2 at
was discontinued in 1936.”
with only three minutes gone in
ing 1 (hdep. 215); Home Equip- field goals in the 8-minuteperiod, About 600 students, 60 per cent 2 Hopkins Add. Village of Spring the quarter.
the tilt Hope continuedto keep
hut a sudden hot foul shooting
Lake.
Seven persons narrowlyescaped engine hooked the rear end.
Coach Art Tuls substitutedfreement 2 ihdcp. 21). Parkway
women, have been given practical
pace with the Britons and with
Stanley A. Pierson and wf. to ly in the second quarter, experiEnstam grabbed two of the Tavern 1; Baker Furniture 3 exhibition was the factor that experience under this system since
serious injuries in two car-train
10 minutes to go, took a 22-16
meant
a
victory for Alma and a
Anthony Van Mullen and wf. Pt. menting with different combinachildren who were in the back
lead, behind the pace-setting Don crashes in Holland and Grand
defeat for the Dutch. In the final it was inaugurated.Each stu- NWi Sec. 34-8-13.
seat and pulled them to the front (hdep. 99), VFW 0; Home Furtions in order to find a replaceMulder. Albion again forged ahead Haven during the week-end.
eight minutes Hope was found dent teacher is assigned to a criMary Glazier to Howard Jonker ment for Bremer. Midway in the
just before the impact which push- nace 3 (hdep. 132), Lions 0.
tic
teacher
for
one
semester.
This
23-22 before Hope moved out in
guilty of a large number of fouls
and wf. VVi NWi NWi Sec. 12-7- second quarter the locals led 19In Holland, Philip Enstam. 37. ed the rear seat three or four
High games: J. Mills. 230; H.
front 31-26 with only a few minand the Scotts took 12 free shots critic teacher is one of the local 13.
of 211 East 16th St., and his three feet forward. The car was carried
5. The remainder of the period
Ter Haar, 211; G. Batema. 210; at the hoop, mo#t of which they public school faculty members
utes remainingin the half. With
children, Phyllis. 8, Mildred. 6. about 75 feet into a ditch. The
Community Homes Assn.. Inc. was slow moving and uninterestand is so designatedby the Holtwo minutes to go the Britons and David. 5, escaped with minor
L Hemwall, 209; A. Walsh, 208; converted.
to Edward P. Eckert and wf. Pl ing with both • squads missing
rear was badly damaged.
caught fire and tallied10 quick injuries Saturday at 4 p.m. when
With
four
minutes
left in the land public school officials.
Lot 35 and Pt. Lot 36. East HighE.
DeNeff,
206.
In Grand Haven, Mr. and Mrs.
The trainee’s program of 10 land Park Subd. No. 1 City of many shots. Holland led 23-10 at
points while holding the locals
their car was hit by a Chesapeake Floris Van Schaik and their small
High series:E. DeNeff, 579; D. contest, Nick Yonker was ousted
the intermission.
hours per week is divided into Grand Haven.
scorless. Haiti me score was 40-34
and Ohio freighttrain at the 15th child narrowly escaped injuries Terpsma, 577; G. Batema, 568; A. from the floor after committing
Tuls tried a new lineup to open
three parts; Observation, in which
in favor of Albion. The winners St. crossing, one of the few in
Cornelius Hart and wf. to Har- the second half, and the boys exwhen their car was hit by a Walsh, 554; H. Ter Haar, 536; C. his fifth foul. He collected three he or she simply observes the
lost the services of A1 Berry by
personals in the first five minutes
old Hart and wf. Pt. NE frl i Sec. perienced considerabledifficulty
Holland having no traffic con- freight train on Grant St. Sunday Looman, 534; L. Hemwall, 533; J.
the foul route shortly before the trols.
of play of the ball game. At the work of the experiencedinstruc- 29-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge.
at 9:55 p.m.
Meiste, 529: W. Bruner, 520; L.
in getting started. With two minhalf. The first half marked one of
tor; assistance,which includes
Martin Van Hekken and wf. to utes to go to the third quarter.
Enstam was treated for shock,
Van Schaik told city police he Wiersema,517; B. Reagan, 514; J. same time Don Mulder committed
the greatest offensive flurries Phyllis received an arm injury,
his fourth personal and had to helping the teacher in charge with Donald L. Van Huis and wf. Lot 9
was unable to -stop the car be- Mills, 509.
Christian led 26-14. It increased
staged in the MIAA this year.
special projects and correcting paplay cautiously.
Blk C R. H. Post's Park Hill Add. its margin to 28-16 at the thrd
Mildred leg bruises and David a cause of icy road conditions. He
Hope sunk a foul toss to open cut on the forehead. Enstam said
With less than a minute to go pers; and practice teaching, where City of Holland.
said he headed for a snowbank MAJOR LEAGUE
quarter mark.
the second half before the spekly
in the game the Scots tied the the student teacher is given comJohn Kortman and wf. to Elmer
he had just started to cross the on the left side of the road and
Fillmore Creamery 3, Hollander
The pace in the fourth quarter
Albion five got ''hot,” and with track when he saw the locomotive.
count at 48-all and excitement plete charge of the class after Knoll and wf. Pt. Lo* 32 and Pt.
managed to get his wife and child Hotel 0; Whites Market 3, Boswas
stepped up somewhat with
four minutes gone had piled up a
He said he turned the car but the out of the car before the impact. nian's Cabins 0; Brewers Coal mounted. Then with 20 seconds having carefullyprepared a lesson Lot 33 VredeveldtSubd. Two. the desperate Trojans trying hard
commanding 51-39 margin. Hope,
left in the game Mike Budge, plan which has been checked by Park.
to get back in the contest. They
Dock 3, Moose 0; Fox Deluxe Scot guard, was awarded a char- her superior. Only college seniors
on the other hand, was getting
William Tol and wf. to Preston took many wild shots and conBeer 3. Elks 0.
•hots, but couldn’t find the hoop.
ity toss which he calmly slipped are given this couree. Prof. Van- L. Maddox and wf. Pt. NEi NWi
nected on several one handers to
High games: C Looman. 233; E. through the meshes. Before the der Borgh said. Carolyn Hawes,
Holwerda played an outstanding
Sec. •22-6-13 Twp. Georgetown.
pull within eight points at 33-25.
Adler, 218: L. Blackburn,212; F.
defensive game, stopping two and
locals got set for another at- elementary upervisor. acts a.s coJ. Arthur Kronemeyerand wf. This was the closest the South
Lemmen, 210; F. Johnon, 205! W. tempt at the hoop the time ran
three men at a time. Albion conordinatorbetween Hope college to Clarence P. Kammeraad and
cagers came, because Christian
DeNeff.
203;
H.
Wise.
202.
trolled the offensive bank board,
out.
and the Holland grade schools, wf. Pt. Lot 2 and Pt. Lot 3 Vanimmediately put on a burst of
High series: C. Looman. 602;
•giving the Dutchmen only one
Coach "Bud" Hinga refused to and Prof. Vander Borgh acts in den Berg's Plat Add. to City of
speed
to "ice" the contest.
F.
Johnson,
567;
E.
Adler,
shot at a time. The winners conmake excuses for the defeat but the same capacity in the high
Esther Van Wagoner Tufty,
Although Christian play was
561: W. DeNeff. 555; W. Rea- admitted that he knew his crew schools.Hope college graduates at Holland.
tinued to keep a safe margin unWashington newspaper woman,
not up to par, it still kept control
gan. 553; F. Lemmen, 539; A was in for trouble on the small
til the end of the tilt with the
present are teaching in 33 states
of the backboardand exhibited far
Overway, 537; H. Wise. 536; A. Alma floor before the tilt even and five foreign countries.
Dutchmen never getting within captivated Century club listeners
more finese than did the PatterStansby. 524; E. DeNeff. 523; L. started.
•ewn or eight tallies.
Monday night with her vivacious
Critic teachers are:
son-coachedlads South proved to
Blackburn.
523;
B.
Reagan,
511;
Hope’s inabilityto control the account of life in the national
‘The
fast
break
worked
fairly
(From
Thursday’s
Sentinel)
Elementary schools — Fannie
(From Thursday'sSentinel)
lie erratic on the basket, but
backboardswas a great contribut- capital.
Group I of the Second Reformed W. Adamaitis,504; T. MalewitzT well," said the veteran coach," Bultman, Minnie Buter, WilhelAlvin Tucker, son of Mr. and showed more scrap than did any
502.
ing factor in the local defeat. Also
"Washington is the only mad church Ladies Aid society held a
but after some of the boys col- mina Haberland, Mrs. Buena Hen- Mrs. John Tucker, is convalescing
Christian opponent this year. No
the combinationof Albion’s sen- house in the world that is run by silver tea at the home of Mrs.
lected fouls while driving into the shaw, Mrs. Frieda Hoogerhide, from a serious thyroid operation
single
Hollanderstood out as exsational shooting and ball con- its own immates.” she said in set- J. Vegter, Main Ave., Monday COMMUNITY LEAGUE
basket we had to let up on that FlorenceKosscn, Mary Kossen, at the Douglas hospital.
ceptional.althoughRoscndahl did
Wierda Upholstering 3. Inter- style and that seemed to be what Helen KujM, Mrs. Jane Lamj>en,
trol set the stage for the upset. ting the stage for her discussion afternoon. Plans of work for the
Mrs. John Andrews entertained good work on the backboards.
Observers at the game said the of national affairs at the Hope year were discussed.Mrs. C. Van- national Chemical 0; Eagles 0, did it. When a Hope team re- Mrs. Ruth^harland, Hermine Ihrin her home Saturday evening at Bruce Bigford. scrappy South
tilt was by far Albion’s best per- church parish hall.
Standard
Service
3;
Plaggemars
frains from cutting into the bas- man, Mae Whitmer, and Mrs.
den Bosch and Mrs. H. Dekker
a sunshine shower for Mrs. Ber- guard, was outstanding for Grand
formance of the year. On statisHardware 2, Kiwanis 1; Boerig- ket the scoring is naturally kept Marie Woldring.
Mrs. Tufty, who writes for more were hostesses.
nard Scheerhorn. Guests were Rapids. He played an excellent detician charting the Albion shots in than 300 newspapers, including
ter
Appliance
0,
Clawson
and
Bals
lower,
for
it
is
contrary
to
our
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Boorman
Secondaryschools — Elaine Ac- present from Kalamazoo. Grand fensive game while leading hii
the first half said the Britons hit The Sentinel, was introduced by and Mr. and Mrs. A. Komejan 3.
style of ball.”
kerson, music; James Bennett, Rapids and Fennville. Sunday at teammates with 13 tallies.
on about 50 per cent. This in it- Willard Withers, vice-pre^dent of left Monday morning on a pleaHigh games— C. Wierda. 204; F.
Strange as it seems, history is science; Ruth Blekkink, history; 6 p.m. a five-pound son was born
Christian was weak at the foul
self is a difficult weapon for an the club.
Johnson. 200; O. Lanting, 195; C. repeating itself with the Hope Austin Buchanan, history: R. E.
sure trip to Florida.
at the Allegan Health Center to lane, sinking only seven out of 23
opponent to overcome.
Cunningham,
193.
"Congress is faced with making
quintet,
for
two
years
ago
the
Chapman, chemistry;Edward Mr. and Mrs. Scheerhorn. He has attempts. South fared little betMembers of the Consistoryof
Don Mulder was Hope’s main its most momentous decisions in the Second Reformed church were
High senes— F. Johnson, 549; identical thing happened. Hope Damson, history; Adelaide Dyk- been named Ned Allen.
ter. getting six out of 19.
offensive thrust getting 21 tallies, many years. Among the issues to served a dinner in the church C. Wierda, % 17; H. Fylstra, 518; was undefeated in conference play huizen, English; Marne Ewald,
In a preliminary, the Holland
The
Happy
Hour
club
went
to
although he received an injured be weighed are inflation, the Mar- parlors Monday evening. Jan. 19. O. Lanting, 517.
and suddenly spiraled out of first English: Maibelle Geiger, Latin;
Christian
reserves played one of
Allegan
Saturday
afternoon
to
be
nose in the second half. It had shall plan for European recovery, Tlie dinner was served by a group
place in one week. The same two Ervin Hanson, economics and govguests
of
Mrs.
E.
E.
Petersen. its best games to sink the South
not been determinedbefore noon and Universal Military training. of Ladies Aid members. Wives of MERCHANTS LEAGUE
teams, Albion and Alma, were the ernment; Barbara Lampen, hiswhether he suffered a fracture. But every measure must pass members were special guests. Conrad Refrigeration 3, White aggregations that did it. That year tory; Clara McClellan,mathema- Mrs. Petersen’s mother, Mrs. Mar- reserves 23-14. Coach John Ham's
Nick Yonker was ejected from the three hurdles; Approval of presi- Those present included retired Village Inn 0; Ter Haar Auto 3, the Hollanders came through with tics; Malcolm Mackay, physical garet Godshalk, who lives at the lads took an early lead and was
daughter'shome, was especially never headed. The Little Maroon*
game early in the second half for dential hopefuls, the barrier of a officers and prpfrent officers.El- Earl's Grocery 0; Peoples State flying colors to win their last nine education.
honored, the occasion being hei led 11-8 at the intermission.Ken
committing his fifth foul while Democratic administration and a ders are H. Baron, Edward Cotts, Bank 2. Mass Furniture 1; Hol- games to share the MIAA crown.
L*on Moody, physical educaMast led the locals with 13i talHerk Buter was guilty of five in Republican Congress and tue ob- J. H. Do Pree, G H. Hcuvelhorst, land City Bottling 2, Warm Friend The Hingamen must now dupli- tion; Minnie Nelson, mathema- 80th birthday anniversary.
Mrs. Hattie Arnold, Mrs. Lillie lies:
the dying moments of the fray. stacle of the conservative-liberalJ. C. De Pree and Bernard Vene- Tavern 1.
cate that record if they expect to tics; Gara Reeverts,mathemaFG F TP
Bale
and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Christian (39)
Lou Black matched Mulder, also conflict which cuts across party klasen. Retired elders are A. L.
High games— G. Walters, 232; get a slice of the top spot.
tics; Lida Rogers, biology; Mar2 14
Bremer
f
........................ 6
Arnold
were
Sunday
afternoon
getting 21 talliesfor Albion.Harve lines.'’she said.
Saturday night it was Bud Van- ion Shackson, English; Emily
Elenbaas and D. Vereeke. Dea- H. Tinholt, 202: R. Colton. 203.
...................
0 0 0
Otten f ..............
callers
of
the
former's
son
and
Buter got 10 points for the HolHigh series- T. Bouman. 503; de Wege w’ho kept the locals in Shoup, mathematics; Robert
Mrs. Tufty paid tribute to Pres- cons are W. L Claver. E. M. Den
Rosendahlc ........................4 1 9
landers, going in as a substitute.
the ball game as he dropped eight Shoup, mathematics;Robert Stup- daughter-in-law.Mr. and Mrs.
ident Truman for h.s insistenceon Herder, E. Hartgermk. H. C. II. Tinholt, 500.
Beelen g ............................ 1 1 3
Glenn
Arnold.
Their
son.
Monty
Although the Hinga-coachedcomplete freedom of reporters at Miller, A. Janssen and Ward
field goals and two foul tosses for ka, physical education; Joan VanBaker g ............................3 1 7
Arnold,
had
left
the
week
before
lads bowed in defeat, they went his press conferences,although his Keppel. Retired deacons are J. H. FACTORY LEAGUE
an evening total of 18 points to der Werf, English; Lillian Van
Marcus g ........................ 2 1 5
to enlist in the Navy.
down fighting. It was a battle candor has brought him into un- Holleman and P. Schaap.
take
scoring
honor*
Don
Mulder
Standings
Dyke, English;Carl Van Lente,
Mrs
Lloyd
Vickery
was
pleas- Marlink g ........................ 0 0 0
which gave the Dutchmen only a favorable light.
At the consistory meeting the
W L followed with 11 points. Clark, a social science and Fred Weiss, antly surprised Sunday afternoon PetroeJje g ...................... 0 1 1
few rays of hope against a great
substitute forward, dumped seven history.
'The 'littlewoman,’ who is the past week the following officers Donnelly Kelley .............. 7 2
when 16 relatives and friends of
Albion five Thursday night.
goals and three fouls for a total
Eagles ................................
6
3
wife of somebody is the real secret were elected:J. H. De Pree. vice7 39
Totals ............
Hope (63)
Saugatuck,Fennville and Holland
FG F TP weapon in Washington. Sh<‘ carries president; H. Baron, clerk: Elmer Steketee ............................6 3
of 17 to lead the victors. Hope
Yonker f ....................
came to celebrateher birthday
........ 2
0 4 a great deal more influence than Hartgcrink. chairman of deacons; Crampton ........................4 5 was successful on 10 out of 18
FG F TP
OR South (S8)
which was the day previous.
Vande Wege f ........
6 10 she Is credited with. Particularly E. M. Den Herder, treasurer; W.
foul tosses while the Scots hit on
Spring Air ........................4 5
................. 0
0 0
The
Tuesday
afternoon
club, Baker f ...........
Herk Buter c ...........
2 14 Mrs. Truman, who avoids tne pub- Claver, assistant treasurer; W.
13 out of 24. _
Sentinel ........................ 4 5
0 0
................. 0
Krueger
f
.......
Mulder g .................
scheduled
to
meet
with
Mrs.
Earl
....... 8
5 21
FG FT TP
Alma (49)
Holland Color ................3 6
lic eye. has great influence on the Keppel, clerk of deacons. The pas0 0
..................0
Gretzinger, was postponeda week Thies c .............
Holwerda g ............
2 0 4
2
2
............
0
C. Saxton f .......
Michigan Ga.s ..................2 7
tor, the Rev. W. J. Hilmert is
0 0
Andreason
g
due
to
inclement
weather
and
bad
Han' Buter g .................5 0 10 President.
3 17
Donnelly Kelley 2. Sentinel 1; Gark f ........... ...........7
“Mrs. Vandenbcrg with her gra- president of the consistory.
De Kruif g ...... ••»•••••••••• 0 0 0
Ploegsma c .............
roads.
0 0 0
0
2
Roseman
f
.................... 1
and friendliness has The following were chosen con- Eagles 2. Spring Air 1; Steketee 3.
Brieve c ....................
Mrs. L. N. Johnson was hostess White f ......... ................. 2 0 4
0 0 ciousness
3
7
sistory officers for 1918 at the Holland Color 0; Michigan Gas 2, Hester c ....................... 2
made
many
friends
lor
tne
SenBoskoel g .................
George C. Borck and wf. to to the bridge-luncheon club at the Esslairef ........................ 1 0 2
0 0 ator. Mrs. Ferguson has lone a First Relormed church: the Rev. Crampton 1.
Tobin g .......................3 0 6
0 4
Morrow g .......
Chris
Van Slooten and wf. EJ NEi Hospitality House Tuesday.
Budge g ....................... 3 3 9
great deal to make her husband a A. Rynbrandt.president; John
High
series— C. Garbrecht,526.
2 4
West
g
...........
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Wallace
and
Totals ......................
....... 25 13 63
2
6 Sec. 27-6-16 Twp. Port Sheldon.
B. Saxton g ...................2
Arie H. MERCHANTS LEAGUE
capital favorite.Nor can we dis- Bowma, vice-president;
John Ammeraal. Jr. and wf. to ion of Kalamazoo -were week-end Carroll f ......................... 0 1 1
Van Dyke, secretary: Dick ElzinBigford g ............................5 3 13
Albion (74)
FG F TP count the influence of the repre- ga. treasurer; Clarence Yntema, Mass Furniture 3, Warm Friend
13 49 Joe Meengs and wf. WJ SEi NWi guests of Mr. and Mrs. John AnTotals .............
Tavern (hdep. 60) 0; Holland City
sentatives
of
women's
organizaYoungberg c ..................0 0 0
Edwards f ................
and Si NWi SEi Sec. 31-6-14 drews.
........5
1 11
assistant treasurer.
Bottling3, Peoples State Bank
tions," Mrs. Tufty said.
Berry f .....................
Twp.
Blendon.
William
Bush
and
Seymour
0 4
FG FT TP
(hdep. 75) 0; White Village Inn Hope (48)
Mrs. Tufty said that most
6 28
Totals ............
Moon c .....................
Dick Hoezee and wf. to Hudson- Wuis have been in Allegan part
4 14
4
8
Yonker
f ....................... 2
(hdep.
27)
2.
Ter
Haar
Auto
1;
people don’t know how to read a Heart Condition Fatal
Black g .....................
of
this
week
as
jurors
from
Clyde
ville
Creamery
and
Ice
Cream
.......7
7 21
4
0
Conrad Refrigeration2, Earl's Buter, Harv f ... ............2 2 18 Company Lots 10, 11, 12 and 13 and Manlius township.The calsince they read each
Baughey g ................
0 4 newspaper,
Vande Wege f .. .............8
Ralph Tymes, Retired
For
Spring
Lake
Grocery (hdep. 21) 1.
story
as
an
entity.
Allen f ....................
0 12
3 De Haan’s Subd. Village of Hud- endar for this term of circuit
1
Buter, Herk c ................ 1
game-W. Hietbrink. 200;
Dies g .......................
court is very light.
Farmer, Diet at 81
0 2 "All storiesare but chapters in Grand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special) M.High
-4- 11 sonville.
Mulder g
.......
Wierda, 195; B. Zwiers, 192.
The second concert of the serHorn brook f .............
Jacob Van Grondelle and wf. to
2 4 a serial story,*'she said. "By fol- — Mrs. Katherine DeHaan, 80, High
4
2
Holwerda
g
....... ............ 1
series- W. Hietbrink, 544;
Ralph Tymes, 81, retired farmLee g .........................
Wallace De Zwaan and wf. Pt. Lot ies sponsored by the Rubinstein
2 2 lowing the pattern from day to died Tuesday Jan. 20 in her A. Bluekamp,
531; B. Zwiers, 525.
day we can determine the trends.
club will feature Miss Joan Ben- er, died January 22 at his home
9
Blk
2
South
Prospect
Park
Add.
48
10
..........
19
Total! .............
home at Spring Lake. She had
By this method I have come to
dell, concert pianist of the Julliard on route 6 following a short illTotals
...................29 16 74
to City of Holland.
been ill of a heart condition and
the conclusion that isolationismis
Martin
De
Jonge
and
wf.
to Les- School of Music, New York City. ness.
Retired
Grand
Haven
her Illness became serious ten days
dead in this nation. We nave beSurvivingare the wife; three
Growers Discuss High
ter Bell and wf. Lot 5 De Jonge'c Thursday evening, Jan. 22.
ago.
come internationallyminded.
Dairyman Dies at 79
daughters,Mrs. Ed Van Dyke,
Subd. Twp. Holland.
.She was bom in the NetherRetail Price oi Apples
Mrs. Milo Schrotenboerand Mrs.
"And make no mistake about it,
Raymond N. Smith and wf. to
lands Jan. 3, 1868, and came to
Long Illneis It Fatal
Grand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special)
CLASS A
Ben Dirkse; three sons, Albert,
we need Britain — almost more
Harold G. Hartman Pt. Lot 39
this country, with her parents, at —Frank Sonrel, 79-year-old retirThe high retail price of apples
M. Wabeke, 734; J. Lam, 644; C. than she needs us. We are too well
John and Gerrit Tymes; 10 grandOhlman's
Assessor’s
Plat
No.
1.
To
John
Brtdeweg,
59
the age of 12. Mr. and Mrs. De ed dairyman,died Janutry 21 in was discussed by the Kent-Ottawa
Aldrich, 632; A. Potter, 618; A. fed to be popular in this world,
children; and a sister, Mrs.
Haan were married March 14, Municipal hospital where he bad Fruit Growers association which Household Distributors,Inc. to
Hamelink, 608.
but we can count on Britain's
John
Bredeweg,
59, died at his George Jipping.
Arthur
Thomas
and
wf.
Lot
35
1886 in Spring Lake. She has been been taken Sunday night. He met Friday afternoon at Peach
CLASS B
friendship.
a member of the Spring Lake came here 36 years ago from Mil- Ridge, according to William Van Dykhouse Add. to City of Grand home. 16 West 16th St., WednesJ. Wabeke, 620; B. Van VeurMrs. Tufty punctuatedher talk
day Jan. 21 following a lingering
Haven.
Christian Reformed church for the waukee and operated a dairy busi- Appledorn, route 5, a member of
eti, 608; H. Stelwagon,588;. N. by humorous incidents from her
Mabel E. Burch to Gyle Y. Ryan illness.He lived with his sister,
past 62 years.
ness for 25 years. He was born in the association.
Havinga, 582; W, Dalmon, 566; B. wide experience in reporting.
and wf. Pt. NWi Sec. 26-8-13 Mrs! John Lampen. He served in
Besides the husband. Frank, she Neucbatel, Switzerland, and came
Van Appledorn said the retail- Twp. Wright.
Van Tak, 544; D. Van Dyke, 536; Betty Brinkman,accompanied by
World War I with the 77th MichiM. Potter, 520; H. Johnson, 477; Alma Vender Hill iang three so-1 is survived by four sons, AJbert of to this country when he was 19 era are realizing larger profits
Hubert G. Henry and wf. to gan infantry and was a member of
Spring Lake, Edward and Corn- years old.
per bushel than the farmers who
J. Hamelink, 383.
prano solos to open the meeting. elius of Grand Haven and Peter
Floyd Van Orden and wf. Lot 28 the American Legion. He was also
CLASS C
She selected "Homing'’ by Del of Chicago:three daughters, Mrs. Surviving are three sons. Rob- sell them to the retailer. An Ohio- and Pt. Lots 31 and 32 Village of a member of Eagles lodge. He was
ert and Francis R. of Grand Hav- an reported apples sold by the
M. Alversoh, 388; Unci# Harry, fciego. "In Italy” by Boyd and
a furniture finisherby trade.
Berlin.
Rollie Ruit#r of Muskegon, Mrs. en and Julian of Muskegon; four growers for $2.50 to $2.75 per
Besides the sister he ic survived
"Lile" by Gurran. Both girls are
Adrian Nagelkerk and wf. to
.
fOM* dial
John Streeting of Coopersville daughters.Mrs. R. C. Dunn of bushel, were sold by the retailers
Hope college students.
Peter
D.
Cook
et al Pt. SEi Sec. by two brothers, Gerrit and Edand Anna of Spring Lake; 14
Of the 128,810 Jong tons of tin
ward of Holland.
The entertainmentcommittee grandchildren and 15 great grand- Muskegon, Mrs. Lewis Clark of for 13 cents a pound or $6.50 per 18-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
Grand Haven, Mrs. Peter Peppas bushel
Imported by the U. S. in 1940, included Mr. and Mrs. Phillips
Jessie Gringhuis et al to Jamed
children; a brother, Edward Musk of Lansing and Miss Elizabeth
The National Apple Institute
about 96,000 came from the Sing- Brooks, DjT. and Mrs. j. J. Brower,
Silver Springs In Marion county,
of Muskegon,two sisters,Mrs. Sonrel of Grand ,Rapids; an<j one has received complaints from R. Tobaison and wf. Lots 66, 67,
apore district and about 12,000 Dr. M. J. Cook, and Mr. and Mrs.
Florida, pour out an average of
Fred Ronda of Grand Haven and granddaughter.Mrs. Sonrel died growers that retailers are pricing 68 aqd 69 Pt. Lot 65 West Spring
Cram Jha NaUwrlaodi Indies.
Lake Subd. No. 1 Twp. Spring 300 million gallons of water every
O. S. Crow.
Miss Sena Musk of Spring Lake. in 193L
MBIm oil oomumen' tables
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lar evening church service will be
fortune of fallingon the ice last
dedicated to the young people as
week Tuesday night and sustained
a climax to the "Christian Endeava double fracture of her wriat.
or and World Youth Week” with
Mrs. J. Newenhouaeof Grand
the pastor the Rev. Peter J. MuysRapids was a supper guest Sunkens, in charge and special music
Fiftli
day of the family of Mr. and Mrs.
LOAr*
LOANS
by the C. E. groups.
L. Van Heukelum.
Up
to $250 or more
Mrs. Harry J. Dampen attended
The Rev. H. Mollema of Holland
The annual drive for funds for
Holland Loan Association
A representative group, Includ- was guest preacher here on Sunthe funeral of a relative. D. J. Te
Grand Haven. Jan. 29 (Special)
the Ottawa county chapter of the
10 West 8th Street.2nd floor
ing
both
men
and
women
from
Roller, of Holland, last week
day. He and Mrs. Mollema were —The Grand Haven Fire departNational Foundation for Infantile
Adv.
various organizations of the city,
Thursday.
dinner guests at the home of Mr.
Paralysis has reached 20 per cent
ment
had
a
busy
day
Tuesday
reattended
the
initial
Holland
Camp
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
and Mrs. Herman H. Vruggink.
of its quota of $8,500, accordand grandson, Jimmy, and Mr. Fire council dinner in Hope
Mrs. Effie Vruggink and Nor- sponding to five alarms.
ing to Wilbur Cobb, who Ls handand Mrs. Alvin Strabbing of Hol- church parish hall Tuesday night. man were supper guests last FriThe first one was at 8:30 a.n\.
ling the drive for Holland Kiland were visitors in the home of Formerly a oart of the Grand day of Mr. and Mrs. J. Vruggink
wanians.
when
the Lake Upholstering Co.
Rapids council, the group Is now
The report was given to the club Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Lugten on set up independently under a and Sharon at Grand Rapids.
was
destroyed.The next call came
Mr. and Mrs. M. Van Ham of
at the regular Monday meeting. Sunday afternoon.
charter from the national Camp
at 1:30 p.m. as the firemen were
Committeemen reported on Mrs. H. W. Tenpas entertained Fire organization, explained Mrs. Zeeland visited Mr. and Mrs. W.
a
large
group
of
neighborhood
preparing to leave the UphoUterVan
Ham
and
Willard
Lee
Suntheir activities.George Steketee,
women in ner home last Thursday Ralph D. Fash, who presided.
day afternoonand evening.
ing fire, and w’erc called to the
in charge of church participation,
Leon N. Moody, city playground
Mrs. Eash. president of the local
Mrs. M. P. Stegeman spent last Grand Trunk Railway station
reported Trinity church'scollec- morning for a “Koffee Kletz" and council, is also a representative
director,
has released the pro*
Friday afternoon with Mrs. B where a fire had been started untion for the fund amounted to brush demonstration. Seven of ihe
gram
of
events for the winter
group
who
moved
into the neigh- on the national council.
Dyk at Hudsonville.
$130.30. Collectionsat the plank
der a coal car. A passerby apparA comprehensivepicture of the
borhood the past few months were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Vruggink
sports
carnival
to be held on the
last Saturday netted $317, Cobb
ently thought the car was burning
accorded special honors. More Camp Fire program in Holland and Preston spent Sunday evensaid. Collections the week before
19th
St.
icc
skating
rink Saturday
was presented through reports of ing with Mr. and Mrs. M. Vrug* but it developed the railroad men
amounted to $500. The school and than 25 were present.
had
built
a
fire
under
the
filled afternoon. The carnival Is achedDr. Z. Veldhuiswas a Lansing officersand committee chairmen. gink and Vernon at their home in
theater campaigns have begun.
car. in an attempt to thaw It out. uled to begin at 1:30 p.m. Classes
Mrs. Albert Timmer, local execu- Beavcrdam.
visitorlast week Thursday.
Tony Last, who presided, rePeter Smith stands beside one of series of fish shanties he has used
The next call came at 3:30 p.m
tive. outlined activities which are
The
Kings
Daughters
MissionMr. and Mrs. J. Kort enter- when the fireman had to return to have been arranged for both young
on Macatawa lake during the last 50 years. His first, and the first on
ported that the Kiwanis club
carried
out
by
the
693
girls
and
tained their children with an oys- the first fire where fire in balefc and old. covering all age groupfc
the lake, was a packing crate that he got from a local merchant for
would attend the funeral of. Ed- ary group with their sponsor. Mrs.
adults in the Camp Fire organiza• mess of fish. Smith hasn’t missed the ice fishing in 60 years.
win
Viehl. 38-year-old car Peter J. Muyskens. met in the tion. There arc 173 Blue Birds. ter supper at their home Iasi of cotton broke out anew.
including mom and dad. Moody
Tuesday. The occasion was the
dealer, who died Saturday. Ki- church parlors Monday evening
At 4:30 p.m. they were called announced today.
236
Camp
Fire
girls
and
181
in
birthday anniversary of Mr. Kort to the large swing bridge on USwanians will meet at the First with Miss Donna Rankens presidIncluded ir. the events are: Being and Mrs. Julius Tripp in Horizon clubs, she said.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. 31 where a car was reported
Methodist church at 1:45 p.m.
ginners,third grade and below,
George Moritz of Grand Rapids, T. Kort and family of Hudsoncharge
of
Bible
study.
Installation
At the board meeting following,
burning. When the departmentar- singles and couples skating for
of the new officers was the main for many yean? president >f th< ville. Mr. and Mrs. M. Brandt and
directorsvoted to double their anrived the car had left.
both boys and girls; intermediate,
Grand
Rapids
council,
emphasized
family of Bauer, Mr. and Mrs
nual contribution to the polio feature of the program, the perThe last call came at 7:15 p.m. fourth, fifth and sixth grades— sinthe importance ol men on the M. Gerrits and Mr. and Mrs
sonnel
including
Miss
Rankens
as
fund. Directors decided to turn
when a small fire caused by a de- gles and couples and figure skatboard and told ol their contribu- S. Berghorstand family.
$50 over to Jack Plewcs, county president;Sylvia Dubbink vicefectivefurnace caused minor dam- ing events.
president: Lucille Sohutmaat,sec- tions in service and also in an adtreasurer.
age in the home of Tony Schorvisory
capacity.
In the junior division, grades
Some people hope for the cold
retary and Yvonne Bartels, treasnagel, Just outside the city limits seven through nine, are both' sinRecently appointed chairmen of
this time of the year while others
urer I.eana Koops and Elaine
The pipe was full of soot and blew gles and couples classes along with
dream of either Florida or Cal- Mr. and Mrs. William Grooters,
Sternbergsang a duct, accompan- standing commit lets were anoff causing a small hole in one of a figure skating event. Feature
Sr., of Hosper, la., are visiting
nouncod
by
Mrs
Eash.
They
inifornia. Not so with Peter Smith
ied by Lous Lugten. Five now
the walls. The local department of this division will be the speed
their son. Bernard Grooters and
cluded:
social.
Mrs.
Harold
Jensen,
(From
Tuewiay'i
Sentinel)
of 379 Contra! Ave., who hasn't
memlx
rs
were
added
to
the
group.
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
responded with a Grand Haven and best skater award. The senior
family at Pearline and also oilier
training
program,
Mrs.
Oriie
mussed a winter of ice fishing in
Miss Agnes Staal of Everette,
Tommy Huizinga of Grand Rap- A Bible game followed the protownship truck.
children living in Grand Rapjids
group which lists skaters in grades
60 years.
ids was a guest of Mr. and Mrs gram. Social hostesses were Es- Bishop; court of awards, Mrs. Wash., is visiting at the homes
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Lambertse
10-12 will follow the same pattern
Gerald
Bolhuis;
finance,
Mrs.
LesPeter Smith claims to be the
of Mrs. H. Staal, Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Elzmga last week. On Fri- ther and Yvonne Bartels.
and three children of Zeeland,
as the juniors includingspeed,
inventor of fish shanties around
day. the Elzingas entertained Mr. and Mrs. Robert Veenstra, tor Kssenburg,camp. Mrs. James Peter Staal, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Netherlands, have arrived at the
figure and host skater awards.
Holland.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Reynhout and* Mr. Ward, assisted by Mrs. Chester John W. Staal and other relatives
Grand Rapids relatives.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Also listed on the program Is the
Over 50 years ago. Smith set
Mr. and Mrs.
Beeghorstand and Mrs. Norman Zoet. all of Van Tongerer.; Blue Birds. Mi’s. for a few weeks.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Lambertse. At present they are
open
class for those beyond high
Harold
Luth
assisted
by
Miss
Carup the first fish shanty on Black
Marilyn Were dinner guests of. Grand Rapids were guests of the
Dr. and Mrs. D. Bloemendaal Mrs. James Klynstra entertainvisiting Mr. and Mrs. Abels of
Lake. It wasn't the modern insulMr. and Mrs. F. Salsbury at Rev. and Mrs. Muyskens last Sun- olyn Hawes; Junior High, Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. W. De Jonge ed at a birthday dinner Saturday school age. Prizes will be awarded
ated type, says Smith, but a Hudsonville. friends of the fam- Grand Haven last week Tuesday da\ evening, also attending the David Boyd and Mrs. William C. are taking a pleasure trip to St. in honor of her son. Charles and in this division to th' best figure
ily. Mrs. Abels also entertained
Warner; Horizon, Mrs. Francis Petersburg. Fla., and other places her mother, Mrs. Peter Klynstra. skater: best skater, man and womdry goods crate.
Dick Berghorst who has been evening church service.
with a shower in honor of this
an; best couple; and the best skate
Drake; community service, Mrs. of interestin the south.
Smith recounts going to the old
seriously ill about two weeks reOthers prosen t were Jim Klynforeign family in the Georgetown
Ing team of husband and wife.
Donald Jencks; public relations.
A. Steketee Dry Goods store on
mains in a criticalcondition.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Brill
have
stra
and
Jimmy,
Peter
Klynstra.
Ride Men Get Films
Town hall with 85 guests present.
Ribbons will be awarded for
Mrs. Peter Van Domelen, Jr., left on a pleasure trip to Texas Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Klynstra
East Eighth St. to get a box.
G. Wolbrink of Holland, conThe honored guests were given
first three places in each event
assisted by Mi’s. Donald Crawford.
Steketee had two crates, one for
ducted services at the Reformed To Aid in Training
and family.
and
other
place*; of intere.st.
anything that could be used in
with special prizes for feature
.Mis. Eash explained that Camp
35c and the other 40c. Smith was
church Sunday. He was a guest
Miss Rosabel De Haan, nurse at
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gemmcn
The Holland Rifle' club has rentthe establishment of a home.
performances,Moody said.
Eire
in
Holland
is
sponsored
by
broke. Steketee told him to take
of Mr. and M-s. Henry Overzet ed two training films from the
Dayton. ()., recently visited her announce the birth of a son. Larry
Daniel F. Rice. 19, son of Mr.
In order to enter, the contestant
the box and pay him with a "mess
If. Wolbers sang two solos at the National rifle association to be the Woman's Literary club and re- parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph De Jay, Thursday. Jan. 21, at the
and Mrs.* Gordon Rice, route 1,
must
present a card stating name,
ce.ves
its
funds
from
the
Comof fish.”
evening service. .Next Sunday. Rev. shown at tl.oir weekly meetings.
Grand Haven hospital.
Haan, Elm St.
Hudsonville,died Sunday morning.
address, class and event.
He used old copies of the Dutch
J. Baar of Maplewood, Holland, The films, which arc scheduled in niui' ty Chest.
The
Rev.
Henry
Rozonhal
subLeone Tjepkema and Gordon I>
Surviving besides his parents are
If weather prevents the staging
Other officers are: vice-presi- Pree, co-editors of the Stepping mitted to surgery at Holland hosnewspapers, "De Grondivet and
will be in charge.
February,arc well known among
his grand parents,uncles and aunts
of the carnival Saturday,it will
De Hollander", to line the crate.
All midweek meetings were can- shooting organizationsthrough- dent, Mrs. Oriie Bishop; secretary, Stone. Zeeland High school an- pital on Friday for the removal
and cousins.Funeral serviceswere
Mrs. Millard Westrate; treasurer, nual. are busy these days trying of a growth in the nasal cavity be postponed one week, it was anAfter skating around the lake to
celed the last week because of out the country.
nounced.
held Tuesday afternoon at Metcalf
find where the good fish were,
snow storms and severe cold.
One
of the films, "Trigger Hap- Mrs. Ward Hansen: regional repre- to make this year's annual the He was released from the hospital
Funeral Home in Grand Rapids.
sentative.
Mrs.
Lester
Essen
burg.
Smith set the shanty in the narThe Marlink children are con- py Harry," deals with firearms
best. Their staff of workers and Saturday and a favorable recovMembers of the Aowakiya group committeeshave been able to help- ery is being made.
rows at Waukazoo. Here, he says, Burial was in Washington ceme- fined to their home with chicken safety and has been shown to
tery.
there were speckled bass.
pox.
Joe Huizenga continues at the
sportsmen and school children all presented the skit, "Recipe for a ers. Many of the seniors have
Claude Scholma is still confinSince that first shanty until
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Elzmga over the United States. The film Camp Fire Girl," written by Mrs. had their graduationpicturestak- University hospital at Ann Arbor
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
ed to Zeeland hospital.
now, Smith has had several. One
of Grandvilleand Mr and Mrs. is sponsoredby the National Rifle James White. The dinner was en and they are now working on for further treatment. Calling on
Bern (Bud) Weaver, a recent
The tuberculosisclinic in Allenserved
by
the
Jam
Session
ninth
he used 19 consecutivewinters,
Henry Van Null and family of associationand demonstratesby a
commencement announcements. him Saturday were Mrs. Huiz- graduate of Gregg college, Chidale will be held at the Methodist
another 15. His present ice palace
Waverly road were recent visitors humorous method, some of the grade girls.
Oh Monday evening the Rev. enga, Sherwin Hungerink and Mrs. cago, recently left for the Weft
church. Every person over 14
dates three years back. In 1917,
at the home of their parents Mr. more common firearms accidents.
W.
J. Hilmert's Sunday school Jake Hop. with Mr. and Mrs. Coast, having accepted a aecreSmith bought a shanty from a fel- should take advantage of this and Mrs. Nick Elzmga.
class enjoyed a slelghrideand Don Huizenga from Grand Rapids. tarial position with a firm ia
The other film. "How to Shoot the
low named "Gompfers,”who had opportunity for chest X-ray.
Several local folks visit I'd the Rifle." is a training film which
The Rev. and Mrs. Peter Muys- Los Angeles. He will live in Ingleparty. Adults under 40 years, inSchedule for Allendale and surbeen drafted into the Army. Price
x-ray chest clinic unit which was will t>e used for instruction purcluding married couples,are mem- kens from Hamilton spent Thurs- wood. a suburb. He is the son of
rounding communitieswill be
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
was $2.
day evening at the H. Bowman Mr. and Mrs. Harry Weaver, 130
stationed at Allendale Monday and poses by the club.
ber.s of the class.
Nlisses Ruth Steffens. Dorolhy
Monday, Jan. 26. and Tuesday, Tuesday.
The shanties break many times
The Service Chain will hold its home.
East 18th St.
Wabeke
and
Florraine
Vruggink
from the force of wind and snow, Jan. 27. Register on Monday evenMr. and Mrs. Ed Veldman callmonthly missionary meeting in
Peter Haverman nas l>een conMiss Laura Knooihuizen will be
entertained with a grocery shower
ing only at Kennedy show room;
Honor Comes to
according to Smith. "You have to
fined to his home with a strep inthe parlors of the First Reformed ed on their daughter Mrs. Aired in charge of a program on "Echoei
recently
at
the
latter's
home
for
other times at the Methodist fection of the thfoal tne past
patch 'em and rebuild ’em all the
chufch at 7:45 p.m. tonight.The Gemmen at Grand Haven hospital of Our Reading, " at a meeting of
National President
Mrs. W, Weenum of Holland, a
church. Clinic hours are Monday
time,” says Smith.
two weeks.
project for this meeting is sewing Friday afternoon.
the Yadnom club Monday night in
recent bride. Games were played
for the local hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman the home of Miss Iva Stanton, 54
With the coming of the Inter- 1-5 pm.; evening 7-9 p.m.; Tuesand Mrs. Clifford .Bud)
Of intere.st to local
with prizes awarded the winners
day, 9-12 a.m. 1-2:30 p.m.
urban, out to "Mac" bay, Smith
On Wednesdayevening at 7:30 were visitors Friday evening in East 13th St.
Mulder are parents of a daugh- members is the announcement A lunch was served by the hosp.m. the American Home Bible Zeeland with Mr. and Mrs. Harmoved his shanty to "Mac.” That
ter, Beth Ann, born at Zeeland that Dr. Althea Kratz Hottel, naThe meeting of the Kiwania
tesses. Others present were MissLeague will present a sound-pic- ris Veldman and Marcia.
hospital Jan. 19. Mrs. Mulder is tional president of the American
winter there were four shanties at
Queens will be held Tuesday night
es Cynthia Fikse of Holland. ElA student from Western Theo- in the home of Mrs. Tony Last in"Mac," accordingto Smith. The
the former Wilma Jean Rietman. Association of University Women,
ture entitled "Bearing Precious
aine Vruggink. Carolyn Wabeke.
Seed." It pictures the Important logical seminary was guest pastor stead of the Masselink home.
four owners were: “Old Man"
The
Wolbers
family entertained is the recipientof the 1947 Gimble
(From Thursday’sSentinel)
Francisc and Caroline Van Dyke.
Irvin, "Frenchy” Longtine; John
friends from Grand Rapids on Philadelphia Award of $1,000 pre- Irene Vruggink.Adelaide and work of the American Home Bible at the Reformed church Sunday. Wendell Miles who served on
Mrs.
Comie
Vanden
Bosch
visThe Ladies Glee club recently the War Crimes trials in German#
League.
Baker and Smith.
Sunday afternoon.
sented annuallyto a Philadelphia
Hazel Geers and Adeline Ziel.
Foreign Mission Sunday was orginazed by women from the will address the local Lions club
Smith advises the ice be at least ited her sister,Mrs. Henry Pul,
woman having contributedmost Mr. and Mrs. L. Vredeveld of
Christian Reformed church meet Tuesday noon in the Warm Friend
that year "in service to humanity."
four inches thick for ice fishing. near Zeeland last Friday.
Jenison were supper guests Sun- observed at the Second Reformed
Bass make the better tasting fish
This year, according to Dr. day and spent the evening with church. The Rev. W. J. Hilmert's Wednesday evenings under the Tavern.
John Redder, who fractured his
in Smith's estimation.
Kathryn Mcllale, AAUW general the lamily of their children, Mr. sermon topic was "Why We Favor directionof Mrs. C. Dykeman.
leg Nov. 25 has had the cast reThe Hudsonville Male chorui
(From Wednesday's Sentinel) director.Dr. Hottel was cited for
The Rev. William Van Der will present a program Thursday
Missions." The church bulletins
Ice fishing is not the only sport moved and Is able to walk a little.
and Mrs. C. Rynsburger.
Mr. and Mrs. Germ Van D\ke “high scholastic attainments;for
missionary article, Hoven from Noordeloos and the at 8 p.m. in North Street Chrisin which Smith boasts an enviable
The school has arranged for a
Mr. and Mrs. D. Elzinga and featured
Rev. H. Kooistra exchanged pul- tian Reformed church in Zeeland.
record. Smith claims to be the "visual education” program for announce the birth of a daughter invaluable research into youth Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Poskey visit- 'Telling the Story."
The Rev. W. J. Hilmert will fill pits for the afternoon service Sun- 'The program is sponsored by circle
problems, but especially for her ed Mr. and Mrs. George Vruggink
oldest trout fisherman in Hol- the last half of the school year. during the past week.
Boxes ha\e been placed in all outstanding work among the womland at the present time.
The program includes the showing
and Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Vruggink a classical appointment at Har- day. The Rev. R. Bolt conducted I of the Golden Hour society with
lem next Sunday. In his absence the service in the Holland lang- proceeds going to the Christk-i
His first trout trip was with A1 of four reels of moving pictureson local business places for donations en students of the University of Sunday evening.
school
Furgeson who owned the St. educational subjects to be shown to the annual anti-infantilePara- Pennsylvania."
Mr. and Mrs. L. Vanden Borg the Rev. Eugene Osterhaven. uage.
lysis campaign.It Is worthy cause
Before her election to the na- and Ruth had as their guests Sun- head of the Bible department at
A meeting of the Federal school
Charles hotel on East Eighth St. once a month by persons from
and everyone is urged to share in tional presidency of the AAUW at
near the Pore Marquette tracks. Grand Rapids.
Parent -Teachers association will
day Mr. and Mrs. P. Vanden Berg Hope college, will be in charge of Yntema Heads Chest
the .sendee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Kraai of Hol- this annual dme to fight this dis- its biennial convention last spring. and sons ot Grand Rapids
be held Friday. At 7:30 p.m parThe men went to Osbornes Pond
ease.
"Eternal Life" will be the topic Drive in Zeeland
Dr. Hottel was president of the
ents will meet the teachers in
in Montague.This was considered land visited their children, Mr.
Funeral services were held last
The Senior Christian Endeavor Philadelphiabranch, largest in Saturday afternoonat the Lang- of discussion at the Second Retheir respective rooms and at 8
one of the best trout streams in and Mrs. Bill Brady last week.
service
on Sunda\ afternoonwas the association.She organized and land Funeral home in Hudson- formed church midweek service Zeeland Jan. 29 -Clarence Yn- p.m. a program will be presentThe Home Ec club met at the
the state, according to Smith. Two
tema was named president of the ed. Music, readings and a talk by
wardens were there to make sure hall Tuesday evening with 12 wo- in charge of the Misses Lois Bug- directed the AAUW-sponsoredville for Edson Kunzi who died at on Wednesday evening 7:45 p.m.
le and Joyce Sale, with the topic. War Job Center in Philadelphia.
Darlene Berghorst was in Zeeland CommunityChest, it was Miss Jennie Kaufman will be feathe fishermen didn't start before men attending.The leaders taught
his home here Jan 21. Burial took
"Jesus Christ Is the Lord of My She is dean ol women at the Unicharge of the Junior C. E. meet- announced here recently.He suc- tured. A business meeting and sothe deadline.One was a Mr. Ken- the class how to make a ‘'Safetyplace in Georgetown cemetery.
Life" for discussion. The Junior versity of Pennsylvaniaand also
pin"
ring
and
advised
on
how
to
nedy who later became game warMr. and Mrs. L. HuSs and family ing at the First Reformed church. ceeds George H. Meengs who held cial period will follow.
High C. E. group, meeting simul- lectures in sociology.She holds of Grand Rapids were supper
Edward Elzinga conducted the the post in 19-17.
Willis Driesenga left Wednesden on Black lake.
get the right proportions of length
taneously,was conducted by Mur- degrees of Master of Arts. Doctor
Other officersincluded: Arnold day morning for Los Angeles,
Intermediate
C. E. meeting.
and
with
in
making
a
rug.
Reguests
Sunday
of
the
family
of
The two men caught 40 select
iel Elzinga and Elaine Sternberg of Philosophy. Doctor of Laws and
Jereen Rynbrandt was leader of Van Doom, first vice-president;where he will spend a month's vaMr. and Mrs Herman Beten.
fish by means of an improvised freshmentswere served by Mrs.
as leaders.Next Sunday the regu- Doctor of Letters.
Mrs. A. Nyhwis had the mis- the Senior C. E. meeting discuss- Rev. William Hilmert. second vice cation.
raft, according to Smith. They ate Fred Veneberg Mrs. Lester Velding the topic. "Jesus Christ Is president; Mrs. William Karsten,
heer Mrs. Harold Vander Zwaag
all the small ones.
Lord of My Life."
secretary; H. C. Dickman, treasOn the train back to Holland and Mrs. Bert Vander Zwaag,
Variety Program Heard
urer; Cornelius Karsten and MelMarvin Vanden Bosch, who has
the men encountered Henry J.
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Elks Entertain Visiting Dignitaries at Initiation

Dykhuia at the Montague depot. been in ill health for a few
He was then town marshal there months entered University hospiand later served as marshal in tal in Ann Arbor for observation
Holland, as chief of police and and treatmentlast week.
still later as sheriff of Ottawa
county.

Smith says he went fishing Rifle
many times w-ith Judge Lemma of CLASS A
Chicago, who used to spend summers here. Smith tells of he and
the judge catching106 pounds of
pickeral one day at Round lake
in Allegan county. The largest
was nine pounds.

Allendale
(From Thursday's Sentinel)
The young people of the local
Christian Reformed church en, joyed a aleighride party. After
the ride they returned to the
church basement where refreshments were served.
The Christian school aid helfll
their monthly meeting. This being
the annual business meeting the
folowing officers were elected:
president,Mrs. Bert Kraker; vicepresident,Mrs. John Dyke; secretary, Mrs. Delbert Berghorst; trea-

(

aurer, Mrs. Herman Lotteman;
vicar, Mrs. Harm Kraker. Annual
reports were handed out which
showed receipts for 1947 • were
$899.69;disbursements were $727.39. New committeeswere appointed. Refreshmentswere served by Mrs. Peter and Mrs. Gerald
Kraker, after which a bake goods
sale was held with Rev. Bolt as
auctioneer.

Pupils enjoyed a recent vacation due to the recent snow storm.
Sympathy is being extended to
Mrs. Bastian Collingh in the recent loss of her father, John Fish
who died at the age of 81 at his
home in Grand Rapids. Mr. Fish
Was a former resident near here.

n

Scores

Smith, 183: Dean

M

ms
#r
r

Miller,

179; Bill Weatherwax, 171; Clair
Zwiep, 170; Louie Elzinga, 166;
Roger Knoll, 164;' Loring Holt,
164; Bart Mulder, 159.

!£

1$

Jamestown
(f

,

dW

m

CLASS B
GerrifDe Witt, 195; Donald
Postma, 189; Joe De Vries, 189;
Howard Working, 186; Gordon De

H. Van Klompenberg
gave the lesson on rug making.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bolt of
Grandville a. id Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Bowman were dinner guests
of their parents. Mr. and Mrs. H.
A. Bowman Sunday.
The children at school are collecting dimes for the annual
March of Dimes.
Tuesday Mrs. H. Bowman visited with her sister Mrs. J. Klein-

Glenn De Waard, 178;
Johnny Clark, 172: Fred Hander, 179;

werg, 157; Gordon Huizenga,150.

CLASS C
Wally De Waard, 190; Russel
Kleis, 186; Jim Van Dyke, 186;
Louie Van Ingen, 184.

ih

Holland Group Attends
Conference at Beldinf

C

m

C.

Crawford, Joseph Moran of the
public school system. Prof. Harold
Haverkampof Hope college,Mrs.
J. J. Brower and Mrs. John K.
Winter of the Woman’s Literary
club, were in fielding Tuesday to
attend a "conferenceon organization for

community self help”

which was sponsoredby the fielding Community council and the extension service of the University
of Michigan. •
A year ago the fieldingcouncil
undertooka community center.
Moran was a leader in one of
the group sessions at the conference.

Brinkman.

voting dlgnitariffl .from Grand Rapid,. W. .Evan, of fr.art:A.
Mr.
of Holland lodge, BPO Elks, No. Muskegon, past exalted ruler and
Breen; Mr. Evans; Mr. McKay;
1315, pictured atiove,participated trustee of Grand Lodge, the "grand
E. Le Jeune, treasurer;P. Weidenin a meeting at the local Elks old man from Western Michigan,”
hamer, secretary; (second row)—
Temple Tuesday night. A class of for 49 years an Elk; and J. Mc- D. Raffenaud, lecturing knight; L.
12 candidateswas initiated fol- Kay, past exalted ruler from Conklin, leading knight; H. kroU,
lowing a banquet and meeting.
Grand Rapids.
exalted ruler; W. Pluim, loyal
Visitors included E. Breen, disIn the picture,left to right, are knight; E. De Haaii, chaplain.
trict deputy and past exalted ruler (fust row)
N. Zeeripb inner
)

—

In Grand Rapids Loop

At

SPEBSQSA

night

by humbling the

Zephyr

five,

ids

Party

Approximately 100 persons attended a special Ladies Night program sponsored by the local chapter of SPEBSQSA in the Tulip
room of the Warm Friend Tavern
Monday night. Novelty numbers,
selectionsby a men's chorus,
group singing and the appearance
of several local quartets,were
features.
Two popular groups of Holland
High school made their appearance. A cornet trio composed of

Richard Ruch, Bob Albers and
Edward Avison played two numbers accompaniedby Barbara
Lampen. The girls’ sextet sang

Hollands Pure Oils quint took several
its ninth straight victory Saturday

selections.

John Swieringa played

the

Roth piano-accordion and presented his
62-42 in Grand Rap- piano and cornet novelty. George

YMCA

play. The win, coupled
with Winters and Crampton's loss
to Oeston Body, moved the Oilers
into undisputed possession ol first
place.
The locals got "hot” in. the first
heksel in Fillmore.
quarter and romped to a 25-8 first
period lead. They didn't let down
in the second period and piled up
Sigler Names February
a respectable 40-15 lead at halfAs Immunization Month
time. Roth loooked a little better
in the second half, but the Dutch
Gov. Kim Sigler has proclaimed coasted to an easy win.
February as Immunization month Vern Kraai led the local attack
in Michigan.
with 11 talliesfollowed by ‘ Ken
Aiming toward the eventual Zuverink with 10. A. Lucasse paceradication of whooping cough, ed the Roth five with 18 points.
diphtheria, tetanus (lockjaw) and
smallpox, local health departments
and medical societies, the Michi- Funeral Rites Set

Donald Prins, 195; Jarvis Ter
Haar, 195; Tony Bouwman, 190;

Superintendent of Schools

At the meeting a balance of $9.903.22 was reported as of Jan. 1.
Disbursementsduring the year included: Huizenga Memorial hospital, $2,500; Zeeland Recreation
center. $1,600; Salvation Army,
$500; Girl Scout council. $400;
USO. $560; Ottawa Allegan counthe Leper Board meeting at cil of Boy Scouts, $678; American
Beechwood Reformed church in Cancer society,$250; drive exHolland.
pease. $240.81; membership in
Tluir.sday evening the Literary CommunityChest councils,$26.70.
dub will meet at the school.
The Home Ec club met on Monday evening. Me.sdames J. Lam- Locals Take First

(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
Monday afternoon. Mrs. Jake
Heyboer, Mrs. John Pohler. Mrs
Richard Van Klompenberg, Mrs.
Rufus Van Noord, Mrs. Raymond
Freeman, Mrs. I. Van Westenburg
and Mrs. H. A. Bowman attended

mers and

Waard, 186; Henry Terpstra, 182;
Abe Vandenberg,180; Jake Meur-

vin Boonstra, executive board
members.

•

Zeeland, Jan. 29 (Special)
Funeral services for Cornelius

—
J.

Herr, president of the

SPEBSQSA

chapter, sang a vocal solo and
there were numbers by a chorus
of 50 men's voices under the direction of Willis Diekema.
Among local quartets to appear
were the Sound Men, the Warm
Friend Tavern Four, and the
Tulip City Four. Group singing
was led by Clarence Jalving and
Diekema.
Refreshmentswere served.
Plans arc underway for the
annual "parade of quartets" to be
held in Holland theater Mar. 19.

Mr*. Henry Blauwkamp
Dies After Long Illness
Mrs. Alice Blauwkamp, 65. wife
of Henry Blauwkamp,421 East

February will open a atate-wide Bouwens. 72, who died Monday Eighth St., died Thursday, Jan. 22
campaign of immunizationdesign- night at his home on route 1, Zee- at Pine Rest, Cutlerville,after
ed to reach every child in the state land. will be held Friday at 1:30 a lingering illness.
regardless of economic status or !>.ni from the home and 2 pm. at
Surviving are the husband,
distance from a physician’soffice. Borcuk) Christian •• Reformed sons, Albert and H&rvc
The campaign will Include the church. The Rev. C. Vanden Heuv- daughter, Mrs.
education of ptjents in the neces- •1 will officiate and buriu will be

i

THE

Milk Prices Tumble
As Dairies Disagree
A milk price war was on in
Holland today.
Unable to come to an agreement as a whole, milk dealers
were naming their own prices
which for the mast part seemed
to be the 16-cent basic price
charged up until a few weeks ago
when the price jumped generally

Honored

at

No

official

comment was
officers

Living Here Following

Lions Club Hears

22,

194S

Marriage

Wendell Miles

The Common
De

ing that the present lights should
be replaced. He requested a loan
to install new lights at $31.00
each for the flood type or $36.00
each for the spot type. A total of
106 lights would be required so
the request was made for a loan
up Ho $4,000.

Former Local
Resident Dies

—

Free.
Zeeland Jan. 28 (Special)
Referred to the Ways and
Present: Mayor Protem De
Means Committee with power to Mrs. Maude L. Huizenga.wife of
Pree, Aldermen Harrington, Nienthe, late Dr. John G. Huizenga foract.
huis, Bontekoe, Van Tateohove,
merly
of Holland, died Tuesday at
Communications from Board* and
Slagh, Gallon, Belt man, HolwerSt.* Mary’s hospital, Grand Rapids.
City Officer*
da, Van Dyke, Meengs, and DalShe had lived with her daughter,
man, City Engineer Zuidema, The claims approved by the fol- Miss Madeline A. Holmes, teacher
City Attorney Boter, and the lowing Boards were certified to at Ottawa Hills High school.
the Council for payment:
Clerk.
Grand Rapids, since her husband
$14,898.09
Devotions led by Alderman Hospital Board ................
died in 1940. She lived in Zeeland
Library Board .............
432.34
Holwerda.
when a young girl.
Park
and
Cemetery
Minutes read and approved.
She was a member of Hope ReBoard ......................... 1,927.43 formed church, Holland, and the
Petitions and Account
Board Public Works ... 32,282.92 Holland Woman's Literary club
Clerk presentedletter from
Hospital Gifts and
before going to Grand Rapids. She
Bethany Christian Reformed
Bequests Fund ............300.00 was a member of the Grand RapChurch, requesting an investiga-

Warm Friend tavern. He gave a clear picture of
conditions there as he summarized the situation.During his
five and a half years of service,
much of the time was spent in
processing prisoners of war
both in America and in Europe,

—

he said.
He said the prisoners of war in
this country and in our occupation zone in Europe are doing a
great deal to further the cause of
democracy. He stressed tlie fact
that it is necessary to make
friends in Europe today. "We can
do that by helping the countries
that need our assistance,” he

land Milk Dealers association, but
It was understood from sources
close to the top that the "whole
Situation Is up in the air.”
One dealer said there had been
a general agreement a few days
ago that the uniform price would
be 17 cents, but since then most
dairies cut the price to 16 cents.
Meanwhile,no progress was reported in possiblechanges of the
city milk ordinance following a
request from the Robcns dairy
near Saugatuck to allow deliveries
in Holland city. The issue was referred to the Health board, but a

in

order by Mayor Protem Bernard

noon at the

forth-

Council met

regular session and was called to

School club luncheon meeting Tuesday

of the Hol-

common council
Holland. Mich., Jan. 21, 1948.

Wendell Miles told of his experiences in Europe since the end
of World War II, at the Lions

to 18 cents.
One dairy cut the price to 14
cents per quart.

coming from
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tion of the possibility of installing

sewers to connect their new

Allowed. (Claims on file in ids Literary club, Woman’s club,
and Board of Public St. Cecilia society and Peninsular
Works offices for public inspec- chapter of Order of Eastern Star.

Clerk’s

church facilities at Central Ave- tion.)
She was a member of Westminster
nue between 31st and 32nd Sts.
Board Public Works reported Presbyterian church in Grand
Referred to Sewer Committee.
the collectionof $54,974.17; City Rapids.
said.
Clerk presented the Annual ReTreasurer-$10, 282.76 for miscelSurvivors include a son. Gerald
port^ of the Ottawa County DeThe speaker also related his
laneous items, and $25,049.98 for I. Holmes of Burbank, Calif.; a
experiences in Italy, France and
partment ol Social Welfare for fall tax collections.
daughter, Miss Holmes of Grand
Germany.
the 1947 calendar
*
Accepted and Treasurer order- Rapids; one grandchild; two
Guests were George Haverdink
Filed.
ed charged with the amounts.
brothers, John A. Baert of Zeeof Hamilton; J. Rasmussen of ChiMr. Wichers of the Netherlands
Clerk presentedAnnual Report land, and Daniel Baert of Detroit;
cago; Arnold Hertel, I. Snyder,
InformationBureau made formal
of tlie Office of Pilgrim Home two sisters, Mrs. H. A. Naberhuis
H. Ramsey. L. Van Duren. Capt.
presentation of 25,000 Tulip Bulbs
Mr. and Mr*. Raymond Kiel*
Miss Lois Schoon
Cemetery, showing total collec- ol Miami, Fla., and Miss Nellie
spokesman said the board was
Miss Lois Marthine Schoon. A. Spjuit, Chester Van Tammel(de Vries photo) planted by our Park Department tions of $62,123.42 for period been.
James
Schepers,
Russell
Mr and Mrs. Raymond Kleis are Marian Faber, daughter of Mrs. in the Hospital grounds. The ginning December 1, 1946 through Baert of Zeeland.
awaiting the return of Mayor Ben senior student at Stephens college
Funeral service will be held
Plockmeyer,
Robert
Topp,
Jack
living
on East 1th St., following Clara Fabef of Holland. The bulbs were donated by the Neth- November 30, 1947, representing
Steffens from Florida before call- in Columbia.Mo., was chosen the
Saturday
at 2 p.m. from Baron
Plewes
and
Don
Kramer.
their marriage Doc. 19 at the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. erlands Government with coopera- the fiscal year of the Cemetery.
ing a special meeting.
best groomed girl of the month :n
Funeral home, Zeeland. The Rev.
New
members
introduced
by home of the grooms parents in Henry Kleis, West Main St.. Zee- tion of the Associated Bulb GrowThe city ordinance provides that her residence. Windsor hall, acAccounts receivable had been K. A. Mohns of Grand Rapids will
Ernie Miller included Pres Mant- Zeeland. The bride j. tne former land.
ers of Holland with the City of
dairies be located not more than cording to word received here
reduced $3,931.54during the year, officiate and burial will be in
ing, EM Boerigtcr. Ray DangreHolland paying only the freight leaving a balance in the Accounts
three miles from the city limits from the college. Miss Schoon, a
Zeeland cemetery.
and duty amounting to $152.84.
and that the source of supply be member of the Independent’s or- mond, Don Lindenmuth. Dr. Irreceivableof $9,368.58. Tlie yeats
win
J.
Lubbers
and
George
WolAccepted
with
thanks.
no farmer than eight miles.
ganization, is a senior sister at
business reflects a decrease of ap
bridge.
Clerk presented petition signed proximately$37,000.00from the Howard Gardner, 41, Diet
Today’s differenceswere brought tile college. She is the daughter of
Malcolm Mackay led group
by 4 .property owners between previousyear, the largest poron primarily by 16-cent milk Mr. and Mrs. Louis W. Schoon.
At Home in Spring Lake
singing. President Earl Ragains
13th and 1 Wh Streets on the west tion of which is due to a drop in
offered for sale in stores just 55 West 14th St.
presided.Several piano solos were
side of River Avenue requesting the Perpetual Care sales. Lot sales
outside the city limits.
Grand Haven, Jan. 29 (Special)
played by John Swieringa.
re zoning of that 81*01100 of River
Lowest price charged for milk
represented192 grave spaces, a —Howard L. Gardner, 41, died unClarence L. Boiander, chief of
Avenue into a Commercial zone. decrease of 168 from the previous expectedly of a heart condition at
in Holland during the depfession
the Bureau of AgriculturalInReferredto the Civic Improve- year. There were 190 burials dur- his home at Arbutus Banks,
stars was ei£ft cents a quart.
formationfor the State of Michi- Charles French Was 94
ment Committee.
ing the fiscal year. Report is ac- Spring Lake on Tuesday. Born
gan. demonstrated to members
Clerk presented
projxised companied by an inventory of
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
in Spring Lake township Nov. 2,
But
He
Wasn’t
Telling
of the Woman’s Literary -club
amendment to the City Milk Ord- grave space compiled for the bene- 1906, he was a life-long resident
The
Golden
Chain
meeting
The Beginners. Grade scnool.
Tuesday afternoon some of the
inance delivered to him by Mr. fit of the auditors.
Sigler to
of the township. He operated
Ky the DuchcM
Junior and High school bands which was scheduledto meet in many new products which are now
Accepted and filed.
Holland, Jan. 22 — He was Roberts of the Roberts Dairy and
Gardner’s Service station in
of Holland Christian High school the South Blendon Reformed tiecoming available through modendorsed by 23 local merchants.
Clerk reported that pursuant to Spring Lake for the last two
91.
will present a winter concert church Jan. 15 but was cancelled ern processes.
Referred to . the Board of action taken by the Council at its years. Previously he was employFor years everyone in Holland
Thursday night in Holland High because of the bad Weather, will
At
There are 170.000
farmers in wondered how old was the pub- Health, City ln.'|**ctor. and Cm last regular meeting, notice has ed at the Eaglc-Ottawa Leather
meet
Thursday
evening
at
the
,
schoool auditorium. The program,
Attorney.
same church and with the same the 83 counties of the state, but llsher of the cjty* on\} daily.
lx*en given of the proposed sale of Co. He was a member of Spring
Gov. Sigler plans to fly direct- under the direction of Harold program.
Michigan is more widely known
Clerk presentedAnnual report lot and garage lying east of 266 Lake Masonic Lodge No. 234.
Charles
A.
French
wasn't
tellGeerdes, will begin at 8 p.m.
ly to Muskegon from his southern
from the American Legion Band. East 14th Street. Clerk further
Tlie Sewing Guild meets Thurs- as an industrial state, said Mr. ing.
Survivingare the wife, Gertvacation for the West Michigan Feature numbers will include a day afternoonin the chapel with Boiander. Michigan produces a
Accepted and filed.
presented affidavitof publication rude; two sons, Douglas Eugene
But
being
a
reporter
he
covered
Farm-to-Prospercontest Round- clarinet solo, "Song of India," Mrs. John De Jonge ag hostess. variety of products which are
his own last story and in his self Reports of Standing Committees of the sale notice and reported and Daniel Lane; his mother,
Up Friday, Jan. 30. That was the Rimsky-Korsakov,by Miss Norma
Claims and Accounts Commit- having received two bids for this Mrs. Howard H. Gardner; two
On
Tuesday
evening
the
C.
E. shipped all over the country—ap. ^r'iUeii' obituary''there "»"as his
word given out by his office in Morren; ’The Turtle Waddle," and young peoples’catechism class pies, cherries, sugar, salt, navy a„e
tee reported having examined property as follows: Lambert Lub- sisters.Mrs. Barney Boelens and
Guentzel,
by
a
brass
sextet
comthe Capitol.
beans, soybeans, celery -these are *
were surprised, claims in the sum of $9,063.62. and bers - $85.00; Ben Zuverink
met in the chapel.
Mrs. Ear) Robinson: also a broThe Governor has been recup- pared of Miss Helen Hoekstra,
That would please
Prayer
meeting
will be held to- only a few. he
$300.00.
ther, David, all of Spring Lake.
please Charlie.Not recommended payment thereof.
Norman
Unema.
Dan
De
Graaf,
erating in Arizona from the efof his that he was coy. Just alive a*-, toAllowed.
night at 7:45 p.m.
Mrs. Robinson is vacationing in
, Most interestingfeature ,
Bids rejected.
fects of an operation. He Ls to Jack Dykema, Preston Kool and
Public Buildings Committee reThe
congregational meeting of lecture,however,was the display ,.av s newspa|wr. .
Clerk reported that pursuant to Florida.
Bernard
Haak.
A
double
mixed
take his wife to Florida, where
products now lieing
....... ......... ..................
That was reason for all the
tha* the Moker and boiler action taken by the Council at its
the Vriesland Reformed church of surprising
the will spend the rest of the win- quartet will sing "My Prayer" by will be held Monday evening, Feb. produced through the ingenuity of
at Engine House Number 1 were 1 last regular meeting,notice had
secrecy
in
the
first place.
Heart Attack Is Fatal
ter. Then he plans to fly to Mus- Zamecnik and The Ramparts We 2.
progressive individuals.Milk from
He started out on a new ven- in very bad condition and had to been given of the proposedsale
kegon on his way back to Lansing, Watched by Bucher. In the group
Mrs. Henry Wyngarden was a soybeans, rubiicr from potatoes, ture. The Holland Evening Sen- be ropanod or replacedimmedi- of the vacant property lying be- To Mrs. Luke Stegink
are Misses Evelyn Huizenga, Carol
arriving here at noon.
Thursday guest of Mrs. Albert rayon products from cornstalks, tinel. when he was 74 years old! ately. Committee recommended tween 5th and 6th Streets east of
The Governor is to make the Marcusse, Allene Huizenga and Banning of Drenthe.
wool from skim milk, plastics from
Today on both sides of the the replacementof the stoker at Central Avenue.
Mrs. Luke Stegink, 76. died
main address and present awards Suzanne Dykstra, Vernon BoerRev. John Pott preached on the waste cheese materials, bullet- street the good folk of Holland, a cost of $200.00 plus cost of adClerk further presented affida- Sunday at 7:30 a m. of a heart
man.
Howard
Slenk.
Dewey
R-ikto winners in the 1947 contest.
followingsubjects on Sunday: proof helmets and refrigerators whom ho loved so much, are say- ditional repairs on -a time-and- vit of [.iiblicationof such sale no- attack at her home, 39 West 19th
The judging has been completed ker and Earl Marlink,with Miss ‘The Fall of Man" and "All from waste paper, auto parts from ing . . ." Can you believe Charlie material basis.
tice and reported having received St.
dust, tapestry and upholstery matwith selectionof the sweepstakes Hoekstra accompanying. Miss Things Possible.”
Approved.
French was 94 years old'’"
two bids for this property as folSurvivingare a son. Benjamin
erials
from
waste
salt
brine,
were
winner of the five counties— Ma- Celia Bruinoogcwill play a piano
On next Sunday, the sacrament
Public Lighting Committeere- lows
That epitaph will please him.
L. Stegink of Holland; throe
solo,
‘"Fantasie
Impromptu"
by
son, Muskegon, Newaygo, Oceana,
of Holy Baptism will lie admin- some of the products shown.
ported that the Board of Public- George Mooi Roofing Co. S2.000.00 daughters, Mrs. John Boeve of
Mrs. Randall C. Bosch, past
and Ottawa— by a committee of Chopin.
istered in the local church.
Works had promised to install the Elzinga and Volkers 1,000.00 Bay City, the Misses Mabel and
The
Beginners
hand
will
play
Judges in the office of the extenMrs. Clifford Rynbrandt of president of the club, presided. Car Hits Abutment
street light at Cleveland Avenue
Action was deferred for two Margaret at home; one grandAt a meeting of the Public Afsion service at Michigan State "Are You Sleeping," a round; Hudsonville was a Friday guest of
Grand Haven. Jan. 29 (Special) and West 18th Street as soon a* weeks.
child; four sisters, Mrs. Dick Le
"Pleyels
Hymn"
Pleyel;
fairs
group
earlier
in
the
al!«rcollege.
Mr. and Mils. Gerrit De Vree.
-Ronald Brooks. 18. Muskegon, possible,and also 2 other lights
Council
adjourned.
Fabre of Lodgepole.S.D., Mrs.
The certificatesof award now ‘There’s Music in the Air,” Root;
Mr. and Mrs. Syrene Boss and noon, Laura Hughes Lunde of received severe h?ad injuries when previously authorized and not yet
C. Grevengoed.City Clerk Edward Vandenberg of Voyga,
"America"
by
Carey
and
"Gerare being printed, for presentation
niece of Galewood spent Satur- Chicago delivereda stimulating his car crashed into an abutment installed.
S.D,. Mrs. Fred Hook of Holland
and provocative talk on democracy
to winners, along with cash prizes man Waltz," a folk song.
day at the Henry Boss home.
and rolled over on US-16 just wes»
Alderman Beltman. Secretan
Death Valley, situated in east- and Mrs. John II. Scholten of
Numbers
by
the
Grade
sch-xil
and
the
role
women
can
play
in
of $50, $30, $20. $15, and $10 in
John Wyngarden in company
of Coopersvilleearly Tuesday^ of the PlaygroundCommission ern California.Is 210 miles below Graafschap; and two brothers.
each county, and an additional band will include Take Off with Lester and Edward Wyngar-. its advancement
State police believe Brooks fell brought to Council the problem sea level. It is 150 miles long and Herman Bonzelaar of Holland and
She urged her listenersto vote. as|(rj,
$100 to the sweepstakeswinner. March" by Holmes; "Gloriana den of Zeeland attended the aucof lights at RiverviewPark, stat- has a width of 35 miles.
Henry of Kalamazoo.
The funds have been provided Waltz" by Guy; "Flagship March" tion sale of Mrs. H. Gernts of to support those in public office
by
Edward;
"All
Stars
March"
by
who
are
doing
a
g<x>d
job,
to
insist
by business organizations in each
South Blendon Saturday.
county, for awarding to the rural Holmes, and "Air Mail March' by
Mrs. M. P. Wyngarden was a on trained government personnel,
organizationsin the respective Topp.
Friday afternoon guest of Mrs. C. to work for honest elections to
• The Junior hand will play "Pio- Wabeke.
support educationfeaturing demCounties.
It is expected 1,200 to 1.500 motion March" by Chenette;
Because of stormy weather and ocratic processes, develop intelliwill attend the Round-Up pro- “Blue Moon Waltz" by Ribble; clased roads the Golden Chain gent critical facultiesin the
gram, in Central Campus auditor- "'AirjiortMirch" by Eisenberg; prayer meeting which was sched- schools in order to educate good
ium, Muskegon,from 1 p.m. to "Song of the Rase" by Weber uled for Monday evening. Janu- American citizens of the mure.
Every American citizen is re3:30 pjn. Refreshments will fol- and "Warming Up March" by rub- ary 19 at the Forest Grove Reble.
low.
sponsible for g<xxi education for
formed church was canceled.
The performance by the High
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Masselink every child in the United States,
school hand will include nine num- and family were guests of Mr. she said.
Junior League Starts
bers. In the first grouo will be and Mrs. Corneal Van Haitsma
"If the women of the country
‘March Religiose" by Chambers, last week.
will take just a littletime to work
Tulip Time Project
"Winter Sunset" by Frankgiser;
Because of the bad weather, for good government, it will !>e
Work' on their Tulip Time pro- “Midnight Sun Overture' oy Yo- last week, the local mailman. easy enough to make our drrrvK*ject. making Dutch boy and girl der; "Little Giant March" by Moon James Sturing of Zeeland was un- racy work and lx* an example lot
caps, was begun Tuesday night by and "Marimba Capers" by Caneva. able to delivermail to several per- the world." she concluded.
Mrs. Vernon Ten (’ate [icesided
members of the Junior Welfare Miss Faith Bos will be marimba sons in this vicinity.
Henry Van Haitsma who has and Mrs. Milton Johnston introLeague under the directionof soloist. The second group will inMrs. Paul Vender Hill, chairman. clude "On to Victory March" by been confined to his home with duced the speaker. Dessert was
served by Mesdames Adrian KlaaThe group also voted to donate Rushford, "Chevalier Overture" illness Is improving.
sen. Duf field Wade, Lester Kuyper
$25 to the March of Dimes and $10 by Clair; "Waves of the Danube"
Waters of the Great Salt lake and Ray N. Smith. Mrs. Stuart
to the Ottawa county vision test- a waltz by Ivanorici. and "Naing program.
tional Emblem March"- by Bagley. in Utah contain about £ive and Padnos gave a report of the !x*ne
thrifty,
one-half times more salt than any fit bridge party for support ot Die
Mrs. Andrew Vollink announced
of the oceans.
Dutch hoy, Keos Kuyper.
that the new girls’ project will be
Vocal Trios Will Sing
a bridge, to be held Mar. 30.
Officers’treat was enjoyed fol- At Weekly Youth Rally
b
lowing the business meeting, and
Miss Althea Raffenaud and Mrs.
The Calvary Trumpeters of
James Terkeurst won bridge Grand Rapids will sing at the
prizes.
Youth for Christ rally at 7:30
tonight in Holland High school
auditorium. The trio is composed
Reformed Church Board
of Richhard Hogerwerf,Louis Van
der Kaay and Don Bolts.
To Hold Meeting Here
Also on the program will be the
The Board of Educationof the Petersonvocal trio. Misses Helen
Reformed Church in America is to and Margaret Peterson and Morhold its winter session in Holland ns Peterson, of Grand Rapids
is
next Tuesday and Wednesday.
Speaker will tie the Rev. RobThis board is composed of about ert Fischer of Throe Rivers, past30 representativesof the Relorm- or of the Bible church there.
ed church who receive their appointments from General Synod.
Sorority Holds Cultural
The board Is charged with oversight of ministerialstudents in Meet at Directors Home
colleges and seminaries, with the
whole educational program of the
Members of Michigan Epsilon
denomination and with ‘the pub- Theta. Holland branch of Beta
lication of religiousliterature for Sigma Phi. national sorority,met
use in Sunday schools and Bible Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the home
cchools of the local churches.
of Mrs. Adeline Ifillebrands.their
Sessions of this board are us- director.279 Central Ave.
ually held in New York City,
Following the business meeting
which is the board headquarters. a cultural meeting was held durThis visit to Holland represents ing which the members discussed
a change In procedure. Some of poise and 'charm. Miss Jeri Johnthe members of the board will be son and Miss Janet Camps were

year.
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SAVE MONEY
ON FOOO/ew*

I

• Build

SMIHWSH

meals
around these nutritious Heinz
delicious

main dishes!

• Packed with energy and
flavor, these favorites save
you time and money!
• Every one
dish,

%

a well-balanced

ready to heat and eat!

7HBH6MZ BtO 5
DiSPLAY AT YOUR GR0C£&
LOOK FOR

HE/A£

bouse guests of friends in the city.
In connectionwith this business session,Dr. Bernard. J. Mulder, executive . secretary of the
board, has planned a special meeting with neighboring ministers
for Tuesday afternoon, and a public gathering in the evening on
Tuesday. The public meeting will
be held in Hope Memorial chapel, and Dr. J. Christie Innes of
international deputationwill be
the speaker.
*

fiatm

in charge of the meeting.

Measles

Up

Down

in Holland,

in Hudsonville

Area

Tlie Ottawa County Health department said today that the
measles epidemic seems to be lessening in Holland city bqt has
become more serious in the Hudsonville area where the number
of victims has been mounting
steadily. The State Health deFirst revenue-cutter fleet in the partment reported earlier • this
U. S. wm ^organized in 1790, seven week that the epidemic was conyears before the first battleship fined mostly to a few counties in
«i« launched.
Western Michigan. • -
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George De Haan, who operate* the

city

*now

loader, hat the distinc-

tion of having the “coldest job in Holland.” In operating the gadgets
to control the flow of snow, George stands in one spot and doesn’t
move around like other workers at the scene. To combat those sub-

zero temperatures, George says he wears long underwear,warm
trousers,extra sweaters, heavy gloves and mackinaw. His cap has
ear’flapsinside. He chooeee felt ahoes for warmth and prefers rubbers to boots. George hat operated the enow loader since the city
/acquired It three winters ago.

